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Executive Summary
In the summer of 2009, in an attempt to end a protracted strike in the Newfoundland and Labrador
(NL) shrimp fishery, the Fish, Food and Allied Workers (FFAW), the Association of Seafood
Producers (ASP) and the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU). The MOU was designed to provide the level of analysis required to inform
the debate on the rationalization and restructuring initiatives necessary to ensure the long-term
stability of the province’s fishing industry. This report outlines the conclusions that have been reached
by the various working groups and the MOU Steering Committee, and also discusses the types of
initiatives that may be required to bring a measure of stability to the industry in the short term, while
also helping the industry position itself for long-term success in the global seafood marketplace.
At present, more than 20,000 individuals in NL rely on the fishing industry as their primary source
of employment income. Approximately 11,000 individuals, scattered throughout 500 communities,
are employed in approximately 3,800 harvesting enterprises and over 10,000 individuals find employment in one or more of the province’s 102 primary fish plants. In 2010, the value of production in the
NL fishing industry was about $942 million, a 45% increase in value over a 20-year period and a 14%
increase over 2009. The value of landings has also increased by more than 80% over the past 20 years,
while the volume of landings has declined by 40%. These shifts in value and volume have induced
significant changes within the industry. In particular, the industry has witnessed rather dramatic declines in the number of fish harvesters, processing plants and, in turn, the number of plant workers.
As the 2011 fishing season approaches, and we examine the financial performance of the industry
over the past five years, a number of things become apparent. Most notably we have recognized,
based on the results of the 2009 season, that the industry may not be strong enough financially to
withstand two successively poor fishing seasons. The analysis suggests that in the event of such an occurrence, the magnitude of potential losses could be very dramatic, thus accelerating the closure of a
number of marginal plants that have been the mainstay of their respective communities.
To help in the process of refining the understanding of the scale and scope of these potential challenges, the parties to the MOU and the MOU Steering Committee established a number of working groups, each with a specific mandate to examine the current situation in the areas of harvesting,
processing and seafood sales and marketing. Each working group was to assess the current situation
in each sector and make recommendations for change. The Steering Committee also appointed a
Financial Analysis Working Group (FAWG), whose mandate it was to manage extensive surveys of
industry participants in both the harvesting and processing sectors and report back on the current
financial health of the industry.
The financial analysis of the harvesting sector that was undertaken by Deloitte suggested that between one-third and two-thirds of the fish harvesting operations currently operating in NL are viable, depending on the viability measure employed. They also noted that viability levels varied widely
across the various fishing areas or regions. The Deloitte survey data suggested that nearshore fleets
(vessels >40') appear to be more viable compared to inshore fleets (vessels <40'), although debt levels
are greater in the nearshore fleets.
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The Harvesting Rationalization Working Group (HWG) analyzed several options for industry rationalization, including proposals from the FFAW, the NL Inshore Shrimp Fleets and the NL Independent Fish Harvesters Association (NLIFHA). The HWG supplemented the Deloitte database
with data from the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) in order to remove any anomalies in
the original dataset and to facilitate a more detailed analysis on individual fleets. A series of assumptions were made with respect to potential outcomes for such key variables as market prices, prices to
harvesters, resource availability and fuel costs.
The viability targets established by the HWG to determine fleet rationalization requirements included a reasonable return on equity and reasonable income levels for owners and crew members. In
the inshore fleet sector, the required levels of rationalization range from slightly above 30% to almost
80%. The highest required levels of rationalization are concentrated, geographically, on the northeast
and west coasts of Newfoundland and in southern Labrador, while the lowest levels of rationalization
are required in the Avalon and the southern coastal regions of Newfoundland.
In the nearshore fleets, the required levels of rationalization range from 0% to almost 50%. The highest levels of rationalization are concentrated, geographically, on the northeast coast of Newfoundland
and in southern Labrador (area 2J3K), while the lowest levels of rationalization are required in the
Avalon and the southern coastal regions of Newfoundland. A 50% rationalization level suggests that,
in order to achieve the viability targets that were established by the HWG, enterprises would have to
harvest roughly double their current volumes.
In recent years, rationalization of the harvesting sector has occured with limited government intervention and will continue to occur in response to changes in resources, income levels and harvester
demographics. One question that arises for those fleets that require intervention is: to what extent
would policy changes related to buddy-up and combining arrangements affect the financial viability
of these fleets? If the answer to this question is that modified policies would do little to improve the
present situation, then some form of intervention may be required and, in the most severe cases, a
buy-out of enterprises would improve financial results for those that remain, although they would
still be unable to achieve all viability targets.
In evaluating the rationalization proposals, governments must consider both the benefits and costs
of such an exercise. On a positive note, as referenced by the FFAW in its proposal, a reduction in
the number of fishing enterprises would reduce peak landings, allow for much better distribution
of landings within the current operating season and allow for a modest expansion of the operating
season. While rationalizing the industry should leave the remaining participants better off, a central
question that remains is: will their financial situation improve sufficiently to allow the remaining enterprise owners to retain and attract workers in the context of the current demographic profile of the
harvesting workforce? In addition, consideration must be given to which party, industry or government, will bear the financial risk of rationalization and to what degree. A number of western governments have supported such rationalization activities in recent years in fundamentally uncompetitive
industries and found, to their dismay, that such initiatives have only served to prolong the inevitable
decline of the industry in question. Notable examples include: the textile industry in the United
States, the electronics industry in Germany, and the auto industry in the United Kingdom.
The financial analysis of the processing sector that was undertaken by Grant Thornton suggested
that the level of profitability in the NL seafood processing sector is well below the Canadian seafood
processing sector norms and is unacceptable. The profitability level in particular is not sufficient to alii
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low participants to secure capital and make the types of investments in plant and equipment that are
required to achieve long-term viability.
The Processing Restructuring Working Group (PWG) also analyzed several options for industry
rationalization, including the proposal by ASP, the principal components of which included a 30%
reduction in the number of existing crab and shrimp plants (volume based), a ‘reverse auction’ as a
mechanism to facilitate the redistribution of available resources and an independent panel to review
and approve offers.
The results of the subsequent analysis conducted by the PWG indicate that a rationalization rate of
30% would allow the processing sector to achieve gross margins in the 15% range, which is similar
to the performance of the Canadian Seafood Producing Sector (excluding NL). This level of rationalization will have a positive impact on net income and other measures of financial performance
and should increase the ability of the processing sector to access the level of capital that is deemed
to be required in order to sustain its enterprises and compete more effectively in the global seafood
marketplace. To date, rationalization of the processing sector has occurred with only a modest level of
government intervention and will continue to occur in response to changes in raw material supplies,
market returns and demographic challenges associated with labour supply.
Under ASP’s proposed rationalization plan, the financial health of the processing sector would improve and the impact on workers and communities could potentially be better managed. However,
the current ASP proposal is for industry controlled buy-outs. This could potentially lead to outcomes
(plant closures) that are contrary to current provincial policy objectives, notably regional balance.
Likewise, without some mechanism to enforce capacity reduction in the processing sector, the benefits that could be realized from season extensions (such as improved worker incomes), would likely
not be realized. Further to the ASP proposal, the process of a reverse auction and the proposed conditions of ownership of purchased plants should be strengthened, via arm’s length evaluations of proposals, if a government supported rationalization of the sector is to be considered.
The Grant Thornton report and work of the PWG both suggest that a 30% rationalization in the
number of shrimp and crab plants will allow processors to achieve significant improvement in gross
margin performance and improved profitability in the short term. However, long-term profitability
and sustainability will likely require fundamental structural changes if the NL processing sector is
to achieve the objectives of the MOU, which were identified during the Fishing Industry Renewal
(FIR) initiative and highlighted in Section 1 of this report.
The report of the Seafood Marketing Working Group (MWG) proposes the establishment of a
number of sales consortia with financial incentives being put in place to offset incremental start-up
costs and other associated costs, including a provision for inventory financing for a period of three
years. The MWG identified the need for flexibility in the criteria used to establish such consortia so
as to encourage collaboration. A seafood marketing council has also been proposed by the MWG.
Key activities of the council should include market intelligence, image development, product promotion and long range market planning.
The analysis of the financial health of the industry suggests that, while the industry showed a reasonable recovery in 2010 relative to 2009, it continues to be in a rather volatile state and is perhaps one
or two relatively poor seasons away from further economic misfortune. Action must be taken to so-
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lidify and improve the present financial position of the province’s harvesters, processing industry and
plant workers if the industry is to engage in the kind of meaningful restructuring that is required to
allow the industry to be self-sustaining.
If one is to look objectively at the initiatives that have been recommended herein, it should be clear
that most of these fall within the domain of activities typically associated with rationalization, as
opposed to restructuring. A cursory examination of such activities in other jurisdictions in Canada
(such as the automotive parts supply industry in Ontario) and around the world (the textile industry
in the southeastern United States) demonstrates that the approach taken in these sectors was also
multi-phased.
Phase one of this process (i.e. rationalization), as it may come to be known in relation to the NL
fishing industry, could allow the industry to improve its current financial position and ready itself
for the more complicated and more fundamental restructuring that is required and that already has
been operationalized in other fisheries such as Iceland. If the NL fishery is to survive and prosper, it
must become more competitive internationally. This will only come through initiatives that are rooted
in technological innovation and that utilize a highly skilled workforce that is focused on the supply
of high quality, differentiated products to suppliers who are willing to pay a premium price for NL
seafood.

iv
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1.0 Introduction
In 2009, an unusual combination of recessionary pressures resulted in historically low market prices
for most seafood products in many regions of the world. In Canada in particular, the combination of
depressed market prices and adverse exchange rates resulted in reduced returns for seafood processors
and ultimately resulted in lower than average raw material prices being paid to harvesters. In Newfoundland and Labrador (NL), these developments sparked a lengthy price dispute in the shrimp
sector, with the result being a three-week delay in the start of the fishery. At that time, approximately
330 enterprises were engaged in shrimp harvesting, with 13 plants licensed to process shrimp in the
Province of Newfoundland and Labrador. Combined, these activities employed between 3,500 and
4,000 people annually, primarily in fishery dependent communities.
In an effort to open the 2009 shrimp fishery, before the season was lost, the Provincial Government
agreed to reimburse processing license fees for 2008 and 2009 and work with the Fish, Food and
Allied Workers (FFAW) union and the Association of Seafood Producers (ASP) to develop a plan
(eventually referred to as the MOU on Fishing Industry Restructuring), to rationalize and restructure
the NL fishing industry. On July 14, 2009, an MOU was signed by the three parties. The signing of
the MOU was central to the opening of the 2009 shrimp fishery and resulted in the employment of a
large number of harvesters and plant workers who depend on this industry for their livelihood.
The primary objective of the MOU is to develop proposals to rationalize and restructure the industry in a manner that would ensure the viability of the remaining fishing and processing enterprises.
As a result, a plan will be presented to both the federal and provincial levels of government for consideration. The concept of rationalizing the fishing industry is not new. For many years, there has
been a general recognition that there are too many harvesters, and too many fish plants, and this has
been documented in several reports on the fishery. In 2006, Premier Danny Williams launched what
became known as the Joint Canada-Newfoundland and Labrador Fishing Industry Renewal (FIR)
initiative, which commenced with the Premier’s Summit on May 24, 2006. The FIR consultation process consisted of more than 40 stakeholder meetings. These consultations resulted in a general consensus that structural deficiencies exist within the fishing industry. Excess capacity was cited as the
most critical underlying structural challenge. Other structural challenges include: low income levels,
workforce recruitment and retention issues, seasonality, quality and marketing. It was envisioned that
the FIR initiative should result in a sustainable, economically viable, internationally competitive and
regionally balanced industry which is able to:
•
•
•
•
•

adapt to changing resource and market conditions;
extract optimal value from world markets;
provide an economic driver for communities in vibrant rural regions;
provide attractive incomes to industry participants; and
attract and retain skilled workers.

In the initial stages of the FIR process, government-industry working committees identified the challenges facing the industry, clarified the issues, and outlined the options that could be considered. Approximately 800 individuals, including industry organizations, harvesters, plant workers, community
leaders, regional development organizations and aboriginal groups, were involved in the consultation
process. Some individuals and companies suggested plant closures, while other individuals and groups
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wanted to maintain plant capacity at current levels. Some groups wanted outside buyers, while
others did not.
The strategy that followed consisted of several federal and provincial initiatives that supported
self-rationalization of the processing and harvesting sectors, and the long-term viability, international competitiveness and sustainability of the industry.
The provincial elements included renewal of the processing sector; enhancement of marketing
initiatives; implementation of new technologies; enhancements to the provincial Fisheries Loan
Guarantee Program (FLGP); enhanced safety initiatives; and workforce adjustment measures. In
total, the province committed $15 million in direct funding under the FIR initiative, an estimated $25 million in reduced capital gains taxes, and $100 million in potential risk, underwriting
through loan guarantees.
Federal initiatives included the strengthening of the owner-operator fleet separation policies; the
introduction of the combining policy to allow harvesting rationalization; changes to the vessel
replacement policy; the conversion of temporary shrimp permits to licenses; an increase in fisheries science initiatives; license fee review; capital gains exemptions; and a commitment to allow
licenses to be used as collateral.
In 2009, the challenges facing the fishing industry led the signatories of the MOU to seek an accelerated approach to achieving the objectives established during the FIR initiative. Accordingly,
the MOU was designed to generate the type of strategic and financial analysis that would support the development of a plan to accelerate rationalization and restructuring of the NL fishing
industry. This report outlines the MOU process and the conclusions reached by the various working groups and committees regarding:
•
•
•

harvesting rationalization;
processing rationalization; and
sales and marketing initiatives.

Conclusions, including any limitations and concerns identified, are summarized at the end of the
report.

2
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2.0 Overview of MOU
Soon after the signing of the MOU on July 14, 2009, a Steering Committee was formed to oversee the
process and outcomes of various working groups that were established to support the completion of an
Industry Rationalization Plan. These working groups included a Financial Analysis Working Group;
a Harvesting Rationalization Working Group; a Processing Restructuring Working Group (that also
included a Worker Adjustment Subcommittee); and a Seafood Marketing Working Group. Membership
consisted of individuals from the FFAW, ASP and the Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture (DFA)
(see Annex 2). DFO fully participated in the process and attended all working group and Steering Committee meetings in an ex-officio capacity. The Provincial Government committed $800,000 to cover work
and related analyses for the MOU process.
The Steering Committee oversaw the entire MOU process, including the establishment of the aforementioned working groups and Worker Adjustment Subcommittee. The initial meeting of the Steering
Committee was held on July 17, 2009, and its first tasks involved finalizing nominees for the Steering
Committee and identifying an independent Chair for the MOU Steering Committee. Appointment
of the Chair of the Steering Committee was confirmed on July 30, 2009. The role of the Chair was to
provide direction to the Steering Committee and to prepare a report on the working groups’ findings.
The various responsibilities of the working groups are outlined below, along with the process each group
undertook to meet their mandates. In total, more than 80 committee and working group meetings were
held prior to the completion of this report. The terms of references for the Steering Committee and
working groups are provided in Annexes 3 to 7.

Figure 3.1

Memorandum of Understanding Structure

Figure 2.1 Memorandum of Understanding Structure
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2.1 Working Group Structure and Mandate
The FAWG was the first working group established in August 2009. Its objective was to undertake a
comprehensive analysis of the financial health of the harvesting and processing sectors, a necessary step
for evaluating options for restructuring the fishing industry. In order to achieve this objective, proposals were invited from consultants in mid-August to undertake financial reviews of both sectors, and in
early November contracts were awarded to two consulting firms, Grant Thornton and Deloitte. Grant
Thornton completed a financial assessment of the processing sector in March 2010. Deloitte completed
a similar report for the harvesting sector, also in March 2010. Financial information provided by participating enterprise owners and processing firms was available only to the consultants, and only aggregate
information was provided to the FAWG and, subsequently, the HWG, PWG and Steering Committee.
The HWG was established in August 2009. Its objective was to develop a comprehensive rationalization
model for the harvesting sector, taking into consideration the timing of other measures taken under the
MOU. The HWG was also mandated to develop a strategy that ensured that the fishing enterprises that
remained (post-rationalization) could acquire additional quota at a minimal risk to the enterprise, using
existing collateral to access the incremental/available resource. Additionally, the group was mandated to
ensure that any rationalization program was designed in a manner whereby possible government funding initiatives would improve the viability of those who remain in the industry. Further, this was to be
achieved while not artificially inflating the cost of acquiring licenses or quotas from enterprises that
would be retired as a result of the rationalization process.
During development of the HWG recommendations to the Steering Committee, members considered many sources of information, including the financial analysis prepared by Deloitte, data provided
by DFO, including catch and effort data, cost and earnings survey data, as well as various support and
feedback provided by DFO throughout the analysis. Further, DFA engaged the services of Eric Dunne
Consulting to assist both the FFAW and the inshore shrimp fleet with their analyses and proposal
preparation, and Pisces Consulting to provide analytical support to the HWG.
The PWG was also formed in August 2009. Its objective was to develop restructuring models for the
processing sector. The working group was mandated to consider current processing overcapacity, an aging
plant workforce, recruitment and retention issues associated with the seasonality of work, out-migration,
and the effect that the ongoing rationalization of the harvesting sector might have on processing operations. The PWG considered the Grant Thornton report, which assessed the financial state of the processing sector, during its deliberations. DFA also engaged the services of Pisces Consulting to provide
analytical support.
A Worker Adjustment Subcommittee was formed to address workforce adjustment issues that may arise
in the face of industry restructuring and/or rationalization. The role of this subcommittee was to examine
the rationalization and restructuring options being considered by the PWG, and to provide input to the
working group on the implications from a worker adjustment perspective.
The MWG was formed in September 2009. Its objective was to undertake a comprehensive analysis of
options to more effectively and efficiently market NL seafood and, using this analysis, to make recommendations to improve seafood sales and marketing. The primary goal was to achieve a more coordinated, integrated and coherent marketing strategy for NL in the global seafood marketplace, thereby
optimizing returns to industry stakeholders.

4
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Table 2.1

Key Milestones of Memorandum of Understanding Processs

Proposals - In an effort to move the MOU process forward, in late 2009, the Minister of Fisheries and
Aquaculture encouraged industry stakeholders to submit proposals regarding restructuring/rationalization and marketing for consideration by the harvesting and processing working groups. Proposals were
received in early 2010 from the ASP, the FFAW, NL Inshore Shrimp Fleets, the Newfoundland and
Labrador Independent Fish Harvesters Association (NLIFHA) and the Seafood Processors of Newfoundland and Labrador (SPONL).

Table 2.1 Key Milestones of the Memorandum of Understanding Process
Activity

Date

MOU Signed
Steering Committee Established
MOU Chair Appointed
Deloitte/Grant Thornton (Consultants) Contracts Awarded
Industry Proposals*
Financial Analysis of Processing Sector (Grant Thornton
Report)
Financial Analysis of Harvesting Sector (Deloitte Report)

July 2009
July 2009
July 2009
November 2009
by January 2010
March 2010

Harvesting Rationalization Working Group Final Report to
Steering Committee
Processing Restructuring Working Group Final Report to
Steering Committee
Seafood Marketing Working Group Final Report to Steering
Committee
Final Steering Committee Meeting
Draft Report to DFA
Final Report to DFA

October 2010

March 2010

October 2010
December 2010
October 2010
December 2010
February 2011

* Proposals received from NL Inshore Shrimp Fleet Chairs, ASP, FFAW, NLIFHA, SPONL and Beothic Fisheries.
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3.0 Overview of the Newfoundland and Labrador
Fishing Industry
Table 3.1

Industry Snapshot

Table 3.1 Industry Snapshot
Value of Production ($millions)
Volume of Landings (tonnes)
Value of Landings ($millions)
Harvesters (Peak)
Processing Plants (Primary)
Plant Workers (Peak)

1989
$650
506,000
$242
16,665
214
21,000

2010E
$942
301,397
$439
10,802
102
10,340

% Change
44.9
-40.4
81.4
-35.2
-52.3
-50.8

E=Estimate
Source: Professional Fish Harvesters Certification Board; DFA; and DFO

Prior to presenting the detailed analysis and findings of the MOU Steering Committee and the
working groups, it will be helpful for the reader to understand some of the large-scale changes that
have occurred in the NL fishing industry since the moratoria. This background information will serve
to put the findings noted in this report into perspective.
The structure of the industry has changed significantly since 1989, just prior to the moratoria. After
the groundfish moratoria of the early 1990s, the industry began to shift from one that harvested
primarily groundfish to one harvesting primarily shellfish. This change had notable effects on the
industry. As shellfish fisheries tend to have lower volume, but higher value, overall fish landings have
declined; however, the value of these landings has risen. With this shift, the industry has observed
a steady decline in the number of fish harvesters. Also, as a lower volume of fish is landed and less
processing is required for shellfish, there has been an even more significant decline in the number of
processing plants and, in turn, a decrease in plant workers in the province. This has occurred during a
time when landed value increased, thereby increasing harvesters’ average fishing income.

3.1 A Perspective on the Newfoundland and Labrador Harvesting Sector
There are approximately 10,800 individuals currently employed as professional fish harvesters in the
province and they are scattered along the province’s coastline in some 500 communities. These harvesters are employed in the 3,833 enterprises that operate in the NL fishing industry. This group of
enterprises include 2,972 that operate in the province’s inshore fishing sector (< 40’ vessels) and 861
that operate in the nearshore sector (> 40’ vessels).

6
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Figure 3.1 Number of Self-Employed Fish Harvesters
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The number of fish harvesters in this province declined by 31%, from 16,655 in 1998 to 11,566 in
2009. This trend continued into 2010, declining a further 6.6% to 10,800 workers. This decline in
harvesters is expected to continue, with 500 or more harvesters projected to leave the workforce
annually between now and 2015.

Figure 3.2 Age Profile of the Harvesting Sector
18%
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Source: Professional Fish Harvesters Certification Board

The workforce in the harvesting sector is aging. Since 1999, the percentage of harvesters in all
age categories has been declining, except for the percentage of harvesters in the 45 and older age
categories. In 2009, 29% of harvesters were 55 years of age or older, while only 10% of harvesters
fell into this age group in 1999.
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Figure 3.3 Number of Core Fishing Enterprises
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Note: Forecast is according to the results from a linear regression estimation based on data
for past 13 years.
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The number of core fishing enterprises engaged in the fishery has also declined since 1998, from 4,986 to
3,607 in 2010 (a decline of 28%). Between now and 2015, this trend is expected to continue, with more
than 50 core enterprises projected to leave the industry annually. The average vessel ages of 35-64 ft. fleets
are outlined in Annex 8. Increased use of licensing combining options would accelerate this decline.
The volume of landings declined 41%, from 506,000 tonnes in 1989 to 301,000 tonnes in 2009. However, with a shift in harvesting toward higher valued shellfish species, the value of landings increased.
The landed value increased substantially, from $330 million in 1995 to a high of $606 million in 2004;
however, it declined to $420 million in 2009. This value decline in 2009, compared to the previous year

Figure 3.4 Fish Landings By Species Group
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($519 million), is primarily the result of a global economic recession. The volume of landings dropped in
2009 by 8.5% (approximately 28,000 tonnes), relative to 2008, while the value of these landings declined
by 19% (roughly $100 million). The decrease in landed values between 2008 and 2009 is largely due to
increased international competition (on the supply side), which resulted in lower market prices and lower
prices paid to harvesters. At the same time, the increased value of the Canadian dollar, relative to other
key currencies (notably the American dollar), also served to put additional pressure on participants in the
NL fishing industry. This, coupled with high operating costs, has placed many participants in the fishing
industry in a rather precarious financial position. In 2010, preliminary statistics indicate total landings
approached 301,000 tonnes, with a landed value of approximately $440 million, with the volume of landings on par and the value up by 4% from the previous year.
The proportion of landings accounted for by shellfish has more than doubled since 1995. Shellfish landings peaked in 2006, when over 200,000 tonnes were landed. This volume was equivalent to 57% of the
total landings for that year. Since that time, the percentage of the total landed volume (in the NL fishery) that is comprised of shellfish has remained relatively stable, between 55% and 60%, while the value
of shellfish landings is over 80%.

Figure 3.5 Top Species by Landed Value ($ Millions)
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The volume of pelagic fish species landed by NL harvesters has increased since 1989. Over the past four
years, pelagic species have accounted for between 27% and 32% of the total landed volume. During this
same period, the groundfish landings have remained relatively stable, accounting for 12% to 14% of total
landed volume.
During the 1989 to 2009 period, the top species (by landed value) has also changed dramatically. In
1989, cod accounted for almost two-thirds (63%) of the top 5 species, at $120 million. In comparison, in
2009 snow crab was the number one species at $165 million (39% of the total value), followed by shrimp
at $109 million (26%).
Figure 3.5
Top Species by Landed Value
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3.2 A Perspective on the Newfoundland and Labrador Seafood Processing Sector
In 2010, there were approximately 10,300 individuals employed as processing plant workers in the NL
fish processing sector. As a result of lower landings and a shift to shellfish processing (which requires
less processing labour than groundfish), the number of processing plant workers has declined 43%, from
18,070 in 1998. On average, 600 plant workers left the industry each year during this period and there
were 672 less plant workers in 2009 compared to 2008. This trend is expected to continue, with more
than 600 plant workers projected to leave the workforce annually, between now and 2015.

Figure 3.6 Processing Plant Workers (Peak Employment)
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F=Forecast
Note: Forecast is according to the results from a linear regression estimation based
on data for past 13 years.
Source: DFA

The seafood processing sector, like the harvesting sector, has an aging workforce. The number of processing plant workers is lower for all age categories between 20 and 50 years compared with the same
categories in 2004. The percentage of workers in the age categories older than 50 years was significantly
higher in 2009, compared to 2004. Additionally, in 2009, 24% of plant workers were aged 55 or older,
while in 2004 approximately 12% were in this age category.
There has been a significant downsizing of the industry over the past 20 years (fish harvesters, number of
enterprises, number of plants and number of plant workers). This trend is likely to continue. As illustrated, the age profile of harvesters and plant workers has gotten significantly older. Both sectors have very
few new (young) entrants, and most exit the industry at age 65. Therefore, there could be a serious labour
shortage within the next 5 to 10 years.
Figure 3.6
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Figure 3.7 Age Profile of Processing Workers
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Figure 3.8 Primary/Core Plants - 1993-2010
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Figure 3.8

Age Profile of Processing Workers
Primary/Core Plants, 1993-2010

The past two decades have resulted in some rather dramatic changes in the NL seafood processing sector. The number of primary processing plants declined 46%, from 189 in 1993 to a low of 102
plants in 2010. The dollar value of provincial seafood production rose to a high of $1.2 billion in 2004,
before falling to $827 million in 2009. This decline in production value, combined with the appreciation of the Canadian dollar and the increase in competition globally, resulted in the elimination of
already slim profit margins in much of the seafood processing sector. These challenges provided the
impetus for the establishment of the MOU on Fishing Industry Restructing, and subsequently the
MOU Steering Committee in the summer of 2009.

F=Forecast
Note: Forecast is according to the results from a linear regression estimation
based on data for past 12 years.
Source: DFA
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Figure 3.9 Production Value,
Newfoundland and Labrador
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During the FIR process, and in the months leading up to the establishment of the MOU Steering Committee, ASP indicated that the circumstances processors were encountering inhibited the
sector from competing effectively in the international marketplace. The external factors that impede
competitiveness include a high Canadian dollar, increased cost of fuel, international competition
from low-cost producers, cyclical market price variations, tariffs and market access barriers, and the
increasing world aquaculture supply.
The internal factors that impede competitiveness include the short fishing season (which requires
maintaining processing capacity that remains idle in the off-season); the high number of plants
(which under stable or declining landings does not permit operators to increase supply and reduce
corresponding fixed costs); and the associated sales and marketing methods of seafood by producers
(which results in lower than average returns from the market).
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Figure 3.9

It is noteworthy that production value is estimated to have rebounded considerably in 2010, to approximately $942 million. With the shift in production, from an industry based on processing mostly
groundfish to an industry processing mainly shellfish, equipment and process changes were required
in many processing plants. One of the most significant challenges facing a company when it invests
heavily in new equipment (beyond overall market development) is the requirement to achieve a gross
margin percentage on selling price sufficient to allow the company to retire the debt associated with
the investment in new processing infrastructure (plant and equipment).

Production Value, Newfoundland and Labrador

P=Preliminary
Source: DFA

Table 3.2 outlines the various factors influencing the returns to industry participants. The fishing
industry has limited control over external forces and will have to adapt to global challenges. However, industry initiatives or changes to government policies can influence the domestic issues faced by
harvesters and processing operations in the province.

Table 3.2 Industry Challenges
External
• High Canadian dollar
• Increased cost of fuel
• International competitiveness
• Low-cost producers
• Cyclical market price variation
• Tariffs and market access
• Increasing world aquaculture supply
• Global economic challenges

Domestic
• Overcapacity (harvesting and processing)
• Resource fluctuations/declines
• Industry structure
• Workforce - Recruitment/Retention
• Low/Unstable incomes
• Seasonality
• Dependability/Timing of supply
• Varying quality (harvesting/processing)
• Vessel design/utilization/efficiency
• Marketing (e.g., distress selling, lack of
collaborative effort)
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4.0 Harvesting Sector Rationalization
Extensive analysis was completed on the financial health of the harvesting sector. Deloitte conducted
its financial assessment of the harvesting sector during late 2009 and early 2010, with the final report
delivered in March 2010. The consultant assessed the financial health and viability of various harvesting activities of enterprise owners utilizing vessels less than 90' length overall (LOA1), and produced a
cost-revenue model. The model was designed with the ability to complete sensitivity analysis and enable
the HWG to look at various scenarios to determine the impact of resource and market forces on industry profitability. The HWG required a model to examine and evaluate the costs and benefits of options
to strengthen various fleets through rationalization (e.g., enterprise buy-outs and license combining) and
restructuring. The HWG was to:
•

develop a comprehensive proposal for a fleet rationalization plan, cost-shared by harvesters and governments;

•

pursue all possible avenues to compel the Federal Government to meet its responsibility to cost-share
a fleet rationalization plan;

•

develop a strategy to ensure that fishing enterprises acquiring additional quota through rationalization are able to minimize the risk associated with using their existing enterprise assets as collateral
against any incremental resource access;

•

ensure that any rationalization program is designed in a manner whereby government funding improves the viability of those who remain in the industry; and

•

ensure best efforts are made to design a program that does not inflate the cost of acquiring licenses/
quotas.

DFO involvement was critical in the work of the HWG. Economic and statistics personnel provided
extensive assistance by compiling statistics and data and by providing analytical support, input and feedback to both the FAWG and the HWG.

4.1 Financial Health of the Harvesting Sector
4.1.1 Approach Taken to Determine Harvesting Sector Viability
Originally, Deloitte was to collect financial data to complete an analysis for the last three years (20062008), as well as relevant data for 2009. Due to time constraints, Deloitte worked with the FAWG and
chose 2008 as the base year for data collection purposes. That year was determined to be reasonably
representative in terms of fleet activity and financial circumstances. An online survey was developed and
financial indicators of viability were identified. The survey was designed to collect financial data directly
from fish harvesters, and to provide the ability to analyze the viability of various fleet sectors using the
financial data provided. This required collecting a statistically valid sample of information from harvest1. The authorization to move from a maximum LOA of 64' 11“ to 89' 11“ was provided as part of the FIR initiative in 2007
but to date there has been very little take-up and virtually all of the inshore vessels remain at less than 65' LOA.
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Table 4.1

Number of Fishing Enterprises by Fleet Sector, 2008

ers within various fleet sectors. The FFAW, representing the majority of fish harvesters in the province,
indicated that its members were willing to participate in this study. Since information was to be sourced
directly from harvesters, the FFAW indicated their willingness to facilitate the collection of this information by encouraging harvesters to participate. Data from DFO was sourced, including landed volume
and value. This data was used to validate and augment the survey data. Given that enterprise economics
can vary significantly depending on characteristics including vessel size, area fished and species harvested, 14 fleet sectors were chosen by Deloitte, 7 less than 40’ inshore fleets, and 7 greater than 40’ nearshore
fleets.

Table 4.1 Number of Fishing Enterprises by Fleet Sector, 2008
Fleet Sector

Number

Inshore (<40’)
4R North of Point Riche
4R3Pn South of Point Riche
3Ps Fortune Bay and West (FBW)
3Ps Placentia Bay (PB)
3L
3K
2J
Total Inshore
Nearshore (>40’)
4R Shrimp
3Ps Supplementary Crab
2J3K Supplementary Crab with
Shrimp
2J3K Supplementary Crab without
Shrimp
2J3K Full-time Crab
3L Small Supplementary Crab
without Shrimp
3L Large Supplementary and Fulltime Crab
Other
Total Nearshore
Total

Responses

Response Rate
(%)

236
449
370
378
807
649
83
2,972

13
1
32
14
90
92
6
248

5.5
0.2
8.6
3.7
11.2
14.2
7.2
8.3

64
90

9
7

14.1
7.8

99

43

43.4

151

28

18.5

28

2

7.1

205

14

6.8

112

10

8.9

112
861

0
113

0
13

3,833

361

9.4

Where appropriate, for each vessel size category, details were sought on cost factors and contributions
for each relevant species license. During survey completion, approximately 100 harvesters responded, of
which only 30 provided enough details to be usable. Given that there were about 3,800 enterprises and
these were subdivided into 14 different fleet sectors, this sample size was inadequate. In order to collect
additional data to help with the financial analysis, Deloitte purchased 331 usable survey responses from
an accounting firm. The accounting firm had a great deal of experience in the preparation of financial
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Table 4.2

Viability Measures – Deloitte

reports and tax returns of individual fishing enterprises and was able to access its files to complete
the surveys. In the case of surveys completed by harvesters and those completed by the accounting
company, the identities of harvesters were protected. The resulting dataset of 361 surveys constituted
a sample of 9.4% and was adequate to enable Deloitte to complete the required viability analysis and
model. Table 4.1 provides a list of the fleet sectors that were surveyed, along with the total number
of enterprises and the final survey responses in each fleet sector. Obtaining financial details for these
fleets was vital in determining the health of the harvesting sector. Using this information, a model
was developed to assist the HWG in completing sensitivity analysis on changes to various factors
and how they impacted the profitability of each fleet and the sector as a whole.
Having analyzed the available data, Deloitte was then in a position to comment on the profitability
and viability of the various fleet sectors which exist within the NL fishery. Deloitte excluded the
4R3Pn south of Point Riche fleet and the 2J3K full-time crab fleet from its final analysis because the
number of respondents from each of these areas was considered too small to allow for meaningful
representation of the respective fleets.
The analysis undertaken by Deloitte was based on the premise that the compensation realized by the
vessel owner and crew members would include employment insurance and there would be sufficient
profit to provide a reasonable return to the owner for his capital investment in the enterprise. The
consultant was asked by the FAWG to develop a range of viability measures to review the long-term
financial viability of each of the fleets. Four measures were developed, which included a return on
equity of 9-11% and various income levels, including fishing income and Employment Insurance
(EI). Deloitte used a proxy of average employment income in the province ($30,300) as one of the
viability measures (see Table 4.2).

Table 4.2 Viability Measures – Deloitte
Alternate Viability
Measure #

Owner Compensation
(including Employment Insurance*)

Return On Investment

1

10% of revenues (using a proxy of
replacement skipper share)

11%

2

$20,000

9%

3

$25,000

10%

4

$30,300

11%

Note: * According to Taxfiler data, average EI benefit for harvesters has ranged from 41% to 48% of total income from 2001 to 2006.

4.1.2 Financial Results
Deloitte used the survey data and the aforementioned parameters to calculate the percentage of enterprises that achieved viability based on the four viability measures outlined in Table 4.2. Deloitte’s
summary financial results for each of the four viability measures are presented in Table 4.3. The
executive summary of Deloitte’s report is also appended to this report (see Annex 10).
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Table 4.3

Percentage of Enterprises Viable By Fleet Sector

Table 4.3 Percentage of Enterprises Viable By Fleet Sector

Inshore (<40’)

Alternate Viability Measures
#1
#2
#3
63%
57%
41%

#4
21%

2J
3K
3L
3Ps FBW
3Ps PB
4R North

50%
59%
73%
66%
43%
38%

33%
53%
68%
63%
50%
23%

17%
38%
50%
44%
36%
8%

0%
21%
22%
25%
21%
8%

Nearshore (>40’)

50%

73%

65%

60%

4R Shrimp
3Ps Supplementary Crab
2J3K Supplementary Crab with Shrimp
2J3K Supplementary Crab without Shrimp
3L Small Supplementary Crab without Shrimp
3L Large Supplementary and Full-time Crab

22%
14%
60%
54%
50%
50%

44%
43%
79%
71%
71%
100%

33%
14%
79%
64%
64%
80%

33%
14%
77%
57%
50%
70%

Total

59%

62%

48%

33%

Based on the results outlined above, and considering the rather conservative viability thresholds outlined in the methodology, Deloitte concluded that:
1. between one-third and two-thirds of the fish harvesting operations currently operating in NL are
viable, depending on the viability measure employed;
2. viability levels across the various fishing areas or regions vary widely;
3. the survey data suggests nearshore fleets appear to be more viable compared to the inshore fleets;
and
4. debt levels appear to be greater in nearshore enterprises with average loan balances nearing
$310,000, compared with $2,150 on average for the inshore enterprises.
Under the most rigorous measure (#4) in the inshore sector, all sectors have a low level of viability, with
2J and 4R North being the least viable. Fleets with low levels of viability in the nearshore sector include the 3Ps Supplementary Crab (14%-43%) and 4R Shrimp (22%-44%). For fleets located in 2J3K
Supplementary Crab, 3L Small Supplementary, and 3L Large Supplementary, viability exceeds the 50%
level under each of the four viability measures. When the results were received from Deloitte and the
revenue data compared to DFO’s catch and effort data, it was evident that in some cases the sample results were likely skewed towards highliners or combined/buddied-up enterprises. This would imply that
the levels of viability for some fleets may have been overstated in the Deloitte analysis.
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Table 4.4

Buddy-Up Enterprises by Fleet Sector, 2008

DFO’s buddy-up policy allows two fish license holders to form a temporary partnership and to fish two
quotas from a single vessel. In 2008, there were over 700 buddy-up arrangements for snow crab in the
inshore sector. Arrangements also existed for capelin, lobster and cod. In contrast, combining allows
individual independent core enterprise holders to buy another core enterprise for the purpose of combining licenses permanently. In 2008, 2% of total enterprises exited through combining in the inshore sector
while 5% of the nearshore sector exited.

Table 4.4 Buddy-up Enterprises by Fleet Sector, 2008
2008
Population
Inshore
4R North of Point Riche
4R3Pn South of Point Riche
3Ps FBW
3Ps PB
3L
3K
2J
Subtotal Inshore

Crab/

Shrimp

Lobster

Lobster/

Shrimp

Only

Only

Crab

Total

% Buddyup

236
449
370
378
807
649
83
2,972

94
248
482
534
44
1,402

0
0

0
0

100
56
156

38
38

100
188
0
248
482
534
44
1596

42%
42%
0%
66%
60%
82%
53%
54%

64
90

16

-

20
-

-

-

20
16

31%
18%

99

28

10

12

-

-

50

51%

151
28

30
8

-

8

-

-

30
16

20%
57%

205

24

2

-

-

-

26

13%

112
112
861

30
136

20
32

4
44

0

0

54
0
212

48%
0%
25%

3,833

1,538

32

44

156

38

1,808

47%

Nearshore
4R Shrimp
3Ps Supplementary Crab
2J3K Supplementary Crab with
Shrimp
2J3K Supplementary Crab
without Shrimp
2J3K Full-time Crab
3L Small Supplementary Crab
without Shrimp
3L Large Supplementary and
Full-time Crab
Other
Subtotal Nearshore
Total

Crab
Only

Note: Above figures do not include:
• 3K capelin buddy-ups (89)
• 4R cod buddy-ups (248<40ft)
• 3L small supplementary crab with shrimp
• 12 crab; 12 crab/shrimp; 8 shrimp only

The intent of both the buddy-up and combining policies (introduced under the provision of the FIR
initiative in 2007) is to enable fishing enterprises to improve efficiency of operations, thereby enhancing
their viability. To date, 279 enterprises have exited the industry through combining (165 inshore and 114
nearshore).
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Table 4.5
Enterprises Exited through Combining - by Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization
(NAFO) and Fleet

Table 4.5 Enterprises Exited through Combining - by Northwest Atlantic
Fisheries Organization (NAFO) and Fleet
License Year

NAFO Area

2008
2J
2008
3K
2008
3L
2008
3PS
2008
4R
2008 Total
2009
2J
2009
3K
2009
3L
2009
3PS
2009
4R
2009 Total
2010
2J
2010
3K
2010
3L
2010
3PS
2010 Total
Total
2J
Total
3K
Total
3L
Total
3PS
Total
4R
All Years Total

< 40' Fleet
1
10
25
22
0
58
5
13
22
20
0
60
1
11
20
15
47
7
34
67
57
0
165

# Enterprises Exited
>= 40' Fleet
0
22
13
9
2
46
1
14
19
6
7
47
1
5
9
6
21
2
41
41
21
9
114

Total Enterprises
1
32
38
31
2
104
6
27
41
26
7
107
2
16
29
21
68
9
75
108
78
9
279

Source: DFO

4.2

Harvesting Rationalization Requirements

At this stage in the MOU process, Deloitte’s financial viability results, along with the financial model
that was developed, were forwarded to the HWG for further analysis and consideration in the development of a plan for industry rationalization.
4.2.1 Rationalization Options
The HWG analyzed several options for industry rationalization. Proposals were received from the
FFAW and the NL Inshore Shrimp Fleets. NLIFHA also submitted a rationalization proposal, which
essentially built upon the NL Inshore Shrimp Fleets proposal. These were received in early 2010, prior to
the financial results being finalized by Deloitte, although members of the working group saw an earlier
draft of the report which confirmed the low levels of viability that were anecdotally reported by industry
participants. In addition to analysis being completed on the terms and conditions outlined in the FFAW
proposal and the NL Inshore Shrimp Fleets proposal, the working group assessed rationalization levels
under two additional options, “commercial” and “loan guarantee” terms. The four options are outlined
below and summarized in Table 4.6.
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1.

Table 4.6
Lobster Conservation and Sustainability Program Costs
FFAW Proposal:
The FFAW submission calls for a rationalization of the inshore and nearshore fleet sectors.
Principal features include:
•

a collective buy-out premised on shared resources amongst those who remain;

•

government-industry funded (75% grant and 25% loan2); and

•
•

2.

30-40% rationalization level;
a 10-year program horizon.

NL Inshore Shrimp Fleets Proposal:
The principal features of the option proposed by the NL Inshore Shrimp Fleets include:
•

90% loan with a 10% maximum downpayment requirement;

•

a 15-year loan term and a 5-year program horizon; and

•
•
3.

a government subsidized loan (3% interest);

flexible payment terms (based on assignment of catch as a percent of revenue).

Enhanced Loan Guarantee:
This option was designed to examine the potential impacts an improved government loan 		
guarantee program might have on the debt servicing requirements of enterprises that borrow
funds for the purpose of combining. Principal features include:
•
•

4.

15-year term with no downpayment required; and
7% interest rate.

Commercial:
This option was designed to represent the financing conditions currently being 			
experienced by enterprises that are borrowing from financial institutions (without the benefit
of government loan guarantees) to fund the costs of combining. Features include:
•
•

8-year term with no downpayment required; and
7% interest rate

Table 4.6 Rationalization Options
Government Grant
Loan Terms
Interest
Term
Downpayment
Implementation Horizon

FFAW
75%

Shrimp Fleet
0%

Loan Guarantee
0%

Commercial
0%

6.42%
15 years
0%
10 years

3%
15 years
10%
5 years

7%
15 years
0%
ongoing

7%
8 years
0%
ongoing

Most of the HWGs analysis was focused on the FFAW proposal, particularly the direct fleet rationalization component. However, the various components are discussed below. This proposal is attached as
Annex 11.
2. The HWG agreed that the loan board rates (6.42%) would be used in the analysis.
Fishing Industry Rationalization and Restructuring 2011
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Table 4.7

Rationalization Option

FFAW Fleet Rationalization Proposal
The three components of the FFAW fleet rationalization proposal include a direct fleet reduction program that would be cost-shared between governments and harvesters, an improved loan guarantee
program to cover individual quota acquisition through enterprise takeover or combining, and the Lobster
Conservation and Sustainability Program (LCSP) (which would apply to most of the under 40 ft. fleets
from Fortune Bay West and North to Cape Norman). A summary of the FFAW proposal elements is
outlined below, while the proposal is attached as Annex 11.
Direct Fleet Reduction Program:
A direct fleet reduction program is recommended for other fleets not covered under the Atlantic Lobster
Sustainability Measures Program (ALSMP) that is cost-shared between governments and harvesters.
The FFAW proposal is based on fleet reduction options of 30% and 40%. They suggest the most effective and straightforward method of achieving fleet reduction is through a license buy-out program totally
funded by governments. However, they propose a cost-sharing arrangement that would be governmentindustry funded 75%-25%. The fleet budgets for removals would be related to the value of the percentage
effort reduction needed in each fleet. Each fleet would be required to submit a fleet rationalization buyout proposal within their assigned budget. The program would have a ten-year time horizon.
Enhanced Loan Guarantee Program:
FFAW proposes that the loan guarantee program should also be extended to cover acquisition of vessels,
gear and equipment as required by the enterprises in the future. Also, combining transactions undertaken back to April 12, 2007, would be eligible for refinancing under this program. It should also cover
the financing of ‘combining’ transactions for those fleets that might opt for that approach. The annual
principal repayment would be covered by an assignment of catch provision to guarantee principal payment. Additionally, only the quota/license being acquired in the financed transaction would be used as
collateral; not the total holdings for the enterprise. The FFAW indicates that the cost to government will
consist of interest relief (difference between the commercial rate and the proposed rate of 3%) and any
loan defaults that may need to be covered.
Lobster Conservation and Sustainability Program:
The FFAW submitted a proposal to the ALSMP for an enterprise buy-back initiative, for joint funding
by lobster harvesters and both levels of government. The ALSMP is intended to reduce fishing effort,
increase economic viability and minimize the debt load of those who remain in the fishery. Since the
FFAW submitted the initial Fleet Rationalization Proposal, they have submitted a revised proposal to
the ASLMP, encompassing the following costs:

Table 4.7 Lobster Conservation and Sustainability Program Costs
Amount ($ Million)
ALSM Initiative (DFO)
Harvesters*
Provincial Government
Total

% of Total
9.78
7.50
9.78
27.06

30
40
30
100

Note: * Does not include $4.43 million as the FFAW valuation of the non-cash contribution by harvesters
as part of the Voluntary Trap Retirement Program.
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Table 4.8

Scenario Variables

4.2.2 Approach Taken to Determine Rationalization Requirements
In order to facilitate a more detailed analysis of the harvesting sector on a fleet-by-fleet basis, the
HWG supplemented Deloitte’s data with other data sources. Cost and earnings survey data and
catch and effort data collected by DFO were both used. These datasets were used to fill in gaps in
the Deloitte dataset, and to make reasonable adjustments to remove the inherent anomalies related
to “buddy-up” and “enterprise combining,” thus bringing all fleet sectors back to the single enterprise
level. The final data used by the HWG is considered to be the best data available for determining the
financial health of the harvesting sector, particularly on a fleet-specific basis, and arguably the most
exhaustive financial analysis ever conducted on the inshore and nearshore fleet sectors.
To build a comprehensive rationalization model for the harvesting sector, a number of other assumptions were considered. The key assumptions included the quantity of raw material resources available to the enterprises, market prices, landed prices and fuel costs. These were determined through
research and analysis and discussion amongst the HWG and the Steering Committee. DFA, with
assistance from an external consultant, provided extensive analysis of all of the key variables using
internal and external data sources, and validated all sources where possible. Table 4.8 outlines the key
assumptions (scenario variables) that were made by the harvesting and processing working groups
and were used for the analysis.

Table 4.8 Scenario Variables (Assumptions)
Crab
Market Prices - Gross $Cdn
Pessimistic
3.27
Anticipated
3.85
Optimistic
4.43
Shore Price - Harvesters $Cdn
Pessimistic
1.01
Anticipated
1.24
Optimistic
1.49
Resource (tonnes)
Pessimistic
41,755
Anticipated
47,194
Optimistic
52,617
Fuel Cost ($/litre)
Pessimistic
1.01
Anticipated
0.84
Optimistic
0.80

Shrimp

Groundfish

Pelagics

Lobster

2.64
3.10
3.57

1.83
2.12
2.41

0.74
0.83
0.93

0.31
0.42
0.52

0.53
0.66
0.77

0.09
0.13
0.17

3.28
4.68
5.66

36,174
47,208
58,242

29,763
35,016
40,268

74,300
87,412
100,524

2,500
2,660
2,972

1.01
0.84
0.80

1.01
0.84
0.80

1.01
0.84
0.80

1.01
0.84
0.80

The level of rationalization required by each fleet sector to achieve viability was examined. The HWG
agreed on a single viability measure for this analysis (different from either of the four measures used
by Deloitte). This measure was established by the working group and collectively provided a reasonable expectation of viability, taking into account the current status of the harvesting sector and the
fishing industry generally.
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The targets used include a return on investment of 7% for enterprises, and an ability to pay both owners and crew reasonable incomes from fishing (defined as $20,000 for crew in all fleet sectors, including owner, for inshore enterprises, and $35,000 for owners of nearshore enterprises). In comparison,
the average fishing income for harvesters in 2006 was $9,247, based on the latest Taxfiler data available. The final rationalization assessment was completed on 16 fleets in the inshore and nearshore
sectors combined. The expansion of the fleets to 16 from the 12 contained in Deloitte’s work was
possible by supplementing the dataset collected by Deloitte and using various DFO data sources. The
results by fleet sectors were validated through a consultation session with harvesters, the FFAW and
DFO.
4.2.3 Rationalization Requirements by Fleet Sector
The HWG completed analysis on seven inshore fleets and nine nearshore fleets. The rationalization
requirements to achieve viability for each of the fleets was calculated based on the terms and conditions outlined in the:
1.
2.
3.
4.

FFAW Proposal;
NL Inshore Shrimp Fleets Proposal;
Loan Guarantee Option; and
Commercial Option.

Inshore Sector (<40’)
A total of 2,972 enterprises are engaged in fish harvesting operations in the NL inshore fishing sector. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Area 2J (83 enterprises);
Area 3K (649 enterprises);
Area 3Ps Fortune Bay West (370 enterprises);
Area 3Ps Placentia Bay (378 enterprises);
Area 4R North (236 enterprises);
Area 4R3Pn South of Point Riche (449 enterprises); and
Area 3L (807 enterprises).

This section focuses on the rationalization requirements under the terms proposed by the FFAW
based on the “anticipated” assumptions. The FFAW option requires the lowest level of rationalization and the other options require somewhat higher levels due to debt servicing requirements. Nevertheless, the overall results were relatively similar for each option (see Table 4.9). Under the FFAW
option, the inshore fleet would require rationalization in the range of 32% to 80% in order to achieve
viability, depending on the fleet sector. In total, 1,620 or 54% of the enterprises in the NL inshore
fleet would have to be removed (under the terms of the FFAW proposal) in order to meet the income
and enterprise viability targets.
The highest levels of rationalization required is in 2J (80% of 83 enterprises), followed by 4R3Pn
(68% of 449 enterprises), 4R North (70% of 236 enterprises) and 3K (67% of 649 enterprises). This
represents an average rationalization rate of 71% in these four fleet sectors. In other words, on average
an enterprise in these fleets would need to harvest roughly four times the resources currently available
to it in order to meet the viability targets.
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Table 4.9

Comparison of Number of Enterprises Pre and Post-Rationalization-Inshore Sector

Figure 4.1 Percentage of Rationalization - Inshore - FFAW
Figure 4.1

90%

Percentage of Rationalization - Inshore - FFAW

% Rationalization Required

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
2J

3K

3PsFBW 3PsPB

4RN

4R3Pn

3L

Lower levels of rationalization would be required in the remaining fleet sectors (3L, 3Ps FBW and
3Ps PB) under the terms of the FFAW proposal. This represents an average level of rationalization of
41% in these three fleet sectors which means, on average, enterprises in these fleet sectors would need
to harvest almost double their current levels to achieve the viability target. Referring to Table 4.9,
the average rationalization required in the inshore sector ranges from a low of 54% under the FFAW
terms to a high of 66% using commercial loan terms.
Table 4.9 Comparison of Number of Enterprises Pre and Post-Rationalization – Inshore Sector
2J
Enterprises
Pre- Rationalization
Enterprises
Post- Rationalization
1. FFAW Terms
2. NL Inshore Shrimp Fleets Term
3. Loan Guarantee
4. Commercial Terms *

3K

3L

3PsFBW

3PsPB

4RN

4R3Pn

Total

Percent
Remaining

83

649

807

370

378

236

449

2,972

100%

17
13
7

221
195
182
149

436
387
363
299

252
241
237
222

215
200
193
174

71
64
61
57

144
130
121
108

1,355
1,230
1,165
1,017

46%
41%
39%
34%

Unachievable

Note: * Although the commercial option for 2J is unachievable, the HWG calculated the amount required to meet the income target, which resulted in 9 out of 83 enterprises remaining. As such, the total enterprises post-rationalization under the commercial terms include this number.

Nearshore Fleets (>40')
Nine nearshore fleets have been included in this report for analysis purposes. In 2008, there were 861
enterprises engaged in fish harvesting operations in the NL nearshore fishing sector. These are:
•
•

Area 4R Shrimp (64 enterprises);
Area 3Ps Supplementary (90 enterprises);
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Under the terms of the FFAW proposal, the nearshore fleets would require between 0% and 49%
rationalization, depending on fleet sector. The weighted average rationalization required for viability of the nearshore fleets is 25%. In total, approximately 214 of the nearshore enterprises in the NL
nearshore fleets would have to be removed in order to meet the income and enterprise viability targets
established by the HWG.
The region that would be most dramatically affected by this rationalization is Area 2J3K, which includes the southern region of Labrador and the northeast coast region of Newfoundland (i.e. north of
Cape Freels). The highest levels of rationalization would be required in the 2J3K without Shrimp fleet
(49% of 151 enterprises). In other words, on average, enterprises in this fleet would need to harvest
roughly double their current volumes to meet the viability target. Areas 3L Full-time (36 enterprises)
and 3Ps Supplementary (90 enterprises) do not, in general, require any rationalization to achieve viability as the established viability targets have, on average, already been met in these areas. Table 4.10 estimates the number of enterprises remaining by fleet in the nearshore sector post-rationalization under
the four options analyzed. The overall average rationalization required across all nearshore fleet sectors
ranges from a low of 25% under the FFAW terms to a high of 40% using commercial loan terms.

Figure 4.2 Percentage of Rationalization Nearshore - FFAW
60%

% Rationalization Required

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
4R Sh

3Ps Su 2J3K Su 2J3K Su
Sh
wo Sh

2J3K
FT Cr

3L FT Cr 3L L Su

3L Sm 3L Sm
Su S Su wo S

3. Note there were 75 enterprises in other fleet sectors, such as the small west coast seiner fleet, which could not be
examined due to insufficient data.
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Percentage of Rationalization - Nearshore - FFAW

Area 2J3K Supplementary with Shrimp (99 enterprises);
Area 2J3K Supplementary without Shrimp (151 enterprises);
Area 2J3K Full-time Crab (28 enterprises);
Area 3L Full-time Crab (36 enterprises);
Area 3L Large Supplementary (76 enterprises);
Area 3L Small Supplementary with Shrimp (37 enterprises);
Area 3L Small Supplementary without Shrimp (205 enterprises); and
Other 3 (75 enterprises).

Figure 4.2

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Table 4.10 Comparison of Number of Enterprises Pre and Post-Rationalization – Nearshore Sector
4R Sh
Enterprises
Pre-Rationalization
Enterprises
Post- Rationalization
1. FFAW Terms
2. NL Inshore Shrimp Fleets Term

3Ps Su

2J3K Su 2J3K Su
Sh
wo Sh

2J3K
FT Cr

3L FT Cr 3L L Su

3L Sm
Su S

3L Sm Other
Su wo S

Total

Percent
Remaining

64

90

99

151

28

36

76

37

205

75

861

100%

44
44

90
90

76
74

77
69

26
26

36
36

66
64

24
20

133
119

75
75

647
617

75%
72%

3. Loan Guarantee

43

90

72

66

25

36

62

16

111

75

596

69%

4. Commercial Terms*

42

90

65

57

22

36

40

Unachievable

90

75

517

60%

Table 4.10
Table 4.11

Comparison of Number of Enterprises Pre and Post-Rationalization-Nearshore Sector
Quota Cost

Note: * Although the commercial option for 3L Sm Su S is unachievable, the HWG calculated the amount required to meet the income target, which resulted in 18 out of 37 enterprises remaining. As such, the total enterprises post-rationalization under the commercial terms include this number.

In concluding this section, a final cautionary note is warrented. The above analysis is based on “average”
enterprise performance over relatively large fleet sectors. Within these sectors there could be a fair degree
of variability. To illustrate, in area 3L there was high variability between the three bays (St. Mary’s Bay,
Conception Bay and Trinity Bay). As a result, on average the data was not representative of these individual fleets. While the Deloitte report noted that average enterprise revenue in 3L was $35,300, further
analysis found that the average revenue per fleet in St. Mary’s Bay, Conception Bay and Trinity Bay was
$69,505, $44,575, and $27,337 respectively.

4.3

Benefits and Costs of Rationalization

FFAW noted in its rationalization proposal that “a reduction in the number of fishing enterprises would
reduce peak landings, allow for a much better distribution of landings within the current operating
season and a modest expansion of the operating season might be attainable in some species. Sufficient
economic returns are required to allow owners/operators to reinvest in their enterprises, to be in a position to replace vessels, gear and equipment, as they need maintenance and eventual replacement.” Ration
alizing the industry should leave the remaining participants better off by improving enterprise efficiency.
The most challenging aspect of the costing effort comes when attempting to attach a value to the various
harvesting enterprises that operate in the 16 fleet sectors. As outlined earlier in this report, financial performance varies greatly by fleet, due in large measure to variances in
catch rates and individual enterprise access to resources. The values Table 4.11 Expected License Cost
assumed by the HWG for acquiring licenses/quotas were obtained Species
Cost ($/Pound)
Crab
$5.00
from the FFAW proposal and are summarized in Table 4.11. These
Shrimp
$0.50
are the values used to determine the resource acquisition costs for
Groundfish
$0.32
rationalization, and are believed to be reasonably representative of
Lobster
$9.05
current quota transfer values.
Pelagics
Included above
The FFAW proposed rationalization in the magnitude of 30-40% to allow the remaining harvesters to
have access to more resources. They requested financing in the range of $222.5 million to $292 million
for industry buy-outs. Further analysis, based on the rationalization requirements by fleet, indicates total
costs to achieve viability are closer to $190 million (75% grant and 25% loan). The benefits that accrue
to those that remain would be influenced by the costs associated with rationalization. The total cost
associated with the FFAW and shrimp fleet option terms are close, with a difference of $2.85 million
(1.5%), although the total cost under the commercial financing option is 1.5 times greater than that of
the FFAW ($89.6 million). Issues including who bears the risk (government/industry), the ability of the
harvesters to provide the downpayment and their ability to obtain financing are major considerations
when comparing these options for rationalization.
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Table 4.12
Rationalization Costs under Various Options
It is noteworthy to mention that the FFAW proposal does not include a provision for incidental costs for
deckhands. Its proposal is based on a 10-year time period that is in line with the aging harvester demographics. As such, there are no costs included for displaced harvesters.

Table 4.12 Rationalization Costs under Various Options ($ Millions)

FFAW
Shrimp*
Loan Guarantee
Commercial

Grant
70.0
-

Inshore
Loan
23.3
91.4
105.9
116.1

Total
93.3
91.4
105.9
116.1

Grant
72.2
-

Nearshore
Loan
Total
24.1
96.3
101.0
101.0
123.4
123.4
163.0
163.0

Grant
142.2
-

Total
Loan
47.4
192.4
229.3
279.1

Total
189.6
192.4
229.3
279.1

*Note: The Shrimp option includes interest subsidy of 3%. Compared to a commercial rate of 7%, the subsidy amounts
to $75 million, which is not reflected in the table costs.

Consideration must be given to which party, government or industry, bears the financial risk of rationalization and to what degree. Given the dynamic nature of the industry, the ability of the harvesters to
maintain a long-term loan payment would be compromised in declining resource scenarios, thus increasing the risk to government.

4.4

Governments’ Role

Fish harvesting is an area of federal jurisdictional responsibility. Policy and management decisions over
the past few decades have contributed to the industry’s current structure. There were 3,200 snow crab
licenses issued in the 1990s. The majority of these were located in the inshore sector (2,400). This number represents an enormous increase from the 70 licenses issued prior to the mid-1980s. The number of
shrimp licenses peaked at approximately 360, up from just under 50 during the 1980s. The additional
licenses were issued primarily to core enterprises in response to the collapse of the groundfish fishery.
Unfortunately, there are insufficient resources to sustain the large number of licenses issued, as confirmed
by the financial analysis completed during this MOU process.
During FIR, the Federal Government agreed to implement changes in its harvesting policies and regulations that supported self-rationalization of the harvesting sector. These changes included more flexible
rules on combining and allowance for interested harvesters to move to larger vessels. DFO also committed to allowing licenses to be used as collateral, but later postponed implementation. Subsequent to this,
a court decision in Nova Scotia known as the Saulnier decision set a precedent for licenses to be used as
collateral under the Personal Property Security Act, in the case of bankruptcy. On the basis of the Saulnier
decision, DFO has recently advised commercial banks of new policy arrangements that can provide sufficient security for banks to finance license acquisitions.
The province committed to include licenses as an eligible item in the FLGP during the FIR initiative.
Although this has not yet been done due to the above-noted delays on the part of the Federal Government, the province made changes to the provincial FLGP, including:
•
•
•
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increasing the ceiling amount from $1.3 million to $2 million;
providing a fixed payment option; and
including refinancing of debt previously held with processors.
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Since enhancements were announced in April 2007, there has been limited uptake on the FLGP.
Approximately 279 enterprises exited the industry as a result of the combining of 575 licenses, all
of which was achieved without the benefit of access to the FLGP. Additionally, buddy-up arrangements have existed in the inshore sector (<40' fleet) since 1996 (about 700 buddy-up arrangements
existed in the inshore crab fishery in 2008).
In 2009, buddy-up arrangements also existed in 3K capelin, 4R lobster and 4R cod. The 2010
buddy-up policy was similar to the previous year (buddy-up included a maximum of two fishers and
up to three individual quotas (IQs), factoring in combined quotas). In 2006, the buddy-up policy
was extended to the nearshore sector (>40') for shrimp and crab; however, the policy in this instance
is subject to stringent conditions. Consequently, enterprise combining is the principal approach to
self-rationalization for this fleet sector.
In conclusion, the buddy-up and combining policies that exist have provided some degree of rationalization. That said, there is anecdotal evidence that suggests that the combining in some fleets has
contributed to financial stress due to the loan burden for the acquisition cost of enterprises. Buddyup relationships are limited to some species, and the policy has not enabled the permanent removal
of enterprises from the fleet. Changes to the federal buddy-up policies could provide a mechanism
to support a sustainable self-rationalization option for many fleet sectors, by allowing two or more
buddy-up license holders to permanently consolidate their enterprises.

4.5

Summary of Findings - Harvesting Sector

The Federal Government should carefully consider the harvesting rationalization proposal to ensure
that harvesters are not restricted by policies and regulations that discourage rationalization. Both
levels of government must work together to ensure that any efforts at rationalizing and restructuring
the harvesting sector are optimized by ensuring that their policies complement each other, do not
discourage further self-rationalization on the part of interested harvesters, and provide the necessary
flexibility for enterprises to respond to changes that will occur in the future.
Examination of the financial health of the harvesting sector indicates that some fleets are under
severe financial distress, others require rationalization to be viable going forward, and some fleets are
viable under current conditions. The question arises, for those fleets requiring intervention, to what
extent would policy changes for buddy-up and combining arrangements affect the financial viability
of the fleets? If the answer to this question is that modified policies would do little to improve the
situation, then some form of financial intervention may be required, and in the most severe cases a
buy-out of enterprises would improve financial results of the remaining enterprises, although perhaps not enough to achieve viability targets.
Overall, in excess of 50% of the current enterprises in the NL inshore fleet would have to be removed in order for the remainder to achieve viability. As defined by HWG, the highest levels of
rationalization are required in areas 2J, 4R3Pn, 4R North and 3K of the inshore sector. On average, 71% of these four fleets must be removed in order for the remainder to be viable, for a total of
964 enterprises. A rationalization level of 71% essentially means about three-quarters of existing
enterprises would have to be discontinued, and on average the remaining enterprises need to catch
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roughly four times their existing volumes to meet the HWG viability target. This may not be realistically achievable given current structural impediments such as seasonality of resource availability
and limited vessel mobility. By contrast, the lowest levels of rationalization are required in areas 3L,
3Ps Placentia Bay and 3Ps Fortune Bay West (45%, 42% and 32% respectively). These fleets require
roughly a doubling of landings per enterprise, which may be realistically achievable through rationalization options proposed. These areas generally report somewhat lower levels of unemployment
relative to those areas which will be most severely affected by rationalization.
There is quite a range in the degree of rationalization that is required in the inshore sector when one
compares the fleet that requires the highest level of rationalization (area 2J) to the fleet that requires
the lowest level of rationalization (Area 3Ps Fortune Bay West). What is obvious here is the financial impact that a longer fishing season, with a more diverse range of species being harvested, has
on overall enterprise performance. In area 3Ps Fortune Bay West, enterprise owners can typically
harvest five to six months per year, catching a variety of species including crab, shrimp, groundfish,
lobster and capelin. Not surprisingly, these enterprises report higher than average earnings and incomes. By contrast, enterprise owners in the northern regions have shorter seasons and fewer species
available for harvesting. Areas like 4R North and 2J experienced severe financial difficulties after the
cod moratorium in 1991 and have never had adequate resource access to provide financial viability.
The severity of the situation in the hardest hit fleet sectors would appear to dictate that high levels of
rationalization (some form of buy-out) within these fleets may be the only option. In the more stable
inshore fleet sectors, increased levels of rationalization under the current buddy-up option, an improved version of this option (increasing the percentage that avails of the buddy-up arrangement or
allowing three or more individual enterprises to buddy-up as opposed to the current arrangement of
two), may be a lower cost way to improve efficiency and overall enterprise performance. Such things,
together with permanent combining, may serve to effectively achieve viability over time.
With respect to the nearshore sector, less than one-third of the current enterprises in the NL nearshore fleet must be removed in order for the remainder to achieve viability. The highest levels of
rationalization are required in area 2J3K (without shrimp), with 49% and 54% of this fleet requiring rationalization under the terms of the FFAW and NL Inshore Shrimp Fleets proposals respectively. No other nearshore fleet sector requires more than 35% rationalization under the terms of the
FFAW proposal, while Area 3L Small Supplementary Crab with Shrimp and Area 3L Small Supplementary without Shrimp require 46% and 42% rationalization respectively under the terms of the
NL Inshore Shrimp Fleets proposal. No other nearshore fleet sector requires more than one-third
rationalization under the NL Inshore Shrimp Fleets proposal.
Two nearshore fleet sectors (3Ps Supplementary and 3L FT Crab) do not, on average, require any
rationalization at the present time and two additional fleet sectors require relatively low levels of
rationalization, 16% in area 3L Large Supplementary and 7% in area 2J3K FT Crab. On average, the
required levels of rationalization in the nearshore sector are higher, 10%-15%, under the commercial
lending terms.
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5.0 Processing Sector
In 2010, there were 102 licensed primary fish processing plants in the province, owned by close to 60
companies. Approximately 60% of the annual production in the NL seafood processing sector rests
with the top four processing firms, and the remaining annual production is processed by the rest. In
the snow crab sector, there were 35 processing plants in operation in 2010 that were owned by 25
arm’s length processing companies. In contrast, the shrimp sector is characterized by 13 plants owned
by 9 arm’s length companies, although one plant (located in Jackson’s Arm) did not operate in 2010.
The completion of a financial assessment of the fish processing sector on a species basis (particularly
for snow crab and shrimp) was vital to understanding the challenging circumstances experienced by
operators. Processing overcapacity, short operating seasons and the lack of supply dependability and
timing have all contributed to the financial difficulties in this sector. This financial information was
used by the PWG to develop a plan for industry rationalization. The PWG was asked to develop a
plan that took overcapacity, an aging workforce, recruitment and retention, outmigration, and ongoing enterprise rationalization in the harvesting sector into account. These factors were to be considered in terms of the impact on processing operations and their ability to attract and retain processing
workers. Other parameters were to include consideration of workforce issues, the resource outlook,
economics and viability of the processing sector in order to serve as an economic driver in vibrant,
rural regions. In addition, any proposals developed were to identify the potential impact on workers and propose measures to minimize these impacts. As such, a Worker Adjustment Subcommittee
was established parallel to the work of the PWG. Proposals were to consider the potential impact on
port market competition and services to harvesters. Any rationalization program proposed was to be
designed in such a manner that any government funding would improve the viability of those who
remain in the industry.
In 2010, market prices recovered from lows experienced in 2009, and industry performance improved
in comparison to what was predicted by industry participants early in the year. However, because
profitability is very sensitive to price factors, especially for crab and shrimp, marginal changes in market factors and exchange rates have a profound impact on profits. As Grant Thornton concluded, “the
level of profitability in the NL processing industry is not sufficient for the NL processing sector, on
average, to make a secure capital investment and achieve long-term viability.” The improved performance in 2010 has removed some of the urgency for rationalization that existed in 2009. Nevertheless, the Grant Thornton financial analysis clearly indicated that the ability of the NL processing
sector in general to withstand two or more consecutive years of poor results is questionable.
There were two proposals received for industry rationalization, including one from ASP and one
from SPONL. Both proposals have been appended to this report. ASP proposes a 30% rationalization in the snow crab and shrimp sectors over a period of three years, funded by a governmentbacked loan guarantee at a 2.5% subsidized fixed rate of interest. Interestingly, the status quo is
SPONL’s suggested approach. Specifically, they requested a market-driven approach without government intervention. The focus of the analytical work completed by the PWG, and subsequently this
report, is premised on ASP’s proposal for an accelerated rationalization program in order to increase
the economic performance and long-term sustainability of the province’s fish processing industry.
It is also worthy of note that both the ASP and SPONL proposals referenced the need for improve32
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ments to the fish price collective bargaining framework as embodied in the Fishing Industry Collective Bargaining Act (FICBA) and the Standing Fish Price-Setting Panel. Both associations contend
that the FICBA institutionalizes a fragmented and confrontational approach to price setting, and
compromises the ability of the industry to achieve real viability improvements through rationalization and restructuring. However, collective bargaining was not an element of the MOU, and in any
case its inclusion in the working group and steering committee processes would likely have served
to perpetuate the level of mistrust and animosity which sometimes manifests during joint processes
involving harvesters and processors when fish prices are at stake. Consequently, it was concluded that
discussion of collective bargaining issues in the context of the MOU work would have been counterproductive and therefore was not pursued. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that the Provincial Government has recently made changes to the FICBA and associated regulations. These changes were
designed to improve the fish price collective bargaining framework for harvesters and processors.
Additionally, in ASP’s proposal, they recommend a complete and effective restriction on new license
entrants to the processing sector. Key aspects include: rationalized plants would have all processing licenses permanently removed; a freeze on all transfers or new processing licenses for a period of
seven years; ownership of processing plants to exclude harvesters as long as the fleet separation policy
is maintained; and an allowance for no new processing licenses on a go-forward basis. In contrast,
SPONL recommends the elimination of processing licensing fees to assist in decreasing operating
costs, thereby freeing up capital to invest in new technology and opportunities.

5.1 Financial Health of the Processing Sector
A thorough review of the financial performance of this sector was completed by Grant Thornton. The
final report provided the following:
•
•
•
•

a financial performance overview for the industry;
a financial performance assessment based on four principal operations (snow crab, shrimp,
groundfish and pelagics);
an identification of areas where financial viability was impaired; and
a cost revenue model.

This was then used in further analysis by the PWG in determining the levels of rationalization required in the snow crab and shrimp sectors to be viable and the benefits and costs associated with a
30% rationalization under the terms proposed by ASP.
5.1.1 Approach Taken to Determine Financial Health of Processing Sector
Grant Thornton obtained detailed, audited year-end financial results from processors for 2006 to
2008, and some preliminary results for 2009. The data obtained included financial statements, production reports by species, trial balances, breakdown of various revenue and expense amounts on a
species basis, volume exported and species yields. Additional data was also sourced from DFA where
possible, including data on industry production and employment. While there are over 40 different
species processed by NL plants, for analysis purposes four principal types of processing operations
were evaluated, including snow crab, shrimp, groundfish and pelagics. These collectively accounted
for approximately 85% of the production value of the processing sector over the 2006-2009 period.
The final survey results collected by Grant Thornton included data on 15 companies that represented
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22 plants. All the companies that provided information on shrimp also owned snow crab plants. The
sample provided good coverage of shrimp (7 of 13 plants) and crab (13 of 35 plants) production. In
terms of value, the sample covered represented 50.9% and 49.7% of shrimp and snow crab production
respectively. However, the companies/plants surveyed tended to be the relatively larger operations.
As such, smaller plants were under-represented in the sample data. Although all smaller companies/
plants were asked to participate, in general they were unable to do so for various reasons. Some did
not have sufficiently detailed data readily available, did not have full-time accounting support, or were
unable or unprepared to complete the survey due to the relatively short submission time frame. Coverage of groundfish and pelagic processing was also limited to those companies that own snow crab
operations. In addition, the few larger, vertically integrated, or partially vertically integrated, groundfish and pelagic plants were not included as they operate under somewhat distinct financial circumstances. The size and structure of their operations, compared to others in the province, could distort
overall findings. To summarize, Grant Thornton worked with an excellent sample of crab and shrimp
data, and a very limited amount of groundfish and pelagic data, which under-represented the smaller
groundfish and pelagic plants, as well as the large vertically integrated groundfish and pelagic plants.
Grant Thornton assessed various financial performance measures. Key measures included Gross Margin (GM); Return on Net Operating Assets; Return on Equity; and Return on Capital Employed
(see Annex 19: Glossary of Terms, for definitions).
To this end, the PWG undertook to examine the financial model that was delivered by Grant Thornton, and subsequently refine the model they provided in order to develop three operating scenarios.
This process included identifying and validating assumptions related to key model input variables,
including market prices, raw material prices (prices paid to harvesters), resource projections, and fuel
costs. Exchange rates were assumed to be factored into the market prices. It was understood that taking such an approach would allow the group to better understand the relative effect of each variable
on overall performance and under a variety of possible outcomes. The Steering Committee reviewed
and endorsed the assumptions, ensuring consistency with those used by the HWG in its analysis of
harvesting sector rationalization options. Three scenarios were agreed upon (pessimistic, anticipated
and optimistic) for the development of models in order to determine the costs and impacts of rationalization in the processing sector (see Table 4.8).
The sample data provided by Grant Thornton was grossed up to the aggregate industry level and
subsequently analyzed on both an industry basis and on a species basis for the four principal types
of processing operations. Adjustments were made to the producer selling, general and administrative
costs (SGA) that were collected by Grant Thornton. Subsequent to receiving the Grant Thornton
report, the PWG determined that allocating administrative and other overhead costs on the basis of
revenue by species provides a more realistic estimation of relative profitability than does allocating on
the basis of production volume per species, the approach Grant Thornton was asked to apply by the
FAWG. As a result, the NL processor margins noted in the Grant Thornton report may be overstated for shrimp and pelagics and understated for snow crab and groundfish. This adjustment does
not change the summary conclusions of either the Grant Thornton report or the report by the Chair
of the MOU Steering Committee. However, it does serve to further highlight the magnitude of the
challenge facing the seafood processing sector in NL, particularly with respect to GM performance.
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Grant Thornton concluded that “from an overall perspective, the NL seafood processing sector is
achieving some profitability in shrimp, crab and pelagic processing but is incurring losses on groundfish.” The key financial indicators are provided in the following table for the Canadian Seafood
Processing Industry and for the NL seafood processing sector. Financial results appear to be highly
variable from year to year.
The summary conclusions of Grant Thornton’s report are outlined below. In addition, the Executive
Summary of the Grant Thornton report is appended (See Annex 15).
•

The level of profitability is well below the Canadian seafood processing sector norms and is
considered unacceptable. The profitability level is not sufficient for the NL processing sector on
average to make secure capital investments and achieve long-term viability. Profitability is very
sensitive to price factors (raw material price, market price and exchange rate shifts), especially for
crab and shrimp processing, and very small changes in these price factors have a profound impact on net income. For example, a 5% change in the Canada/USA exchange rate in the case of
snow crab (assuming no change in raw material price paid to harvesters) will have a $7.26 million
impact on net revenue.

•

In order for the NL seafood processing sector to be viable in the long term, processors must
generate adequate returns. These returns must be sufficient to sustain current and future capital
investment, while at the same time providing for a level of reward/return that would serve to
compensate investors for the inherent risk associated with doing business in this sector. The serious deficiencies in the Return on Equity (ROE) in the NL processing sector suggest that:
o the sector may in fact be unable to achieve a level of return that is sufficient to attract the
necessary capital to maintain its operations in the long term;
o if the processing sector can attract the kind of investment that is required, firms may have
to pay a premium (i.e. higher interest) to attract such an investment; and
o if the industry is not properly capitalized and its operations are not generating sufficient
earnings (and cash flow) to provide for a reasonable rate of return on equity, the industry
as a whole is not viable.

Table 5.1

Selected Financial Performance Indicators - Seafood Processing

5.1.2 Financial Results

•

The results of the GM and net profits indicate that the current GM compression that the industry is experiencing is a function of the increasing raw material costs (on a percentage basis)
and lower market prices which, to a considerable extent, are affected by the exchange rate shifts.
Together these factors are rendering the industry unprofitable in the short term and unsustainable in the long term. Improvements in these areas can be achieved through rationalization and
restructuring. In order to effect real change, plants must attain a higher level of production which,
in the absence of significant quota increases, may only be achieved through plant closures.

Table 5.1 Selected Financial Performance Indicators - Seafood Processing

Gross Margin - all species
Return on net operating assets
Return on equity
Return on capital employed

Canadian NL Average Canadian NL Average Canadian NL Average NL Average Canadian
Industry
Industry
Industry
Average
2006
2007
2008
2006-2008 2005-2007
2005
2006
2007
13.2%
10.0%
13.7%
6.0%
13.3%
13.0%
9.8%
13.4%
5.0%
-52.0%
5.0%
-4.0%
3.0%
16.0%
-13.0%
4.0%
8.0%
2.0%
6.0%
-57.0%
4.0%
-19.0%
-25.0%
6.0%
5.0%
4.0%
5.0%
-4.0%
3.0%
8.0%
3.0%
4.0%
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Table 5.2
2009)

Income Statement - Newfoundland and Labrador Seafood Industry (Four-Year Average, 2006The Grant Thornton report and associated model was provided to the PWG for further analysis. The
sample data was grossed up for the industry and culminated in a financial statement for the NL industry (inclusive of shrimp, snow crab, groundfish and pelagics)*. The income statement is presented
in Table 5.2. The GM was 12.1% for the industry for the 2006-2009 period. This compared to 9.8%
GM calculated for the sample. This variance is due to the individual weighting of each species represented in the sample versus the actual volumes produced by industry. Further, the Grant Thorton results were for 2006-2008 only, and the adjusted information was for 2006-2009, including a volume
adjustment for shrimp to 2008 levels as 2009 landings were not representative. In 2009, returns on
shrimp were lower than prior years, but crab and groundfish returns improved modestly, and pelagic
returns improved significantly.

Table 5.2 Income Statement - Newfoundland and Labrador Seafood Industry
(Four-Year Average, 2006-2009)
Total ($ Million)*
Sales
Variable Costs

Net Sales

1

Raw Material

% of Net Sales

$

591.6

100.0

2

$

389.3

65.8

3

$
$

57.6
20.9

9.7
3.5

$
$
$

10.2
478.0
113.6

1.7
80.8
19.2

$
$

42.1
71.5

7.1
12.1

$
$
$
$

19.5
52.0
27.3
24.7

3.3
8.8
4.6
4.2

Direct Labour
Packaging & Ingredients
Other Variable Costs4
Total Variable Costs
Contribution Margin (Sales less Total Variable)
5
Plant Overheads
Gross Margin (Contribution Margin less Plant Overheads)
Selling, General & Administrative6
EBITDA (Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization)
Interest, Depreciation & Amortization
Earnings before taxes (EBT)
* Figures may not add due to rounding.

1. Net Sales: Total sales revenue, less selling expenses. Selling expenses include freight-out for finished products,
Export Development Canada (EDC) insurance, customer expenses, outside storage for finished products, brokerage and
inspections, and commissions on sales.
2. Raw Material: This category includes the purchases of raw materials, dockside grading, discharging and wharfage,
freight-in of raw materials, ice, fishermen’s payroll and benefits, and finished goods purchased for resale.
3. Direct Labour: This category is comprised of direct processing labour and benefits.
4. Other Variable Costs: This category represents the grouping for all the other remaining direct production costs.
5. Plant Overheads: This category includes costs incurred for fuel, electricity, repairs and maintenance, municipal taxes,
rentals, indirect plant labour and factory supplies. After various discussions with plant management, these costs were
allocated as a percentage of species revenue. This was completed on a plant- by-plant basis.
6. Selling, General & Administrative: This category includes administrative salaries, office expenses, licenses and fees,
consulting, legal and accounting fees, insurance and bad debts. Various sources of other income, including local sales,
raw material sales, discharge/wharfage revenue, ice sales, interest income, unrealized and realized foreign exchange
profit and loss, and miscellaneous income were deducted from the selling, general and administrative expenses. These
costs were allocated as a percentage of species revenue. This was completed on a plant-by-plant basis.

*Note - this excludes vertically integrated operations.
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5.2

Processing Rationalization Requirements

Since the moratoria, the number of processing plants decreased substantially with the number of
processing workers following suit. During the 1990s, the number of snow crab and shrimp plants increased, although the number of crab plants has subsequently declined from a peak of 42 licensed operators. In 2010, there were 35 snow crab plants in operation, along with 12 shrimp facilities processing throughout the province. The production from these two principal types of operations represents
the majority of industry production value (over 60% from 2006-2008). The large number of players
currently sharing the limited amount of resource has marginalized the industry. This has contributed
to the structural challenges and poor returns being experienced by the NL processing sector. In order
to deal with the cyclical nature of prices and resource shortages, rationalization is required to improve
industry viability.
5.2.1 Rationalization Options Involving Public Sector Intervention
The principal components of the ASP proposal include a 30% rationalization of the existing shrimp
and crab plants (volume based) in NL, a ‘reverse auction’ as a mechanism to facilitate redistribution
of available resources, and the establishment of an independent panel to review and approve offers.
The rationalization of shrimp and crab plants would also have a beneficial impact on groundfish and
pelagic operations to the extent that closure of a shrimp or crab plant would also result in elimination of any associated groundfish and pelagic processing capacity at that plant. The panel would be
comprised of two members from both producers and government, along with an independent chair.
The suggested buy-out values for plants would be based on historical production of raw material.
Financing would be for 30 years at a 2.5% fixed rate of interest. Alternative financing terms were also
analyzed, including a 15-year amortization period at 2.5% and 15 years at 7% (a proxy for the presumed prevailing commercial rate for processors).
The options evaluated included:
- A 30-year term with 2.5% financing (i.e. the ASP proposal);
-

A 15-year term with 2.5% financing (to assess the impact of the financial term); and

-

A 15-year term with 7% financing (to assess the impact of interest rate).

5.2.2 Approach Taken to Determine Rationalization Requirements
In light of the findings outlined in the Grant Thornton report, and in consideration of its mandate, the
PWG set out to accurately determine (under a variety of potential scenarios using key variables) the
level of rationalization that would be required to achieve processing sector viability.
One of the primary tasks facing the PWG, as it began its deliberations, was defining viability. The
key measure of viability that was identified by the PWG was the GM. The reason this measure was
chosen was twofold. Firstly, it was discovered that limited balance sheet data existed to be used to
determine other measures of financial health, particularly on a species basis. Secondly, members of the
PWG believed that using the GM as a target would protect the confidentiality of the data provided
by producers (i.e. profitability percentages on a per species basis). Using the data and model obtained
from Grant Thornton, the PWG focused on the achievement of a 20% average GM. This level was
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chosen because working group members generally agreed this level is required to sustain the industry
at profitable levels, with acceptable levels of return on equity, and is comparable to GM performance
of other Canadian food manufacturing sectors. In order to be successful, companies must achieve a
GM sufficient to cover operating expenses and provide adequate after-tax income. Failure to achieve
the required GM percentage (and GM dollars) will make it difficult for a company to maintain the
efficiency of its current operation or secure ongoing financing for future advancement and growth.

Figure 5.1

The level of rationalization required to reach the 20% GM target established by the PWG was determined for both the snow crab and shrimp sectors. The GM performance target chosen by PWG
is relatively high compared to historical and industry margins. The national average in the seafood
processing sector is 13.4% from 2005-2007, well below the 20% targeted by the PWG. However, NL
represents about 20% of national seafood exports, so the national average would range from 14% to
15%, when adjusting for NL’s influence on the overall average.
5.2.3 Rationalization Requirements by Principal Operation (Snow Crab and Shrimp)

Figure 5.1 Gross Margin by Species at 30% Rationalization
25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%
Crab
Gross Margin

Shrimp
Target Margin

Adjusted Canadian Industry Gross Margin

Figure 5.1 illustrates the GMs for crab and shrimp processing when the industry is rationalized at 30%, compared to the
adjusted national average. The target GM rate of 20% is also included for comparison purposes.
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Gross Margin by Species at 30% Rationalization

An analysis of the level of rationalization that would be required to achieve viability reveals that the
20% GM target may be overly ambitious. In fact, a 64% rationalization would be required in the
snow crab sector, while in the shrimp sector the 20% GM target cannot be achieved under any of the
financing options analyzed. The difficulty in using the GM target is that when rationalization occurs,
much of the benefit is realized by reducing average fixed overhead costs, which improves operational
efficiency through economies of scale. Fixed overhead costs are shown on the income statement below the GM line. In other words, a significant portion of benefits from rationalization is not included
in the calculation of GM.

A more reasonable GM performance target might be the achievement of a GM percentage that is
consistent with the adjusted national average. There are no margins published on a species-specific or
sector-specific basis for Canada. Therefore, the GM performance in the NL snow crab and shrimp
sectors is being compared to a national average for all seafood (excluding NL). A 30% rationalization (proposed by ASP) in both sectors would achieve a GM in the range of 14 -18%. For shrimp,
the GM would improve to 14-15%, which is consistent with the adjusted Canadian seafood industry
average. A corresponding level of rationalization in the snow crab sector results in higher GM performance, between 14.5% and 18%.

5.3

Benefits and Costs of Rationalization

Rationalization alone will not fix the structural challenges in the processing industry and some excess
capacity will likely remain. Nevertheless, a 30% rationalization of snow crab and shrimp plants can
improve the economic viability of those species sectors. The supply of raw material available on a per
plant basis will increase. In addition to improvements in GMs, there will be significant savings on
SGA expenses, and interest on existing debt and depreciation (in the magnitude of $6 million annually). The incidental benefits to be realized in the groundfish and pelagic sectors would be marginal.
Based on the current rate of plant attrition, in five years the number of processing plants will have
declined by an additional 20%, or two-thirds of the recommended rationalization level (30%). This of
course assumes relatively steady market conditions during this period. As ASP has repeatedly noted
and has been confirmed by recent industry performance (2009), many processors might not withstand two successive years like 2009. As we saw in 2009, a decline in prices or landings and increases
in the value of the Canadian dollar relative to key foreign currencies can have a debilitating effect
on this industry in a relatively short time frame. Similarly, other factors such as worker and resource
availability can also contribute to further downsizing. In the absence of a move to rationalize the industry in the short term, the industry will continue to operate in a relatively vulnerable position until
such time as self-rationalization through attrition can be achieved – likely seven or more years from
now.
The projected costs associated with a 30% rationalization of the processing sector based on ASP’s
proposal were estimated by ASP as $80 million (loan requirement). This cost is based on a buy-out
cost of between $1-$2 per pound for snow crab and $0.50-$1.00 per pound for shrimp. ASP based
its costing on a volume of shrimp consistent with 2008 landings. The PWG based its analysis on the
assumptions developed (refer to Table 4.8). This included a significantly lower volume of shrimp. As
such, subsequent analysis suggests that the cost is closer to $70 million for the same level of rationalization (30%). The cost to government for subsidizing the interest rate (2.5% versus 7%) is approximately $69 million. Additional costs of rationalization would include displaced workers due to plant
closures, and other negative spin-off impacts on communities regarding reduced demand for supplies
and services. A further discussion of the workforce adjustment support requirements is provided in
the next section of the report.
Financing options were evaluated to determine debt service costs (interest and principal). The cost of
servicing debt is expressed as a percent of net margin gain required to pay the interest and principal.
The following chart illustrates the cost for debt servicing based on three options for loan repayment
terms.
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Figure 5.2

These terms are outlined below:
•
•
•

Figure 5.2 Percentage of Earnings Before Taxes (EBT) Gain
Required for Debt Servicing (Anticipated Scenario)

% of Net Gain Required for Debt Servicing

70%
60%

Crab

Shrimp

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
30 Years @ 2.5%

15 Years @ 2.5%

15 Years @ 7%

(ASP)

The amount of principal and interest required for debt servicing increases as the terms of the loan
become more onerous. In the case of snow crab, the associated cost under ASP’s proposed terms
requires 21% of the net gain to be paid out for debt servicing. This compares to 36% under 15 years
at 2.5% and 64% under 15 years at 7%. In the case of shrimp, 18% of the benefit is required for debt
servicing under ASP’s terms. However, 31% is required under 15 years at 2.5% and 54% is required
under 15 years at 7%.
While net financial gains can be achieved through planned restructuring, it appears that the benefits
depend significantly on the financial terms. In addition, if interest rates are not subsidized, it would
not be feasible for the processing sector to finance self-rationalization at the assumed buy-out payments to those willing to exit the industry.
It is important to note that ASP’s proposed rationalization scheme would have minimal influence on
overcapacity challenges experienced in both the groundfish and pelagic sectors. Their current proposal recommends 30% rationalization of both the snow crab and shrimp sectors. Groundfish and
pelagic species would be incidental.
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Percentage of Earnings Before Taxes (EBT) Gain Required for Debt Servicing (Anticipated Scenario)

A 30-year term with 2.5% financing;
A 15-year term with 2.5% financing; and
A 15-year term with 7% financing.

5.4

Worker Adjustment

5.4.1 Worker Adjustment Subcommittee
Any rationalization in the processing sector, whether through market forces or through an accelerated
plan as proposed by ASP, will impact processing workers. A Worker Adjustment Subcommittee of the
PWG was formed as part of the MOU process. The primary objective of the committee is to examine
alternatives to address the impacts of rationalization on plant workers.
The committee held two meetings during the MOU process. The first meeting was to discuss the
terms of reference for the committee, and the second one reviewed the current status of the Processing Sector Rationalization Plan, its potential impact on workers, and the current Workforce Adjustment Framework established by the Provincial Government.
Presently, there are 2,089 shrimp plant workers in the province who average 652 hours (16.3 weeks)
of work per year. With the 30% rationalization proposed by ASP, the number of workers is projected
to drop to 1,462 (based on a proportional drop). This drop will serve to increase the number of available hours of work (for the remaining plant workers), to 932 from the current level of 652 (or 23+
weeks of employment annually). At the current average hourly plant worker wage of $11.70, this
could potentially increase total annual earnings from fish processing by 43% (or $3,270 per worker).
In addition, there are 5,814 crab plant workers in Newfoundland and Labrador, who average 602
hours (15.1 weeks) of work per year. With the 30% rationalization proposed by ASP, the number of
workers could drop (proportionately) to 4,070. This reduction in the number of workers could serve to
increase the number of available hours of work for the remaining plant workers to 860 from the current level of 602 (or 21.5 weeks of employment annually). At the current average hourly plant worker
wage of $11.20, this could increase total annual earnings from fish processing by 43% (or $2,889 per
worker). Again, some of this gain may be offset by reduced EI benefits.
The impact on plant employment gains (increase in employment hours) on EI benefits is uncertain.
The way in which the additional plant work manifests will influence total benefits received. For example, additional weeks of plant employment would reduce the number of weeks the worker would need
to draw EI benefits prior to the next season, and the weekly benefit rate would not be affected. On the
other hand, if the additional work manifested as additional hours worked per week, this would result
in an increased weekly EI benefit. Most likely, some combination of more hours worked per week and
more weeks worked in total would be the typical outcome.
5.4.2 Worker Adjustment Requirements
The overall level of rationalization proposed for the processing sector is in the range of 30%, which
will dramatically reduce the number of processing plants currently in operation in Newfoundland and
Labrador. In the processing sector, the 30% rationalization proposed by ASP would occur primarily in
the snow crab and shrimp processing plants. According to the analysis undertaken during the MOU
process, approximately 1,700 workers from 35 snow crab plants and 600 workers from 13 shrimp
processing plants could potentially be displaced if this level of rationalization occurred.
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Displaced workers are one of the anticipated outcomes of rationalization and capacity reduction in
the industry. However, the impact of any rationalization is mitigated somewhat given the aging and
declining workforce in the processing sector. Nevertheless, a set of worker adjustment programs is
required to minimize any effects of processing restructuring on older and other affected workers.
In many rural communities in the province, the fish processing industry is a traditional and key
component of business, and the rationalization in this sector would accelerate challenges already
being experienced in these areas. The closure of individual plants under the ASP proposal would not
be subject to government decree, but to a modified reverse auction. All proposals would be voluntary and all bids placed by producers would be ranked based on best value for money. A selection
committee would then review the proposals and put forward final decisions. In this situation, the
government would have little, if any, control of plant closures in rural communities where the fish
processing sector plays an important role in the economy and employment. Any final comprehensive
restructuring plan for the fishery should consider the potential impacts on rural communities, and
contribute to the strategic development and long-term growth of the industry.
The benefits of rationalizing the processing sector are multi-faceted. The highly seasonal nature of
the industry contributes to significant overhead burden. A reasonable increase in capacity utilization
caused by the rationalization could readily reduce this investment on a per pound basis. As well, the
fishing enterprises and processing plants can increase the period of employment for plant workers,
thereby increasing the productivity of industry while improving individual annual earnings. According to a straight-line analysis completed during the MOU process, if the 30% rationalization takes
place, the individual working hours per year would increase from 602 hours to 860 hours for snow
crab plant workers and from 652 hours to 932 hours for shrimp plant workers. Based on a wage rate
of $11.20 per hour in snow crab plants and $11.70 per hour in shrimp plants, this could mean an
increase of $2,889 in the individual annual employment earnings for snow crab plant workers and
$3,271 for shrimp plant workers, both of which could potentially be partially offset by reduced EI
benefits. Additionally, there will be indirect and spin-off impacts on supplier industries.
5.4.3 Current Workforce Adjustment Framework
In June 2006, in direct response to challenges in the fishery, the Provincial Government announced
a set of adjustment services for workers at fish plants designated as permanently closed. These measures were subsequently included in the FIR announcement in 2007. Departments collaborating on
the worker adjustment framework are Municipal Affairs (MA) (responsible for overall coordination),
Human Resources, Labour and Employment (HRLE), Innovation, Trade and Rural Development
(INTRD) and DFA. Prior to devolution of the Labour Market Development Agreement (LMDA),
Service Canada was also heavily involved with HRLE in joint delivery of the employment counselling component. The provincial and federal agencies work cooperatively to provide a range of supports to help displaced plant workers make a transition to other employment. The programs have
assisted workers from communities where fish plants have permanently closed, such as Port aux
Basques, Englee, Trouty and Gaultois, as well as those that have experienced major downsizing, notably Fortune and Marystown. Workforce measures for individuals who may require assistance include:
•
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Transition support services through HRLE to help displaced workers develop an individualized
transition plan to include access to labour market information, retraining options, counselling on
relevant provincial and federal programs concerning employment opportunities, resume writing,
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job search, training, wage subsidies and self-employment supports. This also includes retraining
through public, private and non-profit training institutions.
•

Regional economic diversification through programs made available through INTRD. This includes wage subsidy to support transition to other jobs, through the Fish Plant Worker Employment Support Program (FPWESP) - Wage Subsidy component for Small- and Medium-sized
Enterprises (SMEs) which provides new entrepreneurs and expanding small businesses with
funding to employ fish plant workers negatively affected by the closure of a fish plant.

•

Short-term job creation through the Fish Plant Worker Employment Support Program (FPWESP), which provides a short-term solution to help workers deal with their immediate financial needs. Eligible workers are employed by local governments and community organizations to
work on projects that contribute to tourism development, economic development, community/
municipal infrastructure or community services.

5.4.4 Insights from the Fortune Pilot – Implications for the Fishing Industry in 2011
and Beyond
In August 2005, the fish plant in Fortune was closed and as a result over 350 employees were left
with no immediate source of related employment. Starting in June 2006, HRLE funded a series of
interventions under the terms of the LMDA. This involved the establishment of a satellite office and
the implementation of an Employment Assistance Services assessment and counselling service. By
October 2006, 135 or 38% of the affected plant workers were participating in the counselling service,
and 41 or 11% had participated in a skills development program. By July 2010, a total of 219 workers or 61% had used the labour market services at some point. While these numbers may seem low to
the casual observer, they must be considered in the context of the workforce profile for the Fortune
plant. Approximately 49% of the workforce in this plant was aged 50 or older and some individuals may have decided they were too old to begin a retraining program, while others who had easily
transportable skills may have opted to find a job in the local, provincial or national labour markets. In
fact, in the short term (to October 2006), approximately 40% of the plant workforce found employment elsewhere, while 49% were employed on the plant worker employment project established by
MA. In comparison to the plant’s overall workforce, individuals who found alternate employment in
the local labour market were more likely to be male and more likely to be aged 45-54. Those plant
workers who found work in the provincial labour market were also more likely to have been male
and those affected plant workers who found work in the regular labour market outside NL were also
more likely to be male and more likely to be aged 45-54. Conversely, those who entered the employment counselling program were more likely to have been female and more likely to have been aged
45 or over.
Early insights from the Fortune plant program suggested that it will take more time than was originally anticipated to build the kind of presence that is required in affected communities to foster
relationships between transition officers and affected workers. To date, HRLE and MA officials suggest that they do not have sufficiently detailed data to make an informed opinion on the dynamics
associated with individual worker adjustment behaviour. The data that has been gathered to date does
suggest the need to pay attention to the behavioural patterns that individuals of different genders
exhibit when directly affected by a loss of employment. Also of note, government messaging with
respect to overcapacity in the fishing industry, the role of the transition office and the Plant Worker
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Support Program appear to have been clearly communicated and well received – as evidenced by the
program participation rate amongst those affected plant workers who could not find work immediately (215/229 = 94%).
More recently there have been plant closures in Port aux Basques, Englee, Trouty and Gaultois, as
well as a reduction in the plant workforce in Marystown. Including the Fortune plant, in excess of
1,500 workers have been affected by the closure or major downsizing of operations over the past five
years. At the present time, 578 (38%) of these workers have accessed transition services and approximately 800 worked on projects under the FPWESP. Expenditures by the Provincial Government
on employment projects for workers affected at these plants have totalled $5.2 million ($6,800 per
person).
While these results are indeed encouraging, it is important to note that the various governments
involved in these initiatives have only had to deal with one or two such initiatives in any one year.
Clearly, any large-scale reduction in the number of crab and shrimp plants in a shorter than expected
time frame, would put additional strain on existing resources and on the ability of the local and provincial labour markets to absorb the increased number of workers that might be available for certain
types of employment.
Given that the proposed rationalization program would result in a much higher increase in the rate
of worker attrition over the next three years, it is clear that the current mix of program offerings
and current staffing levels would be insufficient to meet the demands that would be placed on these
departments. It is evident that although the current workforce adjustment program announced under
the FIR initiative is due to expire this year, the ongoing processing sector rationalization trend which
is expected to continue for the next five to ten years suggests that, even in the absence of an accelerated rationalization plan as proposed by ASP, continuation and possible enhancement of the workforce
adjustment measures will be essential.
While this analysis leads to the conclusion that spreading the rationalization over a longer period or
more would put less strain on the job market and the Provincial Government support network, it is
important to note that the processing sector has repeatedly stated that extending the rationalization
process over a three-year period will not allow for the kind of financial recovery that is required to
materially affect the current financial positions of most firms, particularly those that are heavily in
debt at the present time.
Clearly the parallel rationalization of the harvesting and processing sectors will serve to place additional pressure on government resources.

5.5

Governments’ Role

The province has jurisdictional responsibility for regulating the processing sector. In a similar fashion
to the overcapitalization of the groundfish sector in the 1980s, the collective response of government
and industry to the groundfish collapse, and the increase in opportunities in shellfish in the 1990s,
was to similarly overcapitalize the shellfish sector, both in harvesting and processing. For example,
in response to increased volumes of snow crab, additional processing licenses were issued by the
province in the mid-to-late 1990s. The number of snow crab processing licenses more than doubled,
peaking at 42. Similarly, the number of shrimp processing plants increased from 2 to 13.
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In recognition of the overcapacity in the processing sector, and its relative weakness in comparison
to international competitors, government commissioned Mr. Eric Dunne to conduct a study of fish
processing licensing policy in 2003. A new fish processing policy framework was implemented by
the province in 2004 arising from recommendations contained in the Dunne Report. On the basis of
these new policies, the number of snow crab processing licenses has declined to 37 in 2010, of which
35 had production, however, the number of shrimp processing licenses currently remains at 13, although one plant did not operate in 2010. There have also been significant reductions in the number
of groundfish and pelagic licenses. In addition, all processing licenses are limited to only those species
that had been actively processed in one of the two previous years, and any “inactive” species authorizations are eliminated. In total, more than 2,000 such inactive authorizations have been removed
since 2004, leaving less than 400 that are considered to be “active” within the current primary processing plants.
In response to FIR, government announced enhanced processing policies in support of industry selfrationalization. The strengthening of provincial policies served to reduce capacity, while introducing
a more rigorous and transparent licensing framework. During FIR, government also announced its
Workforce Adjustment Program in aid of displaced workers from permanent plant closures. To date,
the program has been administered in several communities. A more accelerated plant rationalization program beyond what the province has been experiencing would put increased pressure on the
current program. There is no early retirement option or exit strategy available to those workers who
are nearing retirement. In the past, the province has pursued an early retirement program with the
Federal Government for those impacted by rationalization; however, the Federal Government has
not been receptive to such proposals in recent years.
One of the primary challenges facing both levels of government when deciding to commit funds for
industry rationalization initiatives lies in the ability of the government to assess the true need for
such expenditures, including the assessment of potential outcomes should such an intervention not
materialize. In the process of deciding to invest in such initiatives, governments must also assess the
probability that such investments might be repaid over some reasonable period of time.
In the case of the proposed investment in the rationalization of the processing sector, there are a
number of challenges associated with the current ASP proposal. First of all, the current proposal does
not speak specifically to the potential outcome of the rationalization process with respect to the location of plant closures. In the absence of a controlled and orderly rationalization, the potential exists
for further geographical imbalance with respect to the alignment of harvesting and processing resources and available labour supply. In addition, the current ASP proposal suggests that the funds advanced by government for the purpose of rationalization will be paid back over time by those entities
that acquire the available quota – on a per species basis. These conclusions appear to be based on the
assumption of the consistent availability of such quotas for an extended period of time, when recent
evidence (shrimp quota declines) would suggest that this may not be the case. One of the more challenging aspects of such an intervention for government is the requirement for sufficient controls to
ensure that those who benefit from rationalization in the short term have the ability to repay government in the face of declining quotas.
Another consideration when examining the ASP proposal relates to the ability of the remaining
plants to process current landings (volumes) under the 30% proposed rationalization scenario. Figures 5.3 and 5.4 illustrate the current landing patterns (by week) for both snow crab and shrimp relative to existing capacity and also demonstrate revised capacity with 30% rationalization.
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Under rationalization, assuming similar landing patterns and volumes, supply could potentially exceed capacity over a four-week period (for snow crab and shrimp). In each case, at least a portion of
the supply could be processed in a subsequent week. However, production capacity will handle some
oversupply as the above analysis was based on weekly capacity and daily capacity may not have been
fully utilized. Therefore, the reduction in the number of crab and shrimp plants might not necessarily
have a debilitating effect on overall production capability.
At the present time, and for the past ten years or so, the rates of decline in the harvesting and processing sectors have been proportionate to each other and more or less in balance, in the absence of
any direct intervention by government. Failure to coordinate an orderly reduction in both harvesting and processing may result in a degree of imbalance and may put present productivity and supply
capability (long-term supply relationships) at risk.
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Figure 5.3 Snow Crab - Landings versus Production Capacity

5.6

Summary of Findings - Processing Sector

One key finding related to the processing sector is that rationalization is required in order to ensure
that the processing sector can achieve and maintain an adequate profit to support capital investment
and permit a reasonable return on investment. To date, rationalization has occurred with only a modest level of government intervention, and will continue to occur in response to changes in raw material supplies, market price returns and demographic challenges related to labour supply. As Figure
3.8 illustrates, the number of plants is projected to decline to 94 by 2015. As such, left to their own
devices, producers will likely respond to these challenges through plant closures; however, the pace
and degree of rationalization will be less than if a planned approach and time frame are developed
and implemented.
The cost of self-rationalization could be borne by the corporations that own the plants (asset abandonment), and possibly banks and other creditors if bankruptcies occur. These results may put additional financial burden on companies and, in turn, contribute to a continued lack of capital investment to modernize their operations and support product and market diversification. The impact on
workers and communities will be uncertain.
Under ASP’s proposed rationalization plan, financial health would quickly improve and the impact on workers and communities could be accelerated. The current proposal by ASP is for industry
controlled buy-outs. This could potentially lead to outcomes (plant closures) that are contrary to
the province’s current policy objectives such as regional balance. The financial risk to government
is relatively higher if the proposed plan is supported, particularly if resource or market conditions
weaken, resulting in an inability by producers to support debt repayment obligations. Further, other
public policy objectives have not been addressed in the proposal, so there is no assurance that issues
such as worker attraction and retention and capacity reduction will be addressed. These uncertainties,
coupled with the unknown impact to communities and displaced workers, further increase financial
exposure for government.
As previously discussed, much of the snow crab and shrimp processing capacity is owned by multiplant corporate entities. The proposed rationalization plan could permit these corporate entities to
close some of their existing facilities and have these closures subsidized by government and remaining plant owners. This method of rationalization would bolster the balance sheets of these corporations and permit them to be the primary beneficiaries of rationalization through overhead cost
reductions. In addition, those companies paid to close plants may move capacity to other facilities,
thus providing little benefit to the industry as a whole.
Without some mechanism to ensure permanent capacity reduction in the processing sector, the
benefits that could be realized by season extensions such as improved worker incomes might not be
realized, and in fact attracting workers to the sector would remain difficult because the season would
still be short and income levels would remain low.
The process of the reverse auction, and proposed conditions of ownership of purchased plants, should
be strengthened if a government supported rationalization of the sector is to occur. There is opportunity for industry intervention in the auction process, so further mechanisms to ensure arm’s length
evaluation of proposals and determination of the values proposed should be implemented. In addition, plant sale proposal templates with a suggested range of values, based on returns times a multi-
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plier, could be sent to stakeholders to ensure submissions are standard and values remain reasonable.
Industry has proposed that a consortia be formed to take over and dispose of assets acquired under
the rationalization plan. Therefore, industry has the opportunity to realize benefits upon the disposal
of acquired assets. There should be some means to ensure that these benefits are used to reduce principal loan amounts immediately upon sale. Further, conditions regarding disposal of processing assets
are needed to ensure that the assets are not sold to existing processing entities in NL. This would not
eliminate the possibility of capacity expansion, but would ensure that existing equipment is not immediately transferred to increase existing capacity.
Though not examined specifically, there might be a tax benefit realized by the consortia, and possibly
transferred to shareholders, for loss on disposal of assets. If these benefits were realized, they would
reduce the cost of the acquisition with little risk being borne by the shareholders.
There are a number of operational issues that may prove to be challenging when attempting to act on
the recommendations proposed by ASP. The mechanisms, if any, that can be established to control
processing capacity post-rationalization are a fundamental concern. That is, what assurances can be
made to prevent an increase in processing capacity in those plants that will remain post-rationalization? This question has been debated at the Steering Committee level. To date, there has been no
solution identified. ASP proposed that loan payments to remaining operators would be based on a
percent increase in production compared to some base amount. Issues associated with this approach
include the financial ability of remaining plants to pay in the event of a dramatic decline in the
resources. Also, issues of corporate concentration and concerns over port competition with a reduced
number of players were highlighted by the FFAW. The most recent ASP response to these questions
suggests that there are actions that could be agreed upon to mitigate at least some of these risks to
government and other potential investors. However, there are a number of practical concerns that
remain outstanding. In addition to those noted above, ASP’s proposal recommended a 2.5% interest
rate subsidy for repayment of loans for rationalization. Subsidies have been provided in other jurisdictions for rationalization schemes. These would not subsidize operational costs and therefore would
not be countervailable.
While the Grant Thornton report and work of the PWG both suggest that a 30% rationalization in
the number of shrimp and crab plants will allow processors to achieve significant improvement in
GM performance and improved profitability in the short term, longer-term profitability and sustainability in this sector will likely require fundamental structural changes if the Newfoundland and Labrador processing sector is to achieve the objectives of the MOU which were identified during FIR
and highlighted in Section 2.0 of this report.
As we have seen at numerous junctures in the analysis and review process, a significant change in
one variable (i.e. a dramatic reduction in shrimp quotas) can have a potentially devastating effect on
short-term performance and could potentially undermine any incremental improvements that have
been contemplated herein. Regardless of whether or not a planned rationalization program is implemented, current trends suggest that the progressive decline in the number of processing plants will
continue, and perhaps accelerate.
The cost-benefit ratio at commercial rates and terms (7% at 15 years) is likely inadequate for industry
to finance self-rationalization without a subsidy.
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While there would be benefits to processors from rationalization, impacts on worker incomes are
marginal, and it is doubtful they would meet the FIR/MOU objective of attracting new workers.
Therefore, the sector is unlikely to avoid a major labour shortage within the next five to ten years, if
not sooner, regardless of whether an accelerated rationalization process is implemented. To address
worker and community requirements, consideration of fundamental fisheries restructuring would
have to be considered.
Worker adjustment will continue to be required as continued sector downsizing is likely, whether
there is a planned rationalization or not.
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6.0 Seafood Sales and Marketing
As was outlined in Section 2.0 of this report, one of the key platforms of the MOU involved the
examination of a variety of issues surrounding the sales and marketing of seafood products by Newfoundland and Labrador seafood processors. To that end, in September 2009 the MWG was appointed. This group was mandated to make detailed recommendations for a new approach to seafood
sales and marketing. The primary objective of the MWG was to carry out a comprehensive analysis
of the options to more effectively and efficiently market Newfoundland and Labrador seafood and to
make recommendations to the province’s fishing industry and government to improve seafood sales
and marketing.
The MWG members included representatives of ASP, FFAW, DFA and the Chair of the MOU
Steering Committee. A representative from DFO attended all meetings of the MWG as an ex-officio
member.
Any proposal that was to be developed by the working group was to take into account the timing of
other measures developed under the MOU. Any proposed sales and marketing initiatives were to be
complementary in nature to any other initiatives that were forthcoming under the MOU.
DFA, FFAW and ASP agreed that fundamental structural change to the sales and marketing of NL
seafood products is essential to meet the objective of increasing the value of the NL fishing industry.
It was also acknowledged that any change in sales and marketing would be required as part of overall
structural change that might be contemplated within the industry (i.e., rationalization of the processing and harvesting sectors).
The MWG further agreed that any delay by the harvesting or processing working groups in developing proposals would not automatically or necessarily prevent the MWG proposal from proceeding.
Certain members of the MWG were of the opinion that changes to the current approach to sales
and marketing alone would not be sufficient to facilitate the type of improvement needed to stabilize
the industry. In fact, they suggested that change should occur in all significant aspects of the fishery,
including harvesting, processing, and sales and marketing.

6.1 Perspective
One of the most significant challenges facing the NL seafood industry has been the nature and
intensity of the competition faced by NL seafood processors in the international marketplace. This
competition has been manifested in the availability of low cost/high quality substitute species, shifting consumer tastes away from products that have been the mainstay of the NL fishery (e.g. salt cod),
the availability of lower cost products from other regions, and improvements in the sales and marketing orientation of many of our direct competitors. As a result, participants in the NL fishery have to
find new and improved ways to compete (collectively) in the international fish and seafood marketplace.
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While to some degree, varying views still exist within the MWG as to the extent to which enhancements in our collective sales and marketing capability alone can optimize returns to participants in
the NL fishing industry, the reality is that we must embrace change in order to be competitive in the
international marketplace. If we don’t embrace the kinds of changes that are advocated for herein,
then we will continue to be at the mercy of an increasingly sophisticated market – one that is willing
to wait us out and one that will constantly be trying to extract higher margins at other points in the
seafood distribution channel, often at our expense.
In fact, it has generally been recognized that there are shortcomings in how industry players in this
province deal with both the sales and marketing aspects of operations. To date, the processing sector
has been consistent in its contention that its ability to facilitate change in the areas of sales and marketing has been negatively impacted by industry structure (i.e., overcapacity in harvesting and processing, the current inability to coordinate harvesting and processing activities within Newfoundland
and Labrador, and seasonal instability which results in disruptions and/or delays during the relatively
short processing season for most or all species). MWG members have recognized that the current
industry structure is serving to restrict the ability of the industry to extract additional value from the
international markets which it serves.
One of the most significant challenges associated with any attempt to refine the approach to sales
and marketing in the NL seafood industry lies in the current distribution of production capacity and
market share. At the present time, there are 102 active fish processing plants in the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador. These plants are owned by more than 85 firms, suggesting the potential for
a somewhat disjointed approach to both sales and marketing. At the same time, 75% to 80% of the
annual production in the Newfoundland and Labrador seafood processing sector rests with about
a dozen processing firms. While there are relatively high levels of industrial concentration in what
constitutes a significant block of the total production, the remaining 20% of the annual production
rests with over 70 firms, less than 0.3% each, on average. As a result, one might reasonably expect
the routes taken to market by this rather large and disparate group are many and varied. As noted
by Sandy Roche (Roche) in 2008 and Roche and Brian Burke (Burke) in 2010, relatively little has
changed in the interim. Roche and Burke (2010) concluded that these firms were engaged in sales
relationships with at least 30 different sales agents in the past year. In the snow crab sector, there are
36 processing plants which are owned by 27 arm’s length processing companies. In recent years, these
entities have brought their products to market through as many as 15 to 20 different sales agents or
brokers.

6.2

Sales Function

The potential negative effects that are sometimes associated with the absence of a coordinated approach to seafood sales and marketing in NL are most evident when poor market conditions exist. It
is during these periods (when prices are low or sales are either slow or non-existent) that processing
operations with low cash reserves and lower than average owner’s equity become forced to sell products at lower prices than they would otherwise consider. This phenomenon, which has been often
referred to as ‘distressed’ selling, has the potential to negatively affect sales for a particular species for
an entire season for the entire industry, or at least until the supply of product that is available at the
distressed price has been exhausted. In the absence of a coordinated approach to sales and marketing,
industry may not be receiving maximum value for its production and the end result is that increased
profits are taken further along the value chain and the NL industry portion is not optimized.
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As was noted in Section 3.0 of this report, the relatively short production season in Newfoundland
and Labrador also serves to further inflame this situation and quite likely increases the chance of
such an event. This, coupled with the current overcapacity in the NL processing sector, results in an
excess of companies going to market, many of whom are not dealing from a position of strength, and
results in lower than average prices, thus lower than average gross margins. The end result of this is
an industry that is underperforming relative to its potential. While the industry itself has to shoulder
some of the responsibility for this, the good news here is that the industry, with some help, can also
be an integral part of the solution.
The rationalization that has been suggested for the harvesting and processing sectors could go a long
way to ensuring that the industry is financially sound and producing higher quality products for
the various markets which it serves. However, in the absence of a coordinated approach to sales and
marketing, the production output of the Newfoundland and Labrador seafood industry will continue
to be undervalued.
6.2.1 Conclusions
It has been recommended by the MWG that a number of sales consortia be established. The MWG
has suggested that the best approach to the early stage development of these sales consortia is to seek
the ‘voluntary’ collaboration of ‘like-minded’ firms. The MWG has noted that it is of utmost importance that participants in a particular consortium feel comfortable with each other, especially given
current practices in the processing industry, where overall collaboration and cooperation are limited.
While the decision concerning the correct number of sales consortia has been the subject of much
debate, both within and outside the MWG, the general consensus is that three to five sales entities
would appear to be the most practical number required to achieve the kind of critical mass (of production volume available for sale) necessary to facilitate a more structured and coordinated approach
to selling. While it may be that the industry starts out with as many as five such entities, from a
market coordination perspective the fewer the entities the better.
6.2.2 Benefits and Costs
Having a larger number of consortia (in the range of expected numbers) would allow for a wider
choice of sales partners and increase the likelihood that individual firms would opt to participate. At
the same time, it would still serve to dramatically reduce the number of NL seafood processing firms
going to market, while increasing the level of consistency with which they approach these markets.
At this juncture in the MOU process, the NL processing sector supports a voluntary approach to
the establishment of sales consortia. While there was a fairly broadly-based discussion amongst
MWG members about the need for government-based incentives to encourage consortia membership or regulations to impose membership terms and conditions, in the end the consensus of opinion
was that government should focus on an ‘incentive-based’ approach to encourage individual seafood
processing firms to join one of the various sales consortia that may operate within the province.
Members of the MWG who represent the FFAW were of the opinion that government should explore regulatory measures in the event that an incentive-based approach does not achieve the desired
result. At the same time, representatives on the MWG from the processing sector felt quite strongly
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that the type of increased coordination that would come from the establishment of sales consortia
would be a positive move for the industry. They also concurred with an industry analyst who suggested
that the mere establishment of sales consortia would not solve all of the sales and marketing challenges currently being faced by the NL seafood industry. As noted earlier, processors feel strongly that
structural change needs to occur in both the harvesting and processing sectors, in conjunction with
initiatives in the area of sales and marketing, before these collective initiatives can truly be effective.
Finally, the FFAW is of the opinion that a more coordinated approach to sales and marketing would
help achieve better returns from the market. It also agrees that these returns would be more substantial if these initiatives were undertaken in conjunction with the structural changes that have been
proposed in the processing and harvesting sectors.
Not surprisingly, the MWG was of the opinion that the sales consortia that are established should
focus their initial efforts on the efficient sale of crab and shrimp, as these species are the dominant
species currently being processed in Newfoundland and Labrador. Other species would be considered
for inclusion as the consortia gain experience and as opportunities permit.
As the task of defining the corporate objectives of each sales consortium may differ, either by species,
entity size, or region of representation, defining the exact structural nature of the consortium is quite
challenging. However, regardless of its defining characteristics or regional representation, the MWG
was of the opinion that the following key structural issues and challenges should be addressed when
considering the development of a sales consortium.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Does the establishment of this consortium serve to significantly reduce the number of companies
selling into the market?
Does the proposed sales consortium represent at least 15% of the production volume of the species being sold?
Does the proposed sales consortium have dedicated in-house sales and marketing expertise?
Does the proposed consortium have a well-defined quality assurance program?
Is the proposed consortium a well-defined legally structured entity with formal governance and
operating procedures, requiring multi-year participation commitments?
Does the consortium have a mechanism to provide for an expansion in its membership base in the
future?

The MWG has also proposed that provision be made for situations that may arise where individual
firms do not agree to participate in one of the sales consortia that have been proposed herein. In such
cases, the MWG suggests, with approval from the Steering Committee, that government should consider regulatory options within its power and jurisdictional responsibility to encourage participation
and limit (in consultation with industry) the number of seafood product sellers going to market.
Finally, the MWG was of the opinion that greater transparency with respect to the sales and marketing effort and sales performance of each consortium would greatly enhance the level of cooperation
between industry members.
To help facilitate the formation of these sales consortia, the MWG recommends that government
should consider two forms of financial incentives:
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1. The first would involve a funding program to offset initial incremental set-up costs for participants who are interested in establishing sales consortia. Some of the eligible costs that might be
incurred by such consortia include legal costs related to incorporation and sales contract development, sales and market strategy and plan development.
2. The second would involve the establishment of a working capital guarantee program that could
be accessed by sales consortia to enhance their inventory financing requirements. The Provincial
Government should work with federal agencies (e.g., Export Development Canada (EDC)),
commercial banks and sales consortia in a collaborative effort to assist in the provision of inventory financing arrangements.
The purpose of making available inventory financing to sales consortia, which is greater than that
which would otherwise be available from commercial banks, is to enable consortia to have a greater
ability to hold product in inventory for an extended period to allow for a more orderly release of
product into the marketplace than is currently the practice in the industry.
Commercial banks provide working capital financing on the basis of a percentage of the value of a
company’s inventory and accounts receivable at points in time. The amount advanced once product is
produced but not yet sold is normally about 50% of the actual cost of production. The amount advanced once the product is sold and its value converted to an account receivable is normally higher
(perhaps upwards of 70%). As a result, to avail of more financing, there is a major incentive for companies to convert product into sales inventory as soon as possible. The working capital line of credit
available to a company is also subject to maximums which banks set based on each bank’s subjective
consideration of such factors as the company’s track record, its balance sheet, financial ratios, the
bank’s overall exposure in a particular industry, etc. It is also understood that a significant portion of
small to medium sized companies may not meet the eligibility criteria of EDC programs.
Invariably, many seafood processors, especially in the crab sector, hit their maximum well before the
season’s production is finished. This is because their working capital requirements peak so high and so
fast due to the compressed time frame during which crab production occurs. Hence these companies
have an even greater need to convert inventory into sales.
Given the current industry structure, the only way to have commercial banks relax their guidelines
and provide additional working capital resources to the industry would seem to be through the
government providing deficiency guarantees to the banks. Such guarantees would constitute a contingent liability of the government and would only involve an actual cash outlay should there be a
default. The deficiency guarantee would be made available only to sales consortia.
The amount of the deficiency guarantee(s) that may ultimately be required is difficult to quantify and
would depend, of course, on the number and size of sales consortia actually formed. The crab sector
would require the highest amount of working capital financing. The maximum amount of deficiency
guarantee(s) outstanding at any one time can be estimated using certain assumptions, as follows:
1. The entire industry comes together into the desired number of consortia.
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2. The amount of working capital financing needed to enable processors to be able to hold product in
inventory and still be able to carry on production is 100% of the processor’s direct cost of producing each pound of product. (In accounting terms, 100% of cost of goods sold, (COGS)).
3. The commercial banks will provide financing of 50% of the direct cost of production and the government deficiency guarantee will be required to enable the banks to extend a large portion of the
remaining 50%.
4. No product is sold until after the full season’s production is completed (i.e. the worst case scenario).
5. The estimated average unit direct cost of production for crab is $3.00/lb. and for shrimp is $2.70/
lb.
6. Inventory financing may not be required for crab production going into the Japanese market because of the conventional terms of payment provided by Japanese buyers.
7. Using five-year averages, the total annual crab production is about 76 million lbs., of which about
65%, or 50 million lbs., is for the United States market.
8. Average shrimp production has been about 57 million lbs. over the past few years but given the
expected reductions in shrimp quotas, a more realistic production volume is likely to be about 35
million lbs.
Based on the above assumptions, we can estimate the maximum amount of a government deficiency
guarantee outstanding at any one time to be $75 million for crab (50 million lbs. @$3.00/lb x 50%)
and $47 million for shrimp (35 million lbs. @ $2.70/lb x 50%) for a total of $122 million.
This, as stated, is a worst case scenario since it is unrealistic (and undesirable) to assume there would
be no sales of crab or shrimp during the production seasons. Once a sale of product is made, an account receivable is created and this enables the bank to extend financing of 70% of the value of the
receivable (and up to 90% if it is EDC insured) which thereby reduces the amount of government
deficiency guarantee required.
A more likely scenario is that the peak amount of the deficiency guarantee will be in the range of $45
to $50 million for crab and $25 to $30 million for shrimp, for a total in the range of $70 to $80 million.
Assuming appropriate terms can be negotiated with commercial banks, there should not be a significant risk of default on the government deficiency guarantee. The spread between the cost of producing
a pound of product and its final market value is normally enough to cover market price exposure as
well as other more normal risks such as nonpayment, quality claims, etc. Additionally, the provision
of the deficiency guarantee is in itself designed to increase overall returns from the marketplace and
reduce volatility. Nevertheless, prudence would dictate that some provision for default be recognized.
These financial incentives to newly-established sales consortia should be made available for a minimum period of three years. It is crucial that any form of financial assistance from government should
continue to be provided in compliance with domestic and international trade agreements. Costs associated with the establishment of seafood sales consortia over a three-year period are as follows:
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Table 6.1

Seafood Sales Consortia Incentive Program Costs

Table 6.1 Seafood Sales Consortia Incentive Program Costs
Funding Program
FY 2011/12
FY 2012/13
FY 2013/14
Government
$1,500,000
$1,200,000
$1,200,000
Industry
$500,000
$800,000
$800,000
$2,000,000
$2,000,000
$2,000,000
Deficiency Loan Guarantee Program
FY 2011/12
FY 2012/13
FY 2013/14
Government
$80,000,000 $80,000,000 $80,000,000

TOTAL
$3,900,000
$2,100,000
$6,000,000

6.3 Marketing Function
The seafood industry, not unlike any other industry, is driven by consumers. The basis of successful
marketing is having a consumer-focused approach. Failure to do this limits the ability to differentiate
NL products from those of competitors, to project the important attributes of NL seafood products
to consumers, and to fully achieve the benefits that normally accrue to a dominant supplier in the
marketplace (e.g., crab and shrimp). Increasingly, competitors in other jurisdictions (e.g., Iceland,
Alaska and Norway) have the benefit of industry-wide marketing support initiatives.
In the processing sector, few companies have any significant level of marketing expertise or fund
marketing activities. As well, resource management regimes are not always aligned with marketplace
realities (e.g., length of season, time of catch, and quality retention). The NL fishing industry needs
to commit itself to a collaborative seafood marketing effort. In addition, insofar as nature permits,
restructuring and rationalization in the harvesting/processing sectors must include market-oriented
measures to extend operating seasons and maximize fleet/plant capability to produce the highest
quality products and to extend the periods these products are available to the market.
6.3.1 Marketing Working Group Recommendations
The MWG strongly advocates that the Newfoundland and Labrador seafood industry commit itself
to the development of a collaborative seafood marketing effort via the establishment of a Seafood
Marketing Council (the Council). In particular, the MWG feels that the Council that was proposed
in the Roche Report of 2008 should be implemented in consultation with industry. A vote to proceed with the Council (as was suggested in the Roche Report) took place in 2009 and the Council
was narrowly rejected by the processing sector. Given that the Council recommendation is an integrated approach along with other recommendations for industry restructuring, the MWG feels that
a vote is no longer necessary.
The organization described by Roche was structured to facilitate cooperation amongst industry
participants to improve and enhance the marketing of NL seafood products. More specifically, the
Seafood Marketing Council would have the following responsibilities incorporated in its mandate:
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•

Market Intelligence/Industry Collaboration: To collect and disseminate market intelligence and
information to better enable processors to ‘go to market’ each season in a more coordinated manner and to better sustain that coordination throughout the processing season.

•

Image Development and Product Promotion: To develop and promote the image of the province’s seafood industry as a supplier of quality seafood and to augment company level marketing
efforts with promotional campaigns in selected markets.

•

Long Range Market Planning: To facilitate and encourage industry focus on proactive longerrange market planning.

•

Public Relations: To become the industry vehicle for dealing with market relevant public relations issues and opportunities.

The MWG is of the opinion, and is supported by the MOU Steering Committee, that the staffing
budget, funding, structure and governance model (including the composition of the Board of Directors) should be as outlined in the Roche Report (2008).
6.3.2 Benefits and Costs
The Council, as proposed, could also help with issues related to sales and market information sharing and, in so doing, build stronger relationships between industry participants, both on the processing and harvesting sides of the business. MWG members have also indicated a clear understanding
of the need for privacy with respect to certain elements of corporate level sales and market related
information. It is the opinion of the majority of MWG members that active participation of harvesters and processors on the proposed Council would facilitate greater transparency and trust. It is clear
that in order for the proposed Council to be effective, processors and harvesters need to feel a sense
of ownership in such an organization, thus it is crucial that all parties buy into the goals and objectives of the Council from the outset.
The MWG further recommends, with the support of the MOU Steering Committee, that the Newfoundland and Labrador fishing industry, in partnership with the Government of Newfoundland
and Labrador, request financial support from the Government of Canada to establish and operate the
Seafood Marketing Council. Table 6.2 provides costing information for a 3-year trial period.

Table 6.2 Seafood Marketing Council Costs
FY 2011/12
Government
Industry

$2,000,000
$
$2,000,000

FY 2012/13

Total for 3-Year Trial
Period
$3,000,000
$7,250,000
$1,000,000
$1,750,000
$4,000,000
$9,000,000

FY 2013/14

$2,250,000
$750,000
$3,000,000
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Table 6.2

Seafood Marketing Council Costs

6.4

Summary Findings - Marketing

1. Seafood sales consortia should be established within the NL fishing industry.
2. Government should work on developing two forms of financial incentives: (1) offsetting incremental start-up costs to establish sales consortia; and (2) enhancing for a minimum three-year
period the inventory financing capability of the consortia.
3. The Provincial Government, federal agencies (e.g., Export Development Canada), commercial
banks and sales consortia should collaborate to assist in the provision of inventory financing arrangements.
4. Further details on industry assistance should be decided through discussions with industry participants. Financial assistance should be provided for at least a three-year period to establish and
operate the sales consortia. It should also be incremental to the costs associated with current sales
and marketing efforts. Assistance should be considered for activities such as legal requirements to
establish the entities, as well as marketing strategy development and implementation.
5. It is crucial that any forms of financial assistance from government should continue to be provided in compliance with domestic and international trade agreements.
6. There should be flexibility in the criteria to establish the consortia, so as not to make it unreasonably difficult and onerous for companies to collaborate.The criteria as to what constitutes acceptable consortia will have to be developed more definitively but should address such questions as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Does it significantly reduce the number of companies selling into the market?
Does it represent at least 15% of the production of that specie?
Does it have dedicated in-house sales/marketing expertise?
Does it have a well-defined quality assurance regime?
Is it a well-defined, legally structured entity with formal governance and operating procedures
and requiring a multi-year commitment by its participants?
Does it provide for expanded membership in future?

7. All fishing industry organizations, as well as the provincial and federal governments, should collaborate to promote the merits of sales consortia within the industry.
8. The NL Seafood Marketing Council as recommended in the 2008 Roche Report should be established in consultation with industry.
9. The key activities of the Council as outlined in the report should be: market intelligence/industry collaboration; image development and product promotion; long-range market planning; and
public relations.
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10. The NL fishing industry, as represented by ASP and FFAW, in partnership with the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, should request financial support from the Government
of Canada to establish and operate the Council.
11. The priority with respect to establishing sales consortia and the Council should be on crab
and shrimp products. However, efforts should be made as opportunities permit to include
other species such as capelin, lobster and groundfish.
The successful implementation of sales consortia and a Seafood Marketing Council will require
change in industry structure and substantial horizontal and vertical collaboration within the
industry.
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7.0 Conclusions
In conclusion, over the past 20 years the rates of decline in the number of plant workers, harvesters
and harvesting enterprises in the NL fishery have been remarkably consistent with each other. In
addition, these rates of decline are projected to continue for at least another five years. Further, the
age profile of the existing (2010) and projected (2015) plant worker and harvesting workforce is now
skewed towards older than average workers. In fact, more than half of harvesters and plant workers
are currently over 45. Demographic evidence from the past 10 years also suggests that the vast majority (80% +) of harvesters and plant workers retire at age 65. As a result, one must conclude that
unless action is taken to increase wages and incomes for plant workers and harvesters, there will, in
all likelihood, be a significant decline in the number of available workers, particularly in remote areas.
The fishery, as it has been known in NL, appears to be coming to a turning point. So too, it seems,
the age of self-reliance that was once a mainstay of outport life in rural areas, when a person could
combine fishing, farming, wood cutting and other forms of seasonal work to build a balanced life, appears to be numbered. In fact, in certain geographic regions in NL, the revenues from fish harvesting
or the wages derived from seasonal work in the local fish plant, are insufficient to allow the workers to achieve a reasonable income, or to allow the industry to retain or attract workers. These facts,
coupled with the aging workforce, will in time create a situation where industry players may have to
further explore options such as making structural changes, and/or look elsewhere to find workers,
and/or place greater emphasis on finding solutions through new technologies.
In some geographic regions of the province, the fishing season is longer, the average value of the
catch is higher and overall wages appear sufficient to allow the harvester workforce to be self-sustaining. While average revenues from harvesting are in decline in some areas, the overall value of the industry has increased from pre-moratoria levels, indicating that for at least some of those who remain,
incomes from fishing have improved. Nevertheless, success, it seems, is fleeting. One need look no
further than 2008, 2009 and 2010 to see the rather dramatic swings that can occur in this industry
and the impacts they have.
Overall, the analysis of the financial health of the industry suggests that while the industry showed a
reasonable recovery in 2010 relative to 2009, it continues to be in a rather volatile state and is perhaps
one or two relatively poor seasons away from further economic misfortune. Action must be taken to
solidify and improve the present economic position of the province’s harvesters, processing operations and plant workers if the industry is to survive long enough to engage in the kind of meaningful
restructuring that is required to achieve a self-sustaining, globally competitive industry, to meet the
objectives of the FIR initiative.
The conclusions of the most recent round of industry analysis are summarized below:
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•

The NL fishing industry is very different today than it was prior to the early 1990s when the
groundfish fishery dominated the industry.

•

The fishery today is dominated by the catch and sale of shellfish and, as such, requires a different
infrastructure, different harvesting capability and a different workforce and a different approach
to sales and marketing.
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•

While the move to shellfish has benefitted some areas of the province, other areas have been
much less fortunate.

•

In the inshore sector, the level of rationalization that is required to allow fish harvesters to
achieve a relatively reasonable average income (under the terms of the FFAW proposal) is significant. In the areas most dramatically affected by the shift to shellfish and the decline of the
groundfish sector, as high as 80% of the current capacity must be rationalized in order for those
who remain to achieve a viable income. The northeast and west coasts of Newfoundland and the
southern coast of Labrador require the highest levels of rationalization. Enterprises in these regions will have to harvest as much as four times their current levels to achieve the income targets
that have been set for them. This is probably not achievable given current structural challenges
and seasonality.

•

In these areas, some form of buy-out will likely be required as no other initiative would appear to
have the desired effect on earnings potential. In this regard, the Atlantic Lobster Sustainability
Measures Program (ALSMP) enterprise buy-back initiative could be quite beneficial, as it targets
certain areas which have been shown to have limited prospects for viability in the inshore sector
(i.e. west and southwest coasts), as referenced in the FFAW proposal.

•

In all other inshore fleets, significantly less (40%) rationalization is required in order to allow
those harvesters who remain to achieve the desired enterprise viability target. This could be
achievable and feasible through an enterprise combining process.

•

In the inshore sector, the weighted rationalization rate is approximately 54%, or 1,617 of the
2,972 inshore enterprises.

•

The degree of rationalization that is required under the terms of the NL Inshore Shrimp Fleets
proposal is not dramatically different from the FFAW proposal. The degree of rationalization that
is required under a loan guarantee program or under commercial lending terms is higher than the
FFAW or NL Inshore Shrimp Fleets proposal, due to higher debt servicing requirements.

•

In the nearshore fleets, the level of rationalization that is required in order to allow those who
remain to achieve the desired enterprise viability target is lower (0 to 49%) than experienced in
selected inshore fleets.

•

In the nearshore sector, the weighted average rationalization rate is approximately 25%, or 214 of
the 861 nearshore enterprises.

•

In other areas, such as 3L full-time crab and 3Ps, no rationalization is required at this time to
achieve the target levels for average income and returns on investment.

•

While rationalization would serve to reduce the volume of peak landings and allow for a better
distribution of landings and a modest increase in the current operating season, it may not allow
the harvesting and processing sectors to achieve the kind of fundamental restructuring that is
required to permit participants to compete effectively in the global seafood marketplace in 2011
and beyond.
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•

On the processing side, while the value of production in 2010 has increased and again approaches
$1 billion in value, lower than average gross margin performance may continue to impede the
ability of the industry to attract the level of capital investment that is required to compete effectively in the international marketplace.

•

Lower than average net incomes and weighted average cost of capital performance are also
symptomatic of an industry that is underperforming financially, particularly one that is currently
experiencing rationalization through market forces.

•

While the targeted gross margin figure of 20% may not be achievable, the analysis suggests that
plant rationalization at the 30% level will serve to increase overall gross margin performance to
national seafood industry levels of 15%.

•

The savings in the selling, general and administrative expenses that would accrue to the industry
in the event of a 30% rationalization will also be significant, resulting in improved profitability.

•

The benefits to plant workers that will arise from plant rationalization, while positive, are likely
not sufficient to allow the industry to achieve income levels that will attract and retain workers.

•

The current ASP proposal does not contemplate implementation details such as the plants that
might be affected by planned closures and mechanisms to control capacity post-rationalization.
The analysis shows that at commercial interest rates (7%) and a 15-year loan term, much of the
benefit of rationalization would be required for debt servicing costs. Consequently, processing
sector rationalization may be feasible only if an interest subsidy is available and the repayment
period is protracted (i.e. 30 years), representing a public sector exposure of $80 million in loan
guarantees and $60 million in interest subsidies, with high risk to the public sector. In addition,
issues such as the ability of those plants that remain to finance their acquired quotas may diminish if the overall quotas for such species are subsequently reduced by DFO.

•

It is clear that there is an ongoing process of downsizing which is occurring in the fish harvesting
and processing sectors due to factors such as poor financial performance, low income levels, and
aging demographic profiles. Over the past decade, the level of contraction of both the harvesting and processing sectors has been in the order of 20-30%, and this trend is likely to continue
over the next decade, regardless of whether a funded rationalization program is forthcoming. To
a large extent, the rationalization proposals examined will not set the course, which is already
underway, but rather will serve to accelerate the pace at which the process unfolds.

•

On the marketing side, a proposal has been advanced to establish a small number of sales consortia to help coordinate the sales activities of the disparate number of smaller processors who go to
market in an infrequent and less structured manner.

•

In conjunction with the establishment of sales entities, an inventory financing program would be
required to enable the consortia to time the supply of product to market and to avoid distressed
sales, thereby enhancing the market value to be extracted for the overall benefit of the NL fishing
industry.
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It has also been recommended that a seafood marketing council be established so as to facilitate
the gathering of market intelligence, the development of an improved image for Newfoundland
and Labrador seafood products and undertake long-term market planning and public relations
activities.

•

The total costs of the harvesting, processing and marketing proposals are outlined in Table 7.1.
In summary, the cost to government is close to $360.75 million (including direct financing
and potential risk from loan guarantees) but excludes the associated interest cost to government (total interest subsidy of $80 million for processing rationalization at 2.5%) and ancillary
adjustment costs for communities and industry workers.
Table 7.1 Financial Requirements by Sector ($Millions)
Industry Cash
Requirement
Marketing
Processing
Harvesting
Total

$

$

3.85
3.85

Cash Requirement from
Government
$
11.15
$
142.20
$
153.35

Loan Guarantees
$
$
$
$

80.00 $
80.00 $
47.40 $
207.40 $

Total
95.00
80.00
189.60
364.60

In reality, most of the initiatives that have been recommended herein fall within the domain of
actions designed to rationalize the existing fishing industry, as opposed to initiatives designed to
fundamentally restructure the industry. In fact, such an approach is not uncommon in Canadian industry and, in many respects, reflects the kinds of activities that were undertaken by the Canadian
auto parts industry when it last underwent significant change. The approach taken in that industry
was a two-stage approach, with the first round of change being associated with a downsizing of
the industry and the second round being associated with more fundamental change to the actual
structure.

Table 7.1 Financial Requirements by Secror ($Millions)

•

Phase one, as it may come to be known in this exercise, is designed to allow the NL fishing industry to improve the current financial position of all participants, while simultaneously allowing
industry participants sufficient time to contemplate the activities and structural changes that are
required to allow the industry to achieve the remaining goals of the MOU, notably those goals associated with the retention and attraction of workers (if possible) and the continued improvement
in compensation for those participants that remain post-rationalization.
Many industry participants appear to be preoccupied with survival in the short term and rationalization in the medium term. While at this juncture many key industry participants appear unwilling or unable to contemplate more fundamental restructuring initiatives, a cursory examination
of ration-alization and restructuring activities in other industries and countries would appear to
indicate that this phenomenon is not at all uncommon. What should be made clear to all parties,
as evidenced by those governments that have supported such activities in other jurisdictions, is
that initiatives designed to support rationalization alone will be insufficient to allow industry and
government to achieve the kind of meaningful restructuring that is necessary. In order to compete
effectively in the international marketplace, we must be as good as or better than our direct com-
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petitors. We must achieve vertical integration (or, at least, an integrated industry approach to resource
utilization and market development), advance technology, enhance quality and focus on other related
initiatives that ensure that our product is easily differentiated from those of our competitors and in
demand by highly valued long-term customers.
In the absence of such initiatives, we will be relegated to the status of the textile industry in the
southeastern United States, the automobile industry in the United Kingdom, and the electronics
industry in Germany, a collection of also-rans, each of which received significant amounts of government support and none of which managed to achieve the level of restructuring that was required to
remain competitive in an increasingly competitive international marketplace. The availability of less
expensive, qualified labour, in technologically advanced countries such as India, Korea and Japan, has
served to render the aforementioned industries almost obsolete, in their respective countries.
For the province’s fishing industry, the pursuit of an agenda that is defined by significant restructuring will involve a radical departure from the thinking and policies of generations past. It will also
require the level of intensity, commitment and fortitude that has defined previous generations of
Newfoundlanders and Labradorians.
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Steering Committee Members:
Tom Clift, Independent Chair of MOU Steering Committee
Alastair O’Rielly, Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture
Dave Lewis, Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture
Brian Delaney, Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture (until January 2010)
Earle McCurdy, Fish, Food and Allied Workers
Dave Decker, Fish, Food and Allied Workers
George Feltham, Fish, Food and Allied Workers
Karl Sullivan, Association of Seafood Producers
Greg Viscount, Association of Seafood Producers
Derek Butler, Association of Seafood Producers
John Collins, (ex-officio) Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Paul Martin, (secretary) Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture

Financial Analysis Working Group Members:
Dave Lewis, Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture
Wanda Wiseman, Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture
Brian Delaney, Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture (until January 2010)
Dave Decker, Fish, Food and Allied Workers
Bill Broderick, Fish, Food and Allied Workers
Gabe Gregory, Association of Seafood Producers
Randy Barnes, Association of Seafood Producers
Derek Butler, Association of Seafood Producers
John Collins, (ex-officio) Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Ken Carew, (ex-officio) Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Tom Clift, (ex-officio) Independent Chair of MOU Steering Committee
Paul Martin, (secretary) Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture

Harvesting Rationalization Working Group Members:
Dave Lewis, Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture
Wanda Wiseman, Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture
Brian Delaney, Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture (until January 2010)
Phil McCarthy, Department of Innovation, Trade and Rural Development (replaced by Peter
Au)
Peter Au, Department of Innovation, Trade and Rural Development
Don Kavanagh, Department of Innovation, Trade and Rural Development
Dave Decker, Fish, Food and Allied Workers
Bill Broderick, Fish, Food and Allied Workers
George Feltham, Fish, Food and Allied Workers
Ken Carew, (ex-officio) Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Frank Corbett, (ex-officio) Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Tom Clift, (ex-officio) Independent Chair of MOU Steering Committee
Paul Martin, (secretary) Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture
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Processing Restructuring Working Group Members:
Dave Lewis, Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture
Wanda Wiseman, Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture
Brian Delaney, Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture (until January 2010)
Martin Sullivan, Association of Seafood Producers
Derek Green, Association of Seafood Producers
Derrick Philpott, Association of Seafood Producers
Rose Buckingham, Association of Seafood Producers
Randy Barnes, Association of Seafood Producers
Derek Butler, Association of Seafood Producers
Jim Davis, Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Tom Clift, (ex-officio) Independent Chair of MOU Steering Committee
Paul Martin, (secretary) Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture

Worker Adjustment Subcommittee Members:
Bill Duggan, Municipal Affairs
Paul Martin, Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture
Joelle Aucoin, Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture
Greg Pretty, Fish, Food and Allied Workers
Allan Moulton, Fish, Food and Allied Workers
Greg Viscount, Association of Seafood Producers
Derek Butler, Association of Seafood Producers
Larry Weatherbie, Department of Innovation, Trade and Rural Development
Keith Mullett, Municipal Affairs
Gerard Dominic, Department of Human Resources, Labour and Employment
Paul Glavine, (ex-officio) Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Tom Clift, (ex-officio) Independent Chair of MOU Steering Committee

Seafood Marketing Working Group Members:
Mike Warren, Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture
Sean Barry, Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture
Earle McCurdy, Fish, Food and Allied Workers
George Feltham, Fish, Food and Allied Workers
Keith Sullivan, Fish, Food and Allied Workers
Blaine Sullivan, Association of Seafood Producers
Caroline Davis, Association of Seafood Producers
Gerry Donovan, Association of Seafood Producers
Paul Grant, Association of Seafood Producers
Gabe Gregory, Association of Seafood Producers
Derek Butler, Association of Seafood Producers
Jim Davis, Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Tom Clift, (ex-officio) Independent Chair of MOU Steering Committee
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Terms of Reference
Steering Committee - MOU (Industry Restructuring)
Introduction
On July 14, 2009, a Memorandum of Understanding was signed by the Minister of Fisheries and
Aquaculture, the Fish, Food and Allied Workers (FFAW) Union, and the Association of Seafood
Producers (ASP). The Parties recognized the difficult economic circumstances facing the fishing
industry in Newfoundland and Labrador, which have been exacerbated by the current global recession, and the need for industry change and restructuring. This MOU is a continuation of work began
under Fishing Industry Renewal (“FIR”). The current environment requires an accelerated process to
respond to the global challenges.
The total value of all species in Newfoundland and Labrador is estimated to decline by approximately
$200 million. Harvesting and processing costs have increased while market returns have declined
due to changes in exchange rates and a softening of global seafood markets. Newfoundland and
Labrador fish products must compete in a global market with an increasing world supply of aquaculture fish and with seafood products from other jurisdictions such as Iceland and Norway. The current
“cost-price” squeeze created by factors such as exchange rates, market prices and fuel costs has highlighted the need for the province’s fishing industry to become more internationally competitive.
These current economic difficulties have forced the fishing industry to confront long-standing internal structural challenges which are impeding international competitiveness. These include industry
overcapacity, seasonality, and dependability and timing of supply. In addition to these structural
issues, the fishing industry is facing significant labour challenges including an aging and declining
population, significant out migration and an inability to compete with other parts of Canada for
skilled labour. Industry change and restructuring is seen as the best opportunity for the fishery to be
economically viable, internationally competitive and ecologically sustainable over the long term.
In light of these circumstances, the Parties agreed to establish working groups that will examine and
develop proposals related to: the financial state of the industry; developing a long-term marketing
strategy; developing a restructuring model for the harvesting sector; and, developing a restructuring
model for the processing sector. Any proposal developed must identify the potential impact on workers and propose measures to minimize these impacts. Parallel or subsequent to this work the FFAW,
the ASP and the Department will develop a Workers Adjustment Program. As such, a Worker Adjustment Working Group will also be established. The work of the Working Groups will be directed
and overseen by a Steering Committee and an independent Chair, whose primary responsibility is to
lead the Steering Committee in its work to implement the MOU.
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Objective
The Steering Committee will support the implementation of the MOU and will oversee the establishment of four working groups (Financial Analysis Working Group, Working Group on Harvesting Rationalization, Working Group on Processing Restructuring, Working Group on Seafood Marketing) Parallel to this work a Worker Adjustment Program Committee will be established. These
groups will complete the required work set out in the MOU. This will culminate in the submission
of a final report to Government on industry restructuring.
Structure, Roles and Responsibilities
The entire MOU process will be directed and overseen by the Steering Committee consisting of two
representatives each of the FFAW, the ASP, and the Department. An independent Chair will be appointed by Government. The Chair will serve as liaison and facilitator of the Steering Committee to
ensure that the work of the four Working Groups proceeds on time and within the established terms
of references. The Steering Committee members and their respective roles are:
Independent Chair – (Tom Clift)
The Steering Committee is responsible for delivering a Final Report containing a summary of the
various Working Group findings to the Minister of Fisheries and Aquaculture. The Chair will be
responsible for consolidating the recommendations of the four Working Groups and will not be
expected to provide his/own recommendations at the conclusion of this process.
Members
The members at large are noted below and they are responsible for providing input into the MOU
process to facilitate industry restructuring.
Alastair O’Rielly, DFA

Member (Facilitator)

Brian Delaney, DFA		

Member

Earle McCurdy, FFAW

Member

Dave Decker, FFAW		

Member

Karl Sullivan, ASP		

Member

Greg Viscount, ASP		

Member

Derek Butler, ASP		

Ex-officio
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SCOPE OF WORK
The Steering Committee will be guided by the following scope of work:
The Steering Committee will:
Review and approve the Terms of Reference/Work Plans for each of the Working Groups and all
Requests for Proposals (to engage consultants) for each of the Working Groups.
Oversee and monitor the activities of the Working Groups and provide direction as required.
Resolve any conflicts within the Working Groups.
Ensure the work of the Working Groups is completed in a timely and efficient manner.
Work with the independent Chair in reviewing the submissions/reports of each of the four Working
Groups.
Provide assistance and direction to the Chair, as he consolidates the Working Group reports into a
final submission for presentation to the Minister of Fisheries and Aquaculture.
Methodology/Approach
The Steering Committee will meet on a regular basis (at least weekly) during the initial phases of this
work and more frequently as the findings and reports of the various Working Groups are submitted
for consideration by the Steering Committee. The comments and input from the Steering Committee will also be conveyed to the Chair for his consideration in preparation for the submission of the
final report to Government.
SCHEDULE AND BUDGET
Work Schedule
July 30, 2009 		
- Consider appointment of Independent Chair.
- Commence reviews of Draft Terms of Reference and Draft Request for Proposals prepared by various working groups.
August 2009			

- Consider and approve final RFP’s prepared by WGs

September thru November.

- Monitor activities of various WGs and consultants

November thru Dec.15, 2009 - Review and consider WG’s findings and reports. Develop final submission to Minister, DFA.
December 15, 2009

- Final submission to Minister, DFA.

Budget
Each party will be responsible for the costs/expenses of its own representatives on the Steering Committee. The Department will fund the hiring of a qualified independent Chair to assist the Steering
Committee in fulfilling its terms of reference.
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Deliverables
1. The Steering Committee will monitor and oversee various elements of implementation of the
MOU and develop the final report to be submitted to the Minister, DFA.
August 7, 2009
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Terms of Reference
Financial Analysis Working Group
Overview
On July 14, 2009, a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was signed by the Minister of Fisheries
and Aquaculture, the Fish, Food and Allied Workers (FFAW) Union, and the Association
of Seafood Producers (ASP). The Parties recognized the difficult economic circumstances
facing the fishing industry in Newfoundland and Labrador, which have been exacerbated by
the current global recession, and the need for industry change and restructuring.
The total value of all species in Newfoundland and Labrador is expected to decline considerably
this year. Harvesting and processing costs have increased while market returns have declined due to
changes in exchange rates and a softening of global seafood markets. Newfoundland and Labrador
fish products must compete in a global market with an increasing world supply of aquaculture
fish and with seafood products from other jurisdictions such as Iceland and Norway. The current
“cost-price” squeeze, created by factors such as exchange rates, market prices and fuel costs, has
highlighted the need for the province’s fishing industry to become more internationally competitive.

These current economic difficulties have forced the fishing industry to confront long-standing
internal structural challenges which are impeding international competitiveness. These include
industry overcapacity, seasonality, and dependability and timing of supply. In addition to these
structural issues, the fishing industry is facing significant labour challenges including an aging
and declining population, significant out migration and an inability to compete with other parts of
Canada for skilled labour. Industry change and restructuring is seen as the best opportunity for the
fishery to be economically viable, internationally competitive and ecologically sustainable over the
long term.

In light of these circumstances, the Parties agreed to establish working groups that will examine and
develop proposals related to: the financial state of the industry; developing a rationalization
model for the harvesting sector; developing a restructuring model for the processing sector;
and, developing a long-term marketing strategy.

Objective
In support of the objectives of the MOU, the objective of the Financial Analysis W/G is to carry
out a comprehensive analysis of the financial health of both the harvesting and processing sectors.
These are necessary steps for evaluating options for restructuring the fishing industry.
More specifically, the W/G will oversee the activities of a consultant(s) to carry out in depth analysis
of the financial viability of the harvesting sector and the financial viability of the processing sector
and produce financial contribution models for sensitivity analysis.
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Structure, Roles and Responsibilities
The Financial Analysis W/G process will be directed and overseen by a Steering Committee
consisting of two representatives each of the FFAW, the ASP, and the Department of Fisheries
and Aquaculture and an independent Chair will be appointed by Government. Part of the
Chairperson’s role will be to serve as a liaison and facilitator to ensure that the work of the
Financial Analysis Working Group, and other working groups, proceeds on time and within
the established terms of references.
The Financial Analysis Working Group will include two representatives from ASP, two from the
FFAW and two from the Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture. Ex-officio members may
be added to the Working Group by mutual consent of the parties.
The Financial Analysis W/G members and their respective roles will be:
Dave Lewis, DFA 		
Member
Wanda Wiseman, DFA
Member
ASP				Member
ASP				Member
FFAW				Member
FFAW				Member
Key Considerations:
• Whenever possible, the working groups will work on a consensus basis and will be assisted by a
Department facilitator.
• The Working Group will seek to ensure the views of processing companies not represented by
ASP are taken into account.

SCOPE OF WORK
The Financial Analysis Working Group will collect and analyze financial data from both the
harvesting and processing sectors.



Requests for Proposals to be developed by the W/G and approved by the Steering Committee to
seek Consultants to conduct the financial analyses.



Monitor and direct the work of the Consultant in sampling harvester costs and earnings on a
statistically significant basis.
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Monitor and direct the work of the Consultant in preparing a plan for the processing sector to
sample processor costs and earnings.



Where possible, financial information to be based on audited financial information.



Only aggregate data to be provided to the group. As such, all individual information to be kept
confidential.



Financial costs of reviews borne by DFA.

Methodology/Approach
The W/G will develop RFP(s) for a financial analysis to be completed on both the harvesting and
processing sectors, and will monitor and direct the work of the Consultants.

Schedule and Budget
Work Schedule
July 30, 2009 		

- Review Draft W/G Terms of Reference
- Review Draft Request for Proposals for Financial Analysis of Harvesting
Sector and Financial Analysis of Processing Sector
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August 7, 2009

- Seek Approval of TOR and RFPs by Steering Committee

August 28, 2009

- Review Proposals

September 15, 2009

- Award contracts to Consultants
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October 30, 2009

- Receive reports from Consultants

			

- Presents final report to Steering Committee

November 9, 2009

- Report to Steering Committee

Budget
Each party will be responsible for the costs of its own representatives on the Financial Analysis
Working Group. The Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture will fund the hiring of
qualified independent consultant(s) to assist the W/G to fulfill its terms of reference.

Deliverables
1. A study to be completed that will assess the financial health and viability of the various

processing activities in the processing sector for the last two years, by reviewing company
financials to determine the current state of this sector, and produce a cost-revenue model that will
enable industry stakeholders to complete sensitivity analysis.

2. A study to be completed that will assess the financial health and viability of the various

harvesting activities of enterprise owners (excludes offshore enterprises) to determine the current
state of this sector and produce a cost-revenue model that will enable industry stakeholders to
complete sensitivity analysis.

July 31, 2009
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Terms of Reference (DRAFT)
Harvesting Industry Rationalization Working Group
September 8, 2009

1.0

Introduction and Background

Introduction

The economic difficulties currently being experienced in the fishing industry have forced the fishing
industry to confront long-standing internal structural challenges which are impeding international
competitiveness. These include industry overcapacity, seasonality, and dependability and timing
of supply. In addition to these structural issues, the fishing industry is facing significant labour
challenges including an aging and declining population, significant out migration and an inability
to compete with other parts of Canada for skilled labour. Industry change and restructuring is seen
as the best opportunity for the fishery to be economically viable, internationally competitive and
ecologically sustainable over the long term.

In light of these circumstances, DFA, the Union (FFAW) and the Association of Seafood Producers
(ASP) agreed to establish working groups and examine and develop proposals related to: the
financial state of the industry; the development of a rationalization model for the harvesting sector;
the development of a restructuring model for the processing sector; and a long-term marketing
strategy for the province’s fishing industry.

The anticipated restructuring in the industry is intended to: provide an economic stimulus for
communities in rural regions; provide attractive incomes to industry participants; and, retain skilled
workers. This will support a sound and healthy harvesting sector and a vibrant processing sector
both of which remain cornerstones for many rural economies.

The economic difficulties currently facing the fishing industry have also served to highlight longstanding internal structural challenges which are impeding the international competitiveness of the
industry. Many of these challenges such as industry overcapacity, seasonality and dependability and
timing of supply are complex.
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Objective

In support of the MOU, the objective is to develop a comprehensive restructuring model for the
harvesting sector, taking into consideration the timing of other measures taken under this MOU.
It was envisioned that this initiative will continue with the work undertaken under the Fishing
Industry Renewal initiative and should result in a sustainable, economically viable, internationally
competitive, and regionally-balanced industry which is able to:
•

Adapt to changing resource and market conditions;

•

Extract optimal value from world markets;

•

Provide an economic driver for communities in vibrant rural regions;

•

Provide attractive incomes to industry participants; and

•

Attract and retain skilled workers.

Members

Members of the Working Group will include four representatives from the FFAW and two from
DFA. Other ex-officio representatives can participate by mutual agreement of the parties.

Chair		

- To be determined

DFA		

- Brian Delaney

DFA		

- Wanda Wiseman

Member

- Earle McCurdy

Member

- Dave Decker

Member

- Bill Broderick

Member

-

Ex-officio

- DFO, John Collins

Scope of Work & Key Considerations
As outlined in the MOU, the analysis and any proposals to be developed must take into account the
following:
•

The Harvesting Sector Working Group will develop a comprehensive proposal for a fleet
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•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

rationalization plan cost-shared by harvesters and Governments.
The parties agree to pursue all possible avenues to compel the Federal Government to meet its
responsibility to cost-share a fleet rationalization program.
The parties agree that a fleet rationalization program would contribute, along with the other
elements, towards achieving Fisheries Renewal policy objectives directly in the harvesting
sector and indirectly in the processing sector.
Any proposal developed must clearly articulate the specific costs for governments and
harvesters.
The parameters of a rationalization plan will be developed taking into consideration the
demographics of the harvesting fleet, the resource outlook, and economics and viability of the
fleet.
The Working Group will be mandated to develop a strategy to ensure that fishing enterprises
acquiring additional quota through rationalization are able to minimize the risk associated with
using their existing enterprise assets as collateral against the incremental quota/access.
Any rationalization program developed would be retroactive to the FIR announcement on
April 12, 2007 to ensure eligibility for any enterprises that have already combined.
Each party shall be responsible for the costs of its own representatives on the Working Group.
The Department will fund the hiring of a qualified independent third party to develop detailed
proposals and otherwise carry out the work of the Working Group.
The Working Group would be mandated to ensure that any rationalization program is designed
in such a manner that any Government funding improves the viability of those who remain in
the industry, and best efforts will be made to design a program that does not inflate the cost of
acquiring licenses/quotas.
The costs and benefits of any options considered will be developed as part of the final report.

Methodology/Approach
The Working Group will develop a comprehensive proposal for a fleet rationalization plan cost-shared
by harvesters and Governments. The analysis undertaken by the Financial Analysis Working Group
will be used as a basis for proposal development. Any proposal requiring government funding will
be presented cost-shared on a 70/30 federal-provincial basis. Any proposal developed must clearly
articulate the specific costs for governments and harvesters.
The parameters of a rationalization plan will be developed taking into consideration the demographics
of the harvesting fleet, the resource outlook, and economics and viability of the fleet.
The Working Group will develop a strategy to ensure that fishing enterprises acquiring additional quota
through rationalization are able to minimize the risk associated with using their existing enterprise
assets as collateral against the incremental quota/access. Any rationalization program developed would
be retroactive to the FIR announcement on April 12, 2007 to ensure eligibility for any enterprises that
have already combined.
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The Working Group will ensure that any rationalization program is designed in such a manner that any
Government funding improves the viability of those who remain in the industry, and best efforts will
be made to design a program that does not inflate the cost of acquiring licenses/quotas.
The costs and benefits of any options considered will be developed as part of the final report.
The methodology and approach will entail the development of a work plan that will take into
consideration working group discussions; targeted research and review of past reports/studies. This
will also include a general review of work undertaken in other jurisdictions.

The results of the financial analysis working group for harvesting will be used as a guide to aid in
proposal development. This will include using the financial analysis model to test scenarios. A broad
range of options should be tested ranging from the status quo to cost-shared restructuring programs.

An overview of the current situation facing the harvesting sector and the operating environment will
be prepared. This will require the consideration of the resource and market outlooks that will be
faced by the sector. Also required will be the preparation of an overview of demographic trends by
region identifying areas of greatest change.

Proposals developed by the Working Group will identify the impacts, costs and benefits associated
with each proposal prepared. Internal and external impacts will have to be considered using costbenefit analysis techniques.

The participation of the Federal Government is an important component of successfully
implementing a rationalization model. A strategy must be developed that encourages federal
participation in any proposal that may be developed.

Schedule and Budget
Work Schedule

September 28, 2009 - First Meetings of Working Group.

October 1, 2009 - The Working Group will report its findings
December 1, 2009 - Submit complete package for recommendations.
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Budget

Each party will be responsible for the costs of its own representatives on the Working Group. If
required, the Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture will fund the hiring of a qualified
independent consultant(s) to assist the Working Group to fulfill its terms of reference.

Deliverables
The Working Group will prepare a comprehensive report and plan to for consideration by the
Government of NL, the Government of Canada, and NL fishing industry participants. The plan will
quantify the need for a program and include financial requirements and cost-sharing arrangements.
Develop a proposal taking into consideration the following:

1. Assessing the need for a restructuring model for the harvesting sector.

2. Identifying possible models with input of Financial Analysis Working Group report.

3. Assessing costs/benefits of each model.

4. Prepare a cost estimate of implementation of any proposal including the anticipated federal

and provincial sharing.

5. Develop a strategy to compel federal participation.

6. Presenting recommendations for consideration

September 30, 2009
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Terms of Reference (DRAFT)
Processing Industry Restructuring Working Group
October 16, 2009

Introduction
The economic difficulties currently being experienced in the fishing industry have forced participants
and Government to confront long-standing internal structural challenges which are impeding
international competitiveness. These include industry overcapacity, seasonality, and dependability
and timing of supply. In addition to these structural issues, the fishing industry is facing significant
labour challenges including an aging and declining population, significant out migration and an
inability to compete with other parts of Canada for skilled labour. Industry change and restructuring
is seen as the best opportunity for the fishery to be economically viable, internationally competitive
and ecologically sustainable over the long term.
In light of these circumstances, DFA, the Union (FFAW) and the Association of Seafood Producers
(ASP) agreed to establish working groups and examine and develop proposals related to: the
financial state of the industry; the development of a rationalization model for the harvesting sector;
the development of a restructuring model for the processing sector; and a long-term marketing
strategy for the province’s fishing industry.

Objective
The objective of the Working Group is to develop restructuring proposals. It was envisioned that this
initiative will continue with the work undertaken under the Fishing Industry Renewal (FIR) initiative
and should result in a sustainable, economically viable, internationally competitive, and regionallybalanced industry which is able to:
•

Adapt to changing resource and market conditions;

•

Extract optimal value from world markets;

•

Provide an economic driver for communities in vibrant rural regions;

•

Provide attractive incomes to industry participants; and

•

Attract and retain skilled workers.

Members
Members of the Working Group will include five representatives from ASP, and two from DFA.
Other ex-officio representatives can participate by mutual agreement of the parties.
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DFA		

- Brian Delaney

DFA		

- Wanda Wiseman

Member

- Phil Barnes

Member

- Rosemary Buckingham

Member

- Derek Green

Member

- Derrick Philpott

Member

- Martin Sullivan

Ex-officio

- Derek Butler

Ex-officio

- DFO

Chair		

- To be determined

Scope of Work and Key Considerations

As outlined in the MOU, the analysis and any proposals to be developed must take into account the
following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

other elements of the MOU;
the achievement in general of other Fishing Industry Renewal policy objectives;
the demographics of the workforce, the resource outlook, and economics and viability of the
processing sector, so that it continues to serve as an economic driver in vibrant, rural regions;
the potential impact on workers and proposed measures to minimize impacts;
a Workers Adjustment Program that will be developed in parallel or subsequent to this work;
the potential impact on port market competition and services to harvesters and a proposed
strategy to minimize these impacts;
a recommended program be such that any government contributions towards it improves the
viability of those who remain; and,
determine the costs and benefits of any options considered.

The Working Group will seek input from all producers, including ASP and non-ASP members. The
Working Group will give oversight to the drafting of a restructuring model and develop a proposal(s)
for government consideration.
Methodology/Approach
The scope of work will entail the development of a work plan that will take into consideration
working group discussions; review of past reports/studies; and meetings with all producers. This
will also include a general review of work undertaken in other jurisdictions.
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The results of the financial analysis working group for processing will be used as a guide to aid in
proposal development. This will include using the financial analysis model to test scenarios. A broad
range of options should be tested.

An overview of the current situation facing the processing sector and the operating environment
will be prepared. This will require the consideration of the resource and market outlooks that will be
faced by the sector.

Also required will be the preparation of an overview of demographic trends by region identifying
areas of greatest change. The demographic analysis will draw on existing resources and will be used
as an information tool for the Worker Adjustment Sub-Committee.

The terms of reference for the Worker Adjustment Sub-Committee will be prepared by the Steering
Committee. The Sub-Committee will consider the issue of worker adjustment along with other
proposals put forth by the Processing Restructuring Working Group. The Sub-Committee will
recommend mechanisms to respond to the challenges taking into consideration the need for both
levels of government to participate in adjustment programming.

Proposals developed by the Working Group will identify the impacts, costs and benefits associated
with each proposal prepared. Internal and external impacts will have to be considered using cost
benefit analysis techniques.

The work of past studies will be reviewed to determine their relevance for the current operating
environment. This will include, the 1996 Fishing Industry Renewal Board, the Task Force on
Incomes and Adjustment in the Atlantic Fishery, the Dunne Commission Report, The Panel on
Corporate Concentration, the Report of the Inshore Shrimp Panel, the Cashin Review of the RMS
system and the 2007 Fishing Industry Renewal Initiative. As well any other available information
will be used to guide the work of the Working Group.

It may be necessary to engage a consultant to assist in the work.

Schedule and Budget
Work Schedule (TO BE REVISED)
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Week of September 28, 2009

Finalize Terms of Reference, send to Steering Committee for
August 27th

September through November

Meet with other producers, consider other models, develop
proposal, meet with other producers, seek input.

December 23

Working Group to complete its work and report to Steering
Committee.

Budget
Each party will be responsible for the costs of its own representative on the Processing
Restructuring Working Group. The Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture will, if required, fund
the hiring of a qualified independent consultant(s) to assist the Working Group fulfill its terms of
reference.

Deliverables
Develop a proposal taking into consideration the following:

1. Assessing the need for a restructuring model for the processing sector.

2. Identifying possible models with input of Financial Analysis Working Group report.

3. Assessing costs/benefits of each model.

4. Assessing the impact of any models on employment and communities and developing

appropriate responses.

5. Presenting recommendations for consideration.

October 16, 2009
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Terms of Reference
Newfoundland & Labrador Working Group on Seafood Marketing
Draft: September 22, 2009
1.0

Introduction and Background

The total landed value of all species in Newfoundland and Labrador is expected to decline this year.
Harvesting and processing costs have increased while market returns have declined due to changes in
exchange rates and a softening of market prices due to the worst world recession since the Depression of the 1930s. These global realities combined with other more recent changes in exchange rates,
market prices and fuel costs highlight the need for changes in industry structure. This must happen
if the Newfoundland and Labrador fishing industry is to become more competitive and economically
sustainable in the global seafood market, and contribute to better incomes and vibrant coastal communities.
As part of the Fishing Industry Renewal Strategy announced in 2007, the province identified an
enhanced marketing element, valued at $3 million over a three year period. The primary activity
under this element was the creation of a NL Seafood Marketing Council. Based on a report from
the Marketing Review Panel, chaired by Sandy Roche, recommendations were made concerning
the organization, structure, and priorities for a Marketing Council, but the concept of a council was
not approved in a vote by seafood processors. From comments at the time, a number of processors
indicated that the response may have been different if it had been part of an overall restructuring
initiative. Given the increasingly difficult market situation in 2009, and the integration of marketing as part of an overall restructuring plan, it would be appropriate to re-visit the idea of a marketing
council, plus other approaches to improve the marketing of NL fish and seafood.
On July 14, 2009 the Association of Seafood Producers (ASP), the Fish, Food and Allied Workers
Union (FFAW) and the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) to help build a more viable, stable, and internationally competitive industry. This MOU identified a plan of action based around four government-industry working groups:
a working group on financial analysis, a working group to develop a seafood marketing strategy; a
working group to develop a rationalization model for the harvesting sector; and a working group to
develop a rationalization model for the processing sector. This ToR will direct the Working Group
on Seafood Marketing in the development a comprehensive marketing strategy for the Newfoundland and Labrador fishing industry.
2.0

Objective

In support of the objectives of the MOU, the objective of the W/G on Seafood Marketing is to carry
out a comprehensive analysis of the options to more effectively and efficiently market NL seafood;
and, using this analysis, to make recommendations to government and the province’s fishing industry
on ways and means to improve seafood marketing.
3.0

Structure, Roles and Responsibilities

The W/G process will be directed and overseen by a Steering Committee consisting of two represen-
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tatives each of the FFAW, the ASP, and the Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture. An independent Chair will be appointed by government. Part of Chairperson’s role will be to serve as a liaison
and facilitator to ensure that the work of the Marketing Working Group, and other working groups,
proceeds on time and within the established terms of references.
The Working Group will include five representatives from ASP, three from the FFAW and two from
the Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture. Ex-officio members may be added to the Working
Group by mutual consent of the parties. The Working Group will develop a Terms of Reference
which will be approved by the Steering Committee.
The W/G members and their respective roles will be:
Mike Warren, DFA 		
Sean Barry 			
Caroline Davis		
Paul Grant			
Blaine Sullivan		
Robin Quinlan		
Gerry Donovan		
Earle McCurdy		
Keith Sullivan			
George Feltham		

Chair/Facilitator
Senior Analyst.
ASP Member
ASP Member
ASP Member
ASP Member
ASP Member
FFAW Member
FFAW Member
FFAW Member

Key Considerations:
DFA, FFAW/CAW and ASP agree that fundamental structural change to the marketing of our seafood products is essential to meet the objective of achieving optimal value from world markets and
this change in marketing is required as part of overall structural change.
The Working Group will be mandated to propose a budget and implementation plan for the proposed new marketing structure.
The Working Group will be mandated to review the availability of federal programs, such as those
under the marketing branch of the federal Department of Agriculture and Agrifoods, which might
be relevant to the development and funding of a new marketing structure. Consideration will be
given to timely application for funding applications, such as lobster funding under the recently announced ACOA, Community Development Fund.
The costs of any options considered will be developed as part of the final report.
Any delay or failure in the harvesting or processing working groups from developing proposals will
not prevent the marketing proposal from proceeding.
Whenever possible, the working groups will work on a consensus basis and will be assisted by a Department facilitator.
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ASP has agreed to seek the views of processing companies not represented by ASP.
4.0

Scope of Work

The W/G will be guided by the following scope of work:
Industry Scope: the examination and consideration of marketing issues leading to a comprehensive
marketing strategy for the province , with particular emphasis on the development of structures to
market NL seafood products including, - but not limited to - single desk marketing , marketing
consortia, etc.
Species/Fishery Scope: all major species in the NL fishery. Priority will be given to shellfish fisheries
(crab, shrimp and lobster), groundfish (cod, yellowtail and turbot), and pelagic fisheries (capelin and
herring). Other important NL fisheries such as the lumproe fishery will be included in the W/G
work. Aquaculture species i.e., Atlantic salmon, steelhead, and Blue mussels will not be included.
Market Scope: The W/G will focus its efforts on the major global seafood markets in Canada, the
US, EU, Russia, and Asia.
5.0

Methodology/Approach

The W/G’s work, supplemented by research and advice from a qualified marketing consultant(s), will
include:
Review and update of marketing issues, challenges and opportunities identified by Mr. Sandy Roche
in his report – Seafood Marketing Review Panel, Report of the Chairman. To accomplish this, an
industry forum on seafood marketing with Mr. Roche, involving selected industry participants, will
be organized. This event will also help to further refine the W/G’s terms of reference.
Consideration of the factors which contributed to the ‘no’ vote in the Seafood Marketing Council
initiative, and an assessment of the commitment of processors to joint marketing efforts/structures.
Review the necessity/requirements for ‘quality seafood’ standards associated with various marketing
entities such as single desk marketing, marketing consortia, or marketing boards.
Conduct an analysis of how seafood and similar products (notably seafood and other food proteins)
are successfully marketed globally and how the NL seafood industry can learn from this success (with
specific reference to approaches in other jurisdictions, particularly Iceland, Norway and Alaska). In
addition, review the impact of the global economic downturn on these approaches.
Review the NL place and perception within the global seafood market place. NL is a relatively small
player in global seafood markets in all but a few key species. Markets have also been shown to be
unpredictable when it comes to supply/pricing issues. For example, cod has now been replaced by
lower cost tilapia and pangasius in many markets, and warm water shrimp has been substituted for
cold water product in some European markets.
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Consider the impact of structural issues, competition for raw material, producer size (small, medium,
large), and/or financial wherewithal (undercapitalization, etc) on the ability of NL processors to work
cooperatively in international marketing.
6.0

Schedule and Budget

Work Schedule
September 2, 2009

- Finalize W/G Terms of Reference.

September 18, 2009 - Develop Terms of Reference for marketing study
November 2, 2009

- Hire marketing consultant.

January 15, 2010

- Complete marketing study.

January 29, 2009
- The Working Group will report its findings, including an estimate of the
financial contribution required from the Provincial Government and the Parties.
February 1, 2010

- Implement recommendations.

Budget
Each party will be responsible for the costs of its own representatives on the Working Group.
The Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture will fund the hiring of a qualified independent
consultant(s) to assist the W/G to fulfill its terms of reference.
7.0

Deliverables

The Working Group will prepare a comprehensive report and plan to enhance the marketing of NL
fish and seafood products, for consideration by the Government of NL, the Government of Canada,
and NL fishing industry participants. The plan will include financial requirements and cost-sharing
arrangements.
Draft: Sept 22, 2009
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Average Vessel Ages of 35- 64 ft. Core Fleet as of Dec. 31, 2006
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Average Vessel Ages of 35- 64 ft. Core Fleet
as of Dec. 31, 2006
Fleet Sector

No. of Enterprises

Average Vessel age

Full-time Crab – 2J3K

30

11.4

Full-time Crab – 3L

36

10.3

Large Supplementary Crab – 3L

79

10.1

Gulf Shrimp – 4R

57

22.4

Supplementary Crab – 2J

31

16.9

Supplementary Crab – 3K

240

14.7

Other Northern Shrimp License Holders
(no crab)
Small Supplementary Crab – 3L

15

23.9

246

12.6

Small Supplementary Crab – 3Ps

100

12.6

Commercial Crab – 4R

17

21.3

Other Inshore Crab

130

25.2

Other (Non Crab/Shrimp)

23

20

1004

15.6

Total
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A WORK PLAN/PROCESS FOR THE
HARVESTING RATIONALIZATION WORKING GROUP
1. INTRODUCTION
This document is intended as a guide to assist in completing the final report of the Harvesting Rationalization Working Group (WG) established under the MOU on industry
restructuring. This working group is mandated to: “prepare a comprehensive report and
plan for consideration by the Government of NL, the Government of Canada, and NL
fishing industry participants. The plan will quantify the need for a (fleet rationalization)
program and include financial requirements and cost-sharing arrangements.”
The WG is expected to develop a proposal that covers the following:
• An assessment of the need for a restructuring model for the harvesting sector.
• Identification of possible models with input of the Financial Analysis Working
Group report.
• Assessment of the costs/benefits of each model.
• A cost estimate of implementation of any proposal including the anticipated federal and provincial sharing.
• A strategy to compel federal participation.
• Recommendations for consideration by the MOU Steering Committee.
In July, 2009, DFA, the Union (FFAW) and the Association of Seafood Producers (ASP)
agreed to the MOU process because of the economic difficulties facing the fishing industry. The MOU established working groups to examine and develop proposals related
to: the financial state of the industry; the development of a rationalization model for the
harvesting sector; the development of a restructuring model for the processing sector and
a long-term marketing strategy.
The complex, long-standing internal structural problems in the Province’s fishing industry impede its ability to compete internationally. These include overcapacity, seasonality
as well as dependability and timing of supply. The fishing industry is also facing significant labour challenges including an aging and declining population, out-migration and
an inability to compete nationally for skilled labour. Industry change and restructuring
is necessary for the fishery to be economically viable, internationally competitive and
ecologically sustainable over the long term.
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The current MOU process is a continuation of the joint federal/provincial Fishing Industry
Renewal initiative that was finalized in April 2007. At that time both governments announced “a number of policy changes and new investments that will strengthen the province’s fishing industry.” These included federal licensing policy changes to permit combining, more flexible vessel replacement rules, measures to curtail “trust agreements” and
to facilitate the use of licenses as collateral. Provincial measures included revisions to
processing licensing policy and an enhanced loan guarantee program to assist those taking
advantage of the federal licensing changes. A central consideration in the mandate of the
Working Group on Harvesting Rationalization is that take-up on the new federal licensing
measures has been low and has stopped almost completely since early 2009. The existing
loan guarantee program does not apply to financing acquisition of quotas/licenses. Consequently, and also because of depressed industry conditions, needed fleet rationalization has
not occurred to the extent generally viewed as needed.
More broadly, the MOU process is intended to “result in a sustainable, economically viable, internationally competitive and regionally-balanced industry which is able to:
•

Adapt to changing resource and market conditions;

•

Extract optimal value from world markets;

•

Provide an economic driver for communities in vibrant rural regions;

•

Provide attractive incomes to industry participants; and

•

Attract and retain skilled workers.”

This is the overall context in which the final report of the Harvesting Rationalization Working Group must be completed. The following sections will present a work plan or process
to guide and facilitate completion of that document. The various sections that follow will
include some directed commentary on a variety of issues relevant to fleet rationalization
intended to guide the deliberations of the Working Group. Most sections will also include
specific questions that should be addressed in determining possible models or approaches,
assessing current proposals and arriving at the final conclusions to be presented in the
Working Group’s report to the MOU Steering Committee (and both levels of government).
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2. SOME ESSENTIAL FACTORS/CONSIDERATIONS
This section will review a number of factors that the MOU process specifically identified as basic requirements for any fleet rationalization measures. Also, several industry
conditions that have been identified as impacting any plan to restructure fishing fleets
are covered.
MOU Objectives
The Terms of Reference of the Harvesting Rationalization Working Group requires the
following be taken into account:
 Cost sharing of fleet rationalization by industry and government.
 Identification of specific costs to government and harvesters.
 Minimization of risk to harvesters from using existing licenses as
collateral when acquiring additional quotas/licenses.
 Viability of those remaining must be improved.
 Minimization of increases in the cost of acquiring quotas/licenses.
The issue of cost sharing will need to be addressed by the WG in the context of its Terms
of Reference which call for any proposal for government funding to be shared 70/30
federally/provincially and for the contribution of harvesters to be clearly shown. In this
cost sharing context the following questions are suggested for consideration by the WG:
Cost Sharing:
 How should the involvement of the federal government be pursued at this
time?
 What is an acceptable timeframe for determining whether the federal government will participate?
 Can fleet rationalization proceed without federal financial involvement?
 What should be the government-industry sharing arrangement if the federal government does not participate?
 If there is government cost sharing in a buy-out program, what is the effective cost to harvesters who acquire re-distributed licenses/quotas?
The following questions are suggested in the case of minimizing risk to harvesters:
Minimization of Risk:
 What are some measures that could be adopted to minimize the risk to harvesters from using existing licenses as loan collateral?
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 What arrangements are possible with the banks in this context?
 Can a provincial loan guarantee program limit required collateral?
 Are the federal licensing policy measures in respect of using
licenses as collateral clear and effective?
 To what extent can incorporation of fishing enterprises help
in this regard?
 Are there other measures available?
The issues of future viability and controlling the costs of acquiring licenses/quotas will
be dealt with below at page 8 and in Section 3.
Harvesting/Provincial Demographics
The WG’s Terms of Reference require an assessment of the effects of demographic
changes on fleet rationalization efforts. This assessment will need data on the age profile
of the harvesting populations as well as regional demographic trends. This assessment
should be conducted at the individual fleet level using the fleet groupings developed
in the Deloitte Report on Financial Assessment of the Fish Harvesting Sector in Newfoundland and Labrador (Deloitte). The data on harvesters’ demographics can be obtained from the Professional Fish Harvesters Certification Board.
These data will show an overall aging of the license holder population and a younger
age profile for professional crewmembers. This may indicate a need to increase entry
to the license holder population so that older harvesters are replaced by younger qualified professional fish harvesters. The only way this is possible is through the takeover
of existing enterprises by qualified professional fish harvesters. This will involve more
costly transactions than the acquiring of additional quotas/licenses by existing enterprises because the complete enterprise must be purchased by the new entrant.
An analysis of the demographic data for each fleet segment would determine if any have
an age profile different from the overall fish harvester population. This will indicate if
fleet rationalization is more urgent in some areas than in others. It might also identify
fleets where rationalization may be more difficult to achieve.
The age profile of the various area fleets, delineated by Deloitte, can be assessed in the
context of the regional demographic profiles that have been prepared for major areas
of the province. These profiles show where past population changes have taken place
and project the future trends in population by area. These data should be analysed to
determine the effect of demographics on fleet rationalization plans for different areas of
the province. Conversely, an assessment should also be made as to how the projected
area population trend might affect plans for fleet rationalization.
The following are some of the questions that should be considered in this context:
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 What priority should be given to increasing the rate of new entry to the
enterprise owner category?
 What particular measures should be adopted to advance the entry of
younger new entrants to the enterprise owner category?
 In what way should identified area population trends be taken into account
in designing fleet rationalization plans?
 Can fleet rationalization plans play a role in changing an area population
trend?
 Or will the reverse be true?
 Does the demographic analysis suggest any considerations for regional
balance in the fishery?
Resource Outlook (Short and Long Term)
Some understanding of the resource situation facing different fleets is crucial to gauging
the degree of rationalization that might be needed or possible. The resource situation
facing the various fleets varies by stock area and license portfolio. All area fleets do
not face the same resource situation or outlook. It is essential, therefore, to acquire an
assessment of the resource outlook for each fleet in both the short and long term. This
can be obtained from various assessment reports produced by DFO and through some
directed questions. Indeed, some of these outlooks are already known, in general terms,
to the members of the various fleets. This, in conjunction with other forecasts described
below, would help the WG develope more tailored and realistic fleet rationalization
proposals. It is almost definite that the resource outlooks will indicate varying levels of
fleet reductions are warranted or necessary.
The following are some pertinent questions to be addressed in this context:
 What role should short-term versus long-term resource outlooks play in
the design of individual fleet rationalization plans?
 How should the level of resource projections be factored into assessment
of the need for fleet reductions?
 Should varying resource outlooks influence the level of rationalization
funding made available to different fleets?
 How should any forecast resource declines be factored into fleet rationalization plans?
 What are the implications for fleet rationalization of a major decline in one
of the main inshore fleet resources?
Market Outlook (Short and Long Term)
The seafood market short- and long-term outlook for the main species fished by various inshore fleets is another significant factor that should be assessed. For example, the
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short-term dismal outlook for crab may not be the one facing the industry in the longer
term. In the case of groundfish, a long-term continuation of recent market conditions
may well be likely. These sorts of details should be determined and factored into the
design of individual fleet rationalization plans. This approach will indicate whether
there is a need to vary the fleet rationalization plans for different fleets or give different
program priority to some fleets. A major market research effort is not considered necessary for this purpose. Adequate planning indications can be assembled with input from
seafood marketing reports and specialists.
The following questions are suggested for consideration by the WG in applying market
outlook information to the design of fleet rationalization plans:
 What role should short-term versus long-term market outlooks play in the
design of individual fleet rationalization plans?
 How should the level of long-term market uncertainty be factored into assessment of the scale of fleet reductions?
 Should the varying market outlooks facing different fleets influence the
level of rationalization funding made available to them?
 What marketing measures can be taken to reduce the level of fleet reductions that would otherwise be needed?
Costs of Acquiring Quotas/Licenses
In broadest terms, the price paid for a license/quota is determined by the buyer’s perception of the likely revenue stream to be obtained from it over time. This is a combination
of the buyer’s view of the revenue being earned by the current holder and expectations
that he will fare as least as well after acquiring the license/quota. Such an assessment
made in good fishing times is likely to be more optimistic than one made when fishery
earnings are depressed. Similarly, more buyers are likely to exist when times are good
than when earnings in the fishery are declining. The supply of licenses/quotas for sale
is influenced by similar factors.
In addition to the valuation a seller places on exiting the fishery, the expected numbers
of potential buyers will influence the asking price. The number of these is likely to be
higher in good times and when expectations about the future are positive. Sellers faced
with more buyers will likely demand, and obtain, a higher price than those selling in
adverse conditions. Also, a perception by sellers that buyers are willing, or able, to pay
a higher rather than a lower price will raise the price demanded. There is a concern that
this latter situation will prevail in any fleet rationalization program that involves some
form of government assistance. If buyers are viewed by sellers are being more likely
to purchase a license/quota in such circumstances, asking prices will be higher than
otherwise.
The WG is mandated to ensure best efforts are made to design a program that does not
inflate the cost of acquiring licenses and thereby negatively impact the viability of those
who remain in the fishery. Therefore, some ways and means of achieving this must be
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addressed. The following questions are suggested to assist in considering this matter:
 To what extent might each of the following measures ensure fleet rationalization programs do not unduly increase the price of license/quotas:
 Reverse Auction (in buy-outs)?
 Limit on available funding assistance for any individual acquisition?
 Based on some average of recent license/quota acquisitions?
 Specified Maximum Price?
 Internal fleet purchase and redistribution only (would require federal
concurrence for a re-sale arrangement if they are not involved directly)?
 Are there other measures?
 Will the current federal licensing system measures to curtail “Trust Agreements” lessen upward pressure on selling prices of licenses/quotas?
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3. SOME NOTES ON VIABILITY OF HARVESTING OPERATIONS
The MOU refers to viability in several different instances and contexts. Therefore, the
following directed commentary is intended to properly define this concept for use in the
design of fleet rationalization plans. These comments will be a further elaboration on
the Deloitte report in this matter.
Economic vs. Financial Viability
It is useful to understand the basic differences between viability/profitability in economic and accounting terms. In the latter instance, profitability is calculated as the
difference between all expenses and total earnings. If the result is positive, a profit is
earned, if negative, a loss occurs. This approach does not consider or specify what the
owner of the business should receive as his income or what return he should get on
the capital he has invested in the operation. Economics includes these two “required
returns” as costs that must be covered by total earnings before the business can be considered viable. Economics, furthermore, stipulates the level of these required returns
as that which the owner and his capital could receive from the next best alternative use.
These levels of returns are what are just sufficient to keep the owner and his capital
engaged in that particular endeavour. To receive less means, in economic terms, that
the enterprise is not fully viable and the owner and his capital should engage in another
activity.
The owner of a viable fishing enterprise should, therefore, cover all his fixed and variable costs and receive, as his own compensation, the amount that he could earn in his
next best alternative occupation or what is sufficient to keep him in the fishery as an
owner/operator. The capital he invests in his fishing enterprise also should earn a return
at least equal to what it could receive if used or invested in the next best alternative.
The difficulty in determining the viability requirement is the value assigned to these
two required returns. It is somewhat less difficult to determine the level of required
return to capital than that to the owner’s time and effort. A generally accepted proxy
for the required return to capital would be the best available return if the capital were
invested in a relatively safe commercial instrument. The normal rate can be increased
by some level of premium to account for the extra risks of using capital in the fishery.
There are higher likelihoods of physically losing capital assets in this industry; and assets acquired for fishing purposes have little, if any, other immediate alternative use.
Therefore, the normally acceptable return for capital invested in fishing would be the
going commercial return plus a premium of several percent. The rates of return on investment suggested by Deloitte seem to meet this criterion.
The required return to the enterprise owner for his time and effort can be a little more
problematic. Fishing is a risky business where not all individuals aspire to, or can, become enterprise owners/operators. The return to the owner/operator that is necessary
to keep him engaged in that activity can be difficult to gauge or estimate. Because of
the financial and personal risk involved and the overall effort and skill required, the
adequate proxy for this return should be more than the average wage from employment
(less EI earnings) as suggested by Deloitte. It probably should be, at a minimum, closer
to the cost of engaging an alternative skipper. An added complication in this regard is
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that this approach is likely to produce different results for different size of enterprises.
Therefore, in the final analysis, no single level of required returns to owner’s labour will
cover all the fleets that need rationalization.
The WG must consider which level of (or proxy for) required returns should be used
to calculate the viable size of various fleets. In this context, the following questions are
suggested for consideration:
 What level of wage compensation for enterprise owner/operators should be
used in estimating viable fleet sizes:
 Average Provincial wage from employment?
 Average Provincial wage from employment, less fishing EI?
 10 percent of gross enterprise earnings?
 Compensation paid to replacement skippers?
 Average paid to enterprise crewmembers plus 25%
 Wage level ($52,875) at which EI clawback starts?
 Other income proxy?
 Should these required returns be varied by fleet segment?
 If so, how and on what basis?
 Which of the rates of return on investment proposed by Deloitte is most suitable for capital invested in fishing enterprises?
Attaining Fleet Viability
There are a variety of ways in which fleet viability can be attained or the viable fleet
size reached. Essentially, the latter is the number of vessel/enterprises that can, on average over their economic life, cover all costs, including the specific required returns to
owner’s labour and his capital, from the total gross earnings available to the fleet. In
simplest terms, this is determined by dividing the total available fleet revenue by the
average total required returns, thus giving the number of vessels in the particular fleet
that might attain viability under those circumstances.
The total gross earnings available to any fleet are determined by the resources it can
exploit; or more precisely, by the quotas for which it members are licensed. Since fewer
and fewer competitive fisheries exist, fleet viability (with a few exceptions) is now determined mostly by individual quota allocations for each fleet. Two factors can affect
the total gross earnings of a fleet; one is a change in available allocations and the second
is a change in prices received for catches. The first comes from changes in the resource
or in allocation policy and the second from changes in market returns. When one or
both of these are in a positive direction a larger number of viable vessels might be supported and a smaller number when these changes are negative. On the gross revenue
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side, therefore, changes in the average level of gross earnings are the primary determinant
of the number of viable operations that can exist in a given fleet.
Individual enterprise viability can also be influenced, or affected, by some factors other
than changes in total potential earnings. Individual enterprises can become (more) viable
by increasing total revenues more than total costs; reducing total costs while keeping total revenues constant, or some combination of these. Total revenues can be increased by
acquiring additional quota or obtaining more revenue from existing allocations through
improved quality of catches or from improvements in final product prices. Costs can be
reduced or controlled by improving operating practices that increase catch rates or otherwise decrease cost per unit of catch. Costs can also be positively affected by reducing or
limiting debt burden, disposing of and/or replacing expensive or inefficient assets etc.
The relevance for fleet rationalization is that enterprise revenues must increase more than
total costs as a result of removing operations from the fishery. Those that remain must
achieve higher individual earnings that provide all the required returns discussed above.
Fleet rationalization, in this context, must therefore produce higher average net returns
than existed before fleet restructuring. If this cannot be achieved with the current numbers
of operations, a smaller number of more efficient enterprises must be achieved. Even then,
individual enterprise viability cannot be guaranteed across the board for all existing operators. Some will not achieve this goal because of individual lack of ability, poor business
decisions or simply bad luck. As well, viability cannot and should not be gauged on the basis of a single year’s performance. It is best considered a state of affairs that must prevail,
on balance, over a much longer period. A suitable guideline would be the economic life
of the enterprise’s vessel. This could be a 15 to 20 year period over which the enterprise
should meet all required returns.
The following are some suggested questions to focus Working Group deliberations in this
area:
 In what cases is fleet viability possible without fleet reduction?
 What role should fleet reduction play in industry restructuring?
 How quickly can fleet reduction be achieved?
 To what extent should fleet rationalization be directed to fleets where the
greater improvements in viability can be achieved?
 Are there any real alternatives to fleet reduction in the short-term? In the
long-term?
 Are there some fleets where viable operations are not possible?
4. REQUIRED DEGREE OF FLEET RATIONALIZATION
If fleet rationalization is to be properly pursued, the degree to which various fleets must be
reduced has to be determined. Deloitte provides a listing of individual fleets and the cost
data for calculating the necessary level of reduction. Some imaginative analysis will need
to be carried out for the few fleet sectors for which Deloitte did not provide data. The use
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of data from adjacent or similar fleets in other areas may be an adequate proxy.
The number of withdrawals necessary in each fleet segment can be calculated using the
following simplified “economic break-even analysis” approach:
 Prepare a tabulation of average pro-forma operating and fixed costs based
on the data provided by Deloitte for each fleet. These include the following:
CCA, Repairs and Maintenance, Fuel, Bait, Crew/Wages and Insurance.
 Add in the “required return” selected for the owner’s compensation and for
his capital investment.
 Divide that total into the 5 or 10 year average gross landed value for the
fleet. These averages will smooth out some of the more severe year-overyear fluctuations.
 The result is the “first order of “magnitude” rationalized fleet size target.
The difference between that number and the current fleet size is the number
of enterprises that must be removed.
 This number can be refined by applying sensitivity analysis to assess the
effects of the additional operating and fixed costs the remaining enterprises
might incur in acquiring and then fishing larger allocations. The result of
this sensitivity analysis will likely be a smaller numbers of enterprises than
arrived at in the “first order of “magnitude” calculation.
 This refinement of the “first order of “magnitude” numbers will vary depending on the which rationalization approach is examined (i.e. buy-outs
vs. loan financing)
 These calculations will produce more realistic reduction targets for each
fleet than simply adopting an across-the-board percentage.
 Exact precision is not really necessary as these are targets not definitive
numbers that must, or even can, be reached precisely.
 Fleet rationalization, as envisaged at this point, is voluntary; there is no
guarantee the exact calculated required number will actually exit the fishery.
 This calculation of the viable fleet sizes should be carried out periodically
as conditions change significantly in the fishery.
The following additional question is suggested for consideration:
 How should the resource and market trend forecasts be factored into the
results obtained from this exercise, i.e. should the calculated number of
withdrawals be increased or decreased depending on the direction of the
forecast trends?
5. FLEET RATIONALIZATION OPTIONS
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There are a number of possible approaches or models for achieving fleet rationalization
ranging from allowing the current licensing provisions to operate to a completely government funded license buy-out. A brief qualitative review of the most obvious pros
and cons of these various options is presented in this section to help the WG focus on
the real alternatives.
Status-Quo
Under this model no government financial intervention would take place. The current federal licensing provisions for combining, vessel replacement and “buddying-up”
would apply to those who wish to acquire additional licenses/quota allocations or increase their vessel size.
 Pros
Some of the positive points advanced for the status-quo fleet rationalization model would include the following:
 No direct government intervention means individual commercial decisions will be made.
 Allows “self rationalization” to take place in each fleet for
which combining and/or “buddy-up is permitted.
 No additional cost to the public purse.
 Should have success in IQ fisheries especially.
 More efficient operators will remove the less efficient ones.
 Cons
Some of the negative aspects of the status quo model include the following:
 Fleet rationalization will be too slow.
 Will not work in depressed economic conditions.
 Might lead to increased and unsustainable debt loads.
 Does nothing for the viability of those who do not wish to
combine.
 Does not facilitate new entrants to the enterprise head category.
 Limits on combining may not produce sufficient reduction in
some smaller boats fleets because of low IQs.
Buy-out 100% Funded by Governments
This is the approach where governments pay the full costs of removing licenses held by
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those who wish to exit the industry. The removed licenses would be cancelled and the
remaining quotas divided among the fewer remaining enterprises. In IQ fisheries, increased individual allocations could occur immediately. In competitive fisheries, fewer
operators would then compete for the available quotas.
 Pros
Some of the positive points regarding this approach include the following:
 No cost or debt increases for those who remain in the fishery.
 Improved economic conditions are immediate.
 With the widespread existence of IQs reduction of effective
effort is guaranteed.
 Average returns of those remaining should immediately increase.
 Cons
Some of the negative aspects of this approach are claimed to be the following:
 Significant costs for governments.
 Has not removed effective capacity in the past.
 Does not reduce the total numbers of individuals in the fishery.
 Past attempts have been “one-size-fits-all” that produced exit
only by less efficient entities.
 Might lead to inflated cost of acquiring licenses/quotas if sellers perceive funding program as encouraging buyers to purchase licenses/quotas.
Governments/Industry Cost-Shared Buy-out
In this model both governments share the costs of removing licenses with those license
holders that remain in the industry. The industry share of the costs would be covered by
re-purchase of the removed licenses/quotas.
 Pros
The arguments for this approach include all those in the previous case,
plus:
 There is a reduced cost to the governments.
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 Cons
In this case all the claimed negative aspects of the previous example apply.

Province/Industry Cost-Shared Buy-out
In this case, only the Province and the harvesting sector would share the costs of license
buy-out on some agreed basis. The industry share of the costs would be covered by repurchase of the removed licenses/quotas.
 Pros
The arguments in favour of this approach would still include all those from
the previous examples.
 Cons
The negative arguments would be the same as previous options plus:
 Costs to the Province and harvesters would be higher.
 Federal concurrence/agreement would be needed for the removal
and redistribution of licenses/quotas.
Enhanced Financing of Combining/Acquisitions
This is the enhanced government loan guarantee program model that would provide financing for acquisition of licenses/quotas at some favourable rates, terms and collateral
requirements for the purchase of licenses/quotas. These acquisitions would take place by
individual harvesters in accordance with existing licensing policy provisions.
 Pros
Some of the positive aspects of this approach include the following:
 Would lessen the financial burden currently faced by enterprises in acquiring licenses/quotas.
 Would increase the use of the existing combining provisions.
 Could be viewed as “self rationalization” by fleets with decisions being made on the basis of individual enterprise financial capabilities and
objectives.
 Provincial financial costs would be limited to the interest differential
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and any defaults on loans.
 Could be extended to assist emerging enterprise owners to acquire
an available enterprise.
 Would support independence of inshore fleets.
 Cons
Some of the negative aspects of this approach include the following:
 Might not restructure financially stressed fleets in current depressed
economic conditions because both willing buyers and sellers are required.
 Financial exposure for government could be substantial if a high
percent withdrawal of enterprises is needed in most fleets.
 Might lead to inflated cost of acquiring licenses/quotas if sellers perceive lending program as an incentive to buyers.
 Some of the less profitable or efficient fleets might not afford this
approach.
Suggestion Questions for Consideration:
 Are there other arguments for or against each of these models/approaches
to fleet rationalization?
 Which of these approaches best meets the agreed overall objectives of the
Harvesting Rationalization?
 Which of these approaches is the most feasible in terms of government involvement and ability/willingness to commit to funding?
 Would a different option be selected if economic conditions in the fishery
were better?
 Could the current combining provisions and related licensing provisions
be changed to further encourage fleet rationalization?
 Are there any another options in addition to those outlined?
6. PROPOSED FLEET RATIONALIZATION PLANS
Proposals for fleet rationalization plans have been submitted by the FFAW, the NL Shrimp
Committee Chairs and the NL Independent Fish Harvesters. The FFAW submission is
a comprehensive set of proposed approaches that effectively covers the points made by
the other two groups. An assessment of the FFAW document will therefore cover all the
approaches to fleet rationalization that have been proposed in the MOU exercise.
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The FFAW proposal expresses a preference for a completely government funded buy-out
but proposes a fleet-designed, government/industry-funded buy-out program for those
fleets and areas not covered by their Lobster buy-out proposal under the Atlantic Lobster
Sustainability Measures Program (ALSMP). Also proposed is an enhanced loan guarantee program for those fleets that do not opt for the cost-shared buy-out arrangement.
Some key features of the FFAW approach are the following:
 A Cost-shared Buy-out Program
 Cost-shared: 50% federal, 25% province and 25% harvesters
 Would apply to those fleets not covered by the Lobster buy-out proposal under ALSMP.
 Harvesters’ share would come from re-purchase of licenses/quotas.
 Individual fleets would design specific rationalization plans against
assigned 10 year budgets.
 Each fleet budget would be determined by its share of total removals
proposed or deemed necessary.
 The buy-out would be based on four main species licenses: crab,
shrimp, 4R seiners and groundfish.
 This proposal is costed on a “transaction price” approach for valuing
the amount of quota that would be purchased at 30% and 40% target
reduction levels.
 The Deloitte Report data would be used to determine if other levels
of reduction are more appropriate.
 Combining transactions undertaken since April 12, 2007 could be
reversed through the buy-out program.
 Program must meet all the other various MOU objectives such as
minimizing costs of acquiring licenses/quotas, reducing collateral
exposure of harvesters etc.
 An Enhanced Loan Guarantee Program
 To finance the take-over of existing enterprises by qualified professional fish harvesters, acquisition of replacement vessels, gear and
equipment as well as the financing of combining transactions for
those fleets that might opt for that approach.
 Combining transactions back to April 12, 2007 would be eligible for
re-financing under this program.
 The basic term at least 15 years.
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 The interest rate fixed at 3.0% for the life of loan.
 A maximum 10% downpayment by applicants.
 The annual principal re-payment covered by an assignment of catch
provision.
 Only the quota/license being acquired in the financed transaction to
be used as collateral.
The FFAW envisages individual fleets deciding on, and designing, the type of rationalization plan they will adopt.
The cost of removing 30% of the enterprises (852) not covered by the Lobster Buy-out
is estimated at $222.6 M; while removing 40% (1,537) would cost $292.0 M. The estimated total cost of the lobster buy-out is $23.7 M. Costing was not provided by FFFAW
for the loan guarantee program.
The submission by the Shrimp Committee Chairs was for an enhanced loan guarantee
program only. The terms and conditions are virtually the same as those in the FFAW
proposal. It was proposed only in the context of financing acquisitions of licenses/quotas by NL shrimp fleets under the federal combining provisions. It did not specifically
include enterprise takeovers, but indicated this type of financing program could be extended to other fleets that might be interested. The estimate of interest rate cost was
$47.1 M based on a 30% take-up, or 110 combinations, in the shrimp fleets over five
years. The maximum financial exposure of government for the same transactions was
estimated at $99 M.
The one page of input from the NL Independent Fish Harvesters essentially echoes
the points of the FFAW and Shrimp Chairs proposals regarding retroactivity and loan
financing applying to all fishing assets while calling for outlawing trust agreements and
removing restriction on outside buyers.
The rationalization models proposed by FFAW and NL Shrimp Chairs claim the following main benefits will be created:
 An increase in average income levels of those enterprises (and individuals)
that remain in the fishery.
 Reduced number of landings during peak summer times resulting in a higher quality product.
 Corresponding improvements in the viability of fishing operations enabling them to compete in the globally-based seafood industry.
 Extended fishing activities of fleets and processing seasons for certain species.
 Improved earnings of processing workers.
 Stabilize the workforce and economic base of rural communities.
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 Generate economic spinoffs in rural Newfoundland and Labrador from
more efficient harvesting and processing.
These proposals need to be assessed against the criteria and other conclusions flowing
from the issues and questions covered in Sections 2 to 5 and those below. The Steering
Committee must then be advised of the selected and recommend options. The next section will outline the steps and actions that will need to be taken to properly accomplish
this.
Suggestions Questions:
 What other costing approaches could be used to calculate the funding
needed for buy-outs and of loans for acquisitions?
 Some average of recent transactions?
 A set amount for each type of license/quota acquisition?
 An “indicative” reverse auction to test demand?
 Other?
 How should any MOU license buy-out program be offered in those areas
covered by the FFAW”s submission to ALSMP?
 Should the selected rationalization approach be based on species or enterprises?
 Is the listing of claimed benefits of fleet rationalization complete?
 Can these claimed benefits be quantified? If so how?
 Are there any trade implications from the proposed loan guarantee program and the cost-shared buy-out models?
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7. PREPARATION OF FINAL REPORT OF HARVESTING RATIONALIZATION WORKING GROUP
The following steps are suggested as a pathway to completion of the final report of the
Harvesting Rationalization Working Group to the MOU Steering Committee and the
Governments of Newfoundland and Labrador and of Canada. These are given in a sequential order that seems most logical in arriving at the various decision points that must
be passed. The suggested sequence of events is, then, as follows:
1. In Working Group session, address the various questions that are posed
throughout this document.
2. Make the various decisions that these questions require.
3. Obtain the demographic data on the fishing population in each area fleet (as
outlined by Deloitte).
4. Undertake the comparison of the demographic profile of the various fleets
with that of the provincial area population trends. Document the findings
in terms of the possible effects on fleet rationalization.
5. Assemble the short- and long-term resource outlooks for the main species fished by the various area fleets. These would include crab, shrimp,
groundfish, capelin, lobster and small pelagic. Document the findings in
terms of the possible effects on fleet rationalization plans.
6. Do likewise for the short- and long-term market outlooks for the same species. Document the findings in terms of the possible effects on fleet rationalization.
7. Conduct the estimation of necessary fleet reductions (other than those covered by the proposed lobster buy-out) as outlined in Section 6.
8. Calculate the costs of buying out the necessary reductions by fleet using
the FFAW pricing approach and the one developed as an alternative in the
Suggested Questions of Section 6.
9. Contrast that with the costs of an enhanced loan guarantee program for the
same purpose.
10. Conduct an estimation of financing take-over of existing operations by
qualified professional fish harvesters.
11. Compare the relative costs of buying-out versus financing self- rationalization.
12. Decide on the major terms and conditions that would apply to each fleet
rationalization approach
13. Present the Steering committee with a final report that documents the expected costs, impacts, outcomes and major terms of conditions of one or
more recommended fleet rationalization models.
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Listing of Suggested Questions
Cost Sharing:
 How should the involvement of the federal government be pursued at this
time?
 What is an acceptable timeframe for determining whether the federal government will participate?
 Can fleet rationalization proceed without federal financial involvement?
 What should be the government-industry sharing arrangement if the federal government does not participate?
 If there is government cost sharing in a buy-out program, what is the effective cost to harvesters who acquire re-distributed licenses/quotas?
Minimization of Risk:
 What are some measures that could be adopted to minimize the risk to
harvesters from using existing licenses as loan collateral?
 What arrangements are possible with the banks in this context?
 Can a provincial loan guarantee program limit required collateral?
 Are the federal licensing policy measures in respect of using
licenses as collateral clear and effective?
 To what extent can incorporation of fishing enterprises help
in this regard?
 Are there other measures available?
Harvesting Demographics
 What priority should be given to increasing the rate of new entry to the
enterprise owner category?
 What particular measures should be adopted to advance the entry of
younger new entrants to the enterprise owner category?
 In what way should identified area population trends be taken into account
in designing fleet rationalization plans?
 Can fleet rationalization plans play a role in changing an area population
trend?
 Or will the reverse be true?
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 Does the demographic analysis suggest any considerations for regional
balance in the fishery?
Resource Outlook
 What role should short-term versus long-term resource outlooks play in
the design of individual fleet rationalization plans?
 How should the level of resource uncertainty be factored into assessment
of the need for fleet reductions?
 Should varying resource outlooks influence the level of rationalization
funding made available to different fleets?
 How should any forecast resource declines be factored into fleet rationalization plans?
 What are the implications for fleet rationalization of a major decline in one
of main inshore fleet resources?
Market Outlook
 What role should short-term versus long-term market outlooks play in the
design of individual fleet rationalization plans?
 How should the level of long term market uncertainty be factored into assessment of the scale of fleet reductions?
 Should the varying market outlooks facing different fleets influence the
level of rationalization funding made available to them?
 What marketing measures can be taken to reduce the level of fleet reductions that would otherwise be needed?
Costs of Acquiring License/Quotas
 How might each of the following measures ensure fleet rationalization programs do not unduly increase the price of license/quotas:
 Reverse Auction?
 Limit on available funding for an acquisition (could vary by fleet, buyer
could still pay more)?
 Based on some average of recent license/quota acquisitions?
 Specified Maximum Price?
 Internal Fleet purchase and redistribution only (would require
federal concurrence for a re-sale arrangement)?
 Are there other measures?
 Will the current federal licensing system measures to curtail “Trust Agreements” lessen upward pressure on selling prices of licenses/quotas?
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Economic vs. Financial Viability
 What level of wage compensation to enterprise owner/operators should be
used in estimating viable fleet sizes:
 Average Provincial wage from employment, less fishing EI?
 Average Provincial wage from employment?
 10 percent of gross enterprise earnings?
 Compensation paid to replacement skippers?
 Average paid to enterprise crewmembers plus 25%
 Wage level ($52,875) at which EI clawback starts?
 Other income proxy?
 Should these required returns be varied by fleet segment?
 If so, how and on what basis?
 Which of the rates of return on investment proposed by Deloitte is most suitable for capital invested in fishing enterprises?
Fleet Viability Criteria
 In what cases is fleet viability possible without fleet reduction?
 What role should fleet reduction play in industry restructuring?
 How quickly can fleet reduction be achieved?
 To what extent should fleet rationalization be directed to fleets where the
better improvements in viability can be achieved?
 Are there any real alternatives to fleet reduction in the short term? In the
long term?
Degree of Fleet Rationalization
 How should the resource and market trend forecasts be factored into the
results obtained from this exercise, i.e. should the calculated number of
withdrawals be increased or decreased depending on the direction of the
forecast trends?
Fleet Rationalization Options
 Are there other arguments for or against each of these models/approaches
to fleet rationalization?
 Which of these approaches best meets the agreed overall objectives of the
Harvesting Rationalization?
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 Which of these approaches is the most feasible in terms of governments’
involvement and ability/willingness to commit to funding?
 Would a different option be selected if economic conditions in the fishery
were better?
 Could the current combining provisions and related licensing provisions
be changed to further encourage fleet rationalization?
 Are there any another options in addition to those outlined?
Fleet Rationalization Proposals
 What other costing approaches could be used to calculate the funding
needed for buy-outs and of loans for acquisitions?
 Some average of recent transactions?
 A set amount for each type of license/quota acquisition?
 An “indicative” reverse auction to test demand?
 Other?
 How should any MOU license buy-out program be offered in those areas
covered by the FFAW”s submission to ALSMP?
 Should the selected rationalization approach be species or enterprise
based?
 Is the listing of claimed benefits of fleet rationalization complete?
 Can these claimed benefits be quantified? If so how?
 Are there any trade implications from the proposed loan guarantee program and the cost-shared buy-out models?
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

This document is intended as a guide to assist in completing the final report of the Processing
Restructuring Working Group (WG) established under the MOU on industry restructuring.
This working group is mandated to: “Prepare a comprehensive report and plan for consideration
by the Government of NL, the Government of Canada, and NL fishing industry participants.”
This plan must quantify the need for processing sector restructuring and include financial
requirements and cost-sharing arrangements.
The WG is expected to develop a report that covers the following:
An assessment of the need for restructuring of the processing sector.
Identification of possible models with input of the Financial Analysis Working Group.
Assessment of the costs/benefits of each model.
A cost estimate of implementation of any proposal including any anticipated federal and
provincial costs, subsidies, or loan guarantees.
 Prepare report and recommendations for consideration by the MOU Steering Committee.





In July, 2009, DFA, the Union (FFAW) and the Association of Seafood Producers (ASP) agreed
to the MOU process because of the economic difficulties facing the fishing industry. The MOU
established working groups to examine and develop proposals related to:





The financial state of the industry;
The development of a restructuring model for the harvesting sector;
The development of a restructuring model for the processing sector; and
A long-term marketing strategy.

The complex, long-standing internal structural problems in the Province’s fishing industry
impede its ability to compete internationally. These impediments include overcapacity,
seasonality as well as dependability and timing of supply. The seafood sector as a whole is also
facing significant labour challenges including an aging and declining population, out-migration
and an inability to compete nationally for skilled labour. Industry change and restructuring is
necessary for the fishery to be economically viable, internationally competitive and ecologically
sustainable over the long term.
The current MOU process is a continuation of the joint federal/provincial Fishing Industry
Renewal initiative that was finalized in April 2007. At that time both governments announced “a
number of policy changes and new investments that will strengthen the Province’s fishing
industry.” Federal government changes included a licensing policy modification to permit
combining, flexibility regarding vessel replacement rules, measures to curtail “trust agreements”
3
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and to facilitate the use of licenses as collateral. Provincial government measures included
revisions to processing licensing policy and an enhanced loan guarantee program to assist those
taking advantage of the federal licensing changes.
The MOU process is intended to result in a sustainable, economically viable, internationally
competitive and regionally-balanced industry which is able to:






Adapt to changing resource and market conditions;
Extract optimal value from world markets;
Provide an economic driver for communities in vibrant rural regions;
Provide attractive incomes to industry participants; and
Attract and retain skilled workers.

This is the overall context in which the final report of the Processing Restructuring Working
Group must be completed. The following sections will present a work plan and process to guide
and facilitate completion of the final report. The various sections that follow will include some
directed commentary on a variety of issues relevant to processing restructuring intended to guide
the deliberations of the Working Group. Most sections include specific questions that should be
addressed when considering restructuring models or approaches, assessing current proposals and
arriving at the final conclusions to be presented in the Working Group’s report to the MOU
Steering Committee (and both levels of government).

4
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2.0

FACTORS FOR CONSIDERATION

This section reviews the factors that the MOU process specifically identified as basic
requirements for any processing restructuring. Also, several industry conditions that have been
identified are included.

2.1

MOU Objectives

The Terms of Reference of the Processing Restructuring Working Group requires the following
be taken into account:
 FIR/MOU Objectives related to processing restructuring
 Complementary to other initiatives
 Give consideration to timing of other initiatives
 Minimize risk
 Processing and Provincial demographics (impact on workforce and port markets)
 Resource outlook (short and long term)
 Market outlook (short and long term)
 Costs of plant restructuring (acquisition and financing)
The issue of costs will need to be addressed by the WG in the context of its Terms of Reference
which call for any proposal for government funding to be shared 70/30 federally/provincially and
for the contribution of stakeholders to be clearly shown. In this cost sharing context the
following questions are suggested for consideration by the WG:
Objectives:
 How are proposed restructuring plans complementary to harvester restructuring and
the marketing strategy?
 What is the most appropriate timing for processing restructuring given other
initiatives underway?
 How are the risks for any restructuring initiative to be mitigated or minimized?

2.2

MOU Considerations

Demographics: The WG’s Terms of Reference require an assessment of the effects of
demographic changes from restructuring efforts. This assessment will need data on the age
profile of the processing populations as well as regional demographic trends. This assessment

5
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should be conducted by Provincial economic region using 2006 census data, supplemented by a
survey of plants.
An analysis of the demographic data for each economic region will provide an age profile within
the processing sector as well as within the region. This will indicate if restructuring is more
appropriate in some areas than in others. It might also identify regions where restructuring may
be more difficult to achieve.
The age profile from plant surveys can be assessed in the context of the regional demographic
profiles that have been prepared for major areas of the province. These profiles show where past
population changes have taken place and project the future trends in population by area. These
data should be analysed to determine the effect of demographics on processing restructuring
plans for different areas of the province. Conversely, an assessment should also be made as to
how the projected area population trend might affect plans for processing restructuring.
 What is the age profile of plant workers, specifically how many may be eligible for
early retirement versus being displaced or transferred to other plants?
 What are the public sector costs for early retirement and displaced workers?
 What particular measures should be adopted to advance the entry of younger new
entrants to the processing sector (educational training, wage incentives, guaranteed
weeks, etc.)?
 In what way should identified area population trends be taken into account in
designing processing restructuring plans?
 Can processing restructuring play a role in changing an areas population trend?
 Does the demographic analysis suggest any considerations for regional balance in
the processing sector?
As plants are rationalized, labour within the affected communities will be displaced. Some of the
labour force may be able to secure jobs at plants in adjacent communities as supplies increase at
the remaining plants. In remote plant locations the labour force will likely be displaced from the
seafood sector entirely, necessitating them to move or seek jobs in another sector within their
community.
The following chart illustrates the ‘maximum’ labour displacement within communities resulting
from different restructuring levels. Much of the labour dollars lost here will be offset by
increasing direct labour demands (1:1 basis), and realizing some increase in plant overhead
labour. Incomes from administrative positions would be eliminated and become part of the
synergy of restructuring.

6
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Community labour displacement – Maximum

Resource Outlook: Some understanding of the species resource situation is essential to gauge
the degree of restructuring that might be needed or possible, especially when considering the
adjacency of production capacity to available resources. All species do not face the same
resource situation or outlook. It is therefore necessary to complete a short and long-term resource
outlook for each species by area.
This information can be obtained from various scientific and management reports produced by
DFO and through some directed questions. Some of these short term outlooks are already known
to the processing stakeholders. This, in conjunction with other forecasts described below, would
contribute to the WG developing a more tailored processing restructuring plan.
The resource and market outlooks are necessary for both the processing and harvesting
restructuring plans, so it is suggested the groups work jointly on these research components or
divide the responsibility between them (e.g. processing WG do market outlook and harvesting
WG do the resource outlook).
The following are some pertinent questions to be addressed in this context:
 What weighting should short-term versus long-term resource outlooks play in the design
of proposed restructuring plans?
 How should the level of resource projections be factored into assessment of the need for
processing plant reductions?
 How should any forecast resource declines be factored into processing restructuring
plans?
 How is financial risk exposure affected by short and long term resource outlooks?

7
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Viability will be affected by changes in the volume of landings provided to the plants. The
following chart illustrates for crab and shrimp the impact on net margin of various changes in
supply. For every 10% change in supply, as measured against baseline (appendix 1), crab and
shrimp net margins change by $2.68m and $2.31m respectively. The following chart provides
estimates of net margin gains (losses) with changes versus status quo (4 year average) in crab
and shrimp resources.

Industry net margin change with supply change ($m)
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Market Outlook: The seafood market short and long-term outlook for the primary species is
another significant factor that must be assessed. For example, the short-term outlook for crab
may not be the one facing the industry in the longer term. In the case of groundfish, a long-term
continuation of recent market conditions may well be likely. These sorts of details should be
determined and factored into the design of sector processing restructuring plans.
This approach will indicate whether there is a need to vary the restructuring plans for different
species or give priorities to certain species within the processing sector. A major market research
effort is not necessary for this purpose, as information can be gleaned with input from seafood
marketing reports and discussions with market specialists.
The following questions are suggested for consideration by the WG:
 What weighting should short-term versus long-term market outlooks play in the design of
processing restructuring plans?
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 Should the varying market outlooks facing different species influence the level of funding
made available to rationalize them?
 What marketing measures can be taken to reduce the level of restructuring otherwise
needed?

Viability will be affected by changes in the volume of landings provided to the plants. The
following chart illustrates for crab and shrimp the impact on net margin of various changes in
supply. For every 10% change in supply, as measured against baseline (appendix 1), crab and
shrimp net margins change by $2.68m and $2.31m respectively. The following chart provides
estimates of net margin gains (losses) with changes versus status quo (4 year average) in crab
and shrimp resources.
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Market Outlook: The seafood market short and long-term outlook for the primary species is
another significant factor that must be assessed. For example, the short-term outlook for crab
may not be the one facing the industry in the longer term. In the case of groundfish, a long-term
continuation of recent market conditions may well be likely. These sorts of details should be
determined and factored into the design of sector processing restructuring plans.
This approach will indicate whether there is a need to vary the restructuring plans for different
species or give priorities to certain species within the processing sector. A major market research
effort is not necessary for this purpose, as information can be gleaned with input from seafood
marketing reports and discussions with market specialists.
The following questions are suggested for consideration by the WG:
 What weighting should short-term versus long-term market outlooks play in the design of
processing restructuring plans?
8

Cost Sharing: In normal times the price paid for a processing plant is determined by the buyer’s
determination of the available revenue stream over time (present value of future cash flows).
This is a combination of the buyer’s view of the revenue being earned by the current owner and
expectations that the buyer will fare at least as well after acquiring the plant. Such an assessment
made at a time when supply and markets are strong result in a higher value than when supply is
declining and markets are weak. Similarly, more buyers are likely to exist when times are good
than when earnings in the processing sector have declined. The supply of plants for sale is
influenced by similar factors.
Restructuring of the processing sector is unique in that the only tangible assets are the plant, land
and equipment, but value is attached to the sellers ‘buy’ in terms of goodwill. In a restructuring
model, whereas the assets are to be retired or abandoned, they have very little tangible value
(resale of equipment/structure/land, tax benefits on loss of disposal of assets) and will actually
incur costs (municipal taxes, environmental contamination, etc.). The value to the buyer in the
restructuring model is the incremental value to the plants which acquire the supply that is now no
longer needed to support the closed plant. It is the synergies of using existing assets to produce
this additional supply that is the basis for improving the economics of the processing sector.
There is a concern that a seller’s market will prevail in any restructuring program that involves
some form of government assistance. If buyers are viewed by sellers as being more likely to
purchase a plant in such circumstances, asking prices will be higher than would otherwise be the
case.
The WG is mandated to ensure best efforts are made to design a program that does not inflate the
cost of rationalizing plants and thereby negatively impact the viability of those who remain in the
fishery. Therefore, some ways and means of achieving this must be addressed. The following
questions are suggested to assist in considering this matter:
 How should the involvement of the federal government be pursued at this time?
 What is an acceptable timeframe for determining whether the federal government will
participate?
 Can restructuring proceed without federal financial involvement?
 Is the Provincial government prepared to cost share with industry on their own?
 To what extent might each of the following measures ensure processing restructuring
programs do not unduly increase the price of plants?
 Reverse auction?
 Target multiplier rates based on average net margins from GT report?
9
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 Ratio of principal and financing cost to net margins from GT report?
 Are there other measures?
 How can the financial underwriting risk for government be minimized without
burdening remaining stakeholders?
 Should annual payment formulas be based on shares of historical supply
rather than quantities, in order to reduce supply downside risk?
 Should revenues generated by sales of assets be held in reserve to secure
payments?
 What other means of reducing non-payment of loans exist?
 Will underwriting of the interest rate below commercial rates expose the industry to
countervail petitions?

10
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3.0

VIABILITY OF THE SECTOR

The MOU refers to viability in several different instances and contexts. Therefore, the following
directed commentary is intended to properly define this concept for use in the design of
processing restructuring plans.

3.1

Definition of Viability

It is useful to understand the basic differences between viability and profitability in economic
and accounting terms. In the latter instance, profitability is calculated as the difference between
all expenses and total earnings. If the result is positive, a profit is earned, if negative, a loss
occurs. This approach does not consider or specify what the owner of the business should receive
as his income or what return he should get on the capital he has invested in the operation.
Economics includes these two “required returns” as costs that must be covered by total earnings
before the business can be considered viable. Economics, furthermore, stipulates the level of
these required returns as that which the owner and his capital could receive from the next best
alternative use. These levels of returns are what are just sufficient to keep the owner and his
capital engaged in that particular endeavour. To receive less means, in economic terms, that the
business is not fully viable and the owner and his capital should engage in another activity.
The owner of a viable processing operation should, therefore, cover all his fixed and variable
costs and receive, as his own compensation, the amount that he could earn in his next best
alternative occupation or what is sufficient to keep him in the seafood processing sector as an
owner/operator. The capital he invests in his processing plant also should earn a return at least
equal to what it could receive if used or invested in the next best alternative.
The difficulty in determining the viability requirement is the value assigned to these two required
returns. It is somewhat less difficult to determine the level of required return to capital than that
to the owner’s time and effort. A generally accepted proxy for the required return to capital
would be the best available return if the capital were invested in a relatively safe commercial
instrument. The normal rate can be increased by some level of premium to account for the extra
risks of using capital in the seafood sector. There are higher likelihoods of physically losing
capital assets in this industry; and assets acquired for processing purposes have little, if any,
other immediate alternative use. Therefore, the normally acceptable return for capital invested in
seafood processing would be the going commercial return plus a premium of several percent.
The following rates of return are suggested by Grant Thornton:
 Weighted average cost of capital

9.25% (average – pg 45)
11
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 Weighted average cost of equity

18.54% (average – pg 44)

The required return to the processing plant owner for his time and effort must be determined.
Plant owners are executives of manufacturing and sales companies. The return to the owner, or
shareholder, of any specific seafood processing operation can be defined by precedence of what
is paid to non-ownership executives or executives of publicly held companies for a specific size
(small, medium, and large) of operation. This remuneration can then be applied on a percent per
sales dollar or other similar basis.
The WG must consider which level of (or proxy for) required operator returns should be used to
calculate the viable size of the processing sector. In this context, the following questions are
suggested for consideration:
 What level of wage compensation for corporate owners should be used in estimating
the rationalized processing sector?
 What level of return should be used as proxy for investment in processing plants?
 Should these returns vary by species?

3.2

Achieving Viability

There are a variety of ways in which processing viability can be attained or the viable size of the
industry determined. Essentially, the latter is the number of plants that can, on average over their
economic life, cover all costs, including the specific required returns to owner’s labour and his
capital, from the total gross earnings available to the plant. In simplest terms, this is determined
by dividing the total available species sector revenue by the average total required returns, thus
giving the number of plants that might attain viability under those circumstances.
Two major factors can affect the total gross earnings of a species within the processing sector;
one is a change in available allocations and the second is a change in prices received for the
product sold. The first comes from changes in the resource or in allocation policy and the second
from changes in market returns. When one or both of these are in a positive direction a larger
number of viable plants might be supported and a smaller number when these changes are
negative
Individual plant viability can also be influenced, or affected, by some factors other than changes
in total potential earnings. Individual plants can become (more) viable by increasing total
revenues more than total costs; reducing total costs while keeping total revenues constant, or
some combination thereof. Total revenues can be increased by acquiring additional supply or
obtaining more revenue through sales prices. Costs can be reduced or controlled by improving
operating practices that increase throughput or yields thus decreasing per unit costs of
production. Costs can also be positively affected by reducing or limiting debt burden, disposing
of and/or replacing expensive or inefficient assets etc.

12
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The relevance for processing restructuring is that plant revenues must increase more than total
costs as a result of plant closures. Those that remain must achieve higher individual earnings.
Processing restructuring, in this context, must therefore produce higher average net returns than
existed before restructuring. If this cannot be achieved with the current numbers of operations, a
smaller number of more efficient operations must be achieved. Even then, individual plant
viability cannot be guaranteed across the board for all existing operators. Some plants may not
achieve this goal because of uncompetitive processing technology, excessive debt load, lack of
management ability, poor business decisions or simply bad luck. As well, viability cannot and
should not be gauged on the basis of a single year’s performance. It is best considered over a
much longer period. A suitable guideline would be the duration of loan terms (15, 20 or 30
years) for restructuring.
The following are some suggested questions to focus Working Group deliberations in this area:
 In which way(s) will fleet restructuring contribute to the viability of the processing
sector?
 What duration should be used as a measure to determine short and long term
viability?
 What outside factors (supply, exchange, etc) may affect viability over the short
and long term?
 What is the likelihood that outside factors will affect short and long term
viability?
 What measures may be taken to mitigate these outside factors?
 How quickly can processing plant restructuring realistically occur?
 To what extent should restructuring be directed to processing segments (e.g. shrimp)
where greater improvements in viability can be achieved in the short term?
 Are there any real alternatives to restructuring in the short-term? In the long-term?
 Are there some segments where viable operations are not possible?
 What must be done, in addition to rationalizing, to make these segments
viable?

13
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4.0

DEGREE OF RESTRUCTURING

If processing restructuring is to be properly pursued, the degree to which various segments
within the sector must be reduced has to be determined. Grant Thornton provides a listing of
segments within the sector and the base cost data needed to determine viability (Appendix I) and
therefore the level of restructuring necessary.
The number of withdrawals necessary in each processing segment can be calculated using the
following simplified “economic break-even analysis” approach:
 Prepare a tabulation of average pro-forma operating and fixed costs based on the
data provided by Grant Thornton for each processing segment (Appendix I).
 Add in the premium for the “required return and owner salaries”, while backing out
actual returns and salaries paid.
 Divide that total into average sales for each processing segment. These averages will
smooth out some of the more severe year-over-year fluctuations.
The result is the “first order of “magnitude” rationalized target. The difference between that
number and the current plants within the segment is the number of plants that should be closed.
A more accurate and thorough approach is to complete an analysis of the synergies to be realized
through restructuring on each processing segment and the industry as a whole. The answers to
the following questions should be considered in the context of the restructuring plan pursued and
the conditions thereof. The following questions should be considered:
 How much will fixed and variable costs reduce with an increase in supply?
 To what degree can seasons be lengthened given a reduced fleet size, and seasonal
factors related to quality and weather, etc.?
 What are the financial benefits (inventory holding, financing) of extending the
season?
 How should resource and market outlooks impact the degree of restructuring?
 If restructuring is achieved and supplies increase in the future, what threshold supply
limits should be established before new entrants are allowed?
 Should other determining factors be used in place of supply limits (e.g. ROE)?
 What other financial benefits will be realized by industry through restructuring?
 What measures must be put in place to determine the degree of success of
restructuring and whether target levels have been achieved?
 How much additional capital is required to achieve a more competitive (higher
yields, less labour, improved pack mix) segment within the processing sector?
 How would these capital improvements affect the degree of restructuring?
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 Is there resource or port management changes that could contribute to more viable
segment results?
 How would these affect the degree of restructuring?
 How acceptable are these measures to regulators and harvesters?
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5.0

RESTRUCTURING OPTIONS

There are a number of possible models for achieving processing restructuring ranging from the
status quo to a completely government funded buy-out. A qualitative review of the pros and cons
of some options is provided.

5.1

ASP Proposal

Under this model industry has proposed that a reverse auction occurs through a third-party to vet
sales proposals submitted. Those proposals granted favourable review from a second group
would be purchased by a ‘collective’ owned by producers. The financing for restructuring is
proposed to come in the form of a Provincial Government loan for a 30 year term at 2.5%
interest.
All plants proposing to sell would sell all assets of the plant and the valuation would include all
species produced at that plant over a specified timeframe. The assets of the plant would be
transferred to the ‘collective’. The plant would be decommissioned and licenses suspended.
Pre-defined target restructuring levels and timeframes are proposed for the shrimp and crab
sectors. Funding to support interest and principal payments would be levied on a 20/80 basis
from individual plants based on prior quantities and revised quantities.
Pros
Process

Funding

Other

Cons

Initial process confidential and
arms length.
Effectively removes plants and
owners through license retirement
and non-compete conditions.
Affordable to industry under
current operating conditions.
Industry receives asset disposal
recovery and possibly tax benefits
on loss of disposal of assets.

30% restructuring should provide
significant synergies through
reduced overheads and season

Secondary review process arms
length, but not necessarily
confidential.
No defined sales values or
guidelines for sellers.
Exposure to countervail through
interest subsidy (NS rate 7.75%)
Government exposure if stock
decreases occur.
Term (30 years) is longer than
forecasted life cycle of any species.
No defined re-entry strategy if
stocks increase significantly.
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extensions.
Sellers receive value instead of
abandoning assets.

Environmental liability from plant
sites.

Some questions for consideration regarding the ASP proposal, not previously outlined, include:
 Can the reverse auction process be improved to ensure confidentiality of the entire
acquisition process?
 Should value ranges be established (e.g. asset value, supply value) and sent with a
description of reverse auction process to all plants?
 Should value ranges change depending upon whether or not the plant being offered is
part of a corporate consolidation versus a single plant company?
 What sureties could be offered to reduce government risk?
 Will restructuring indeed result in operating season extensions?
 Will industry respond to increased supply by increasing capacity at remaining
plants?
 Does increasing capacity as part of restructuring offer more synergies than
extending the season and keeping capacity static?
 Will increasing capacity increase the problem of attracting people to the industry
(e.g. same income profile).
 If interest rates cannot be subsidized by Government, how does this impact the gains
anticipated by industry?
 What are current rates being offered by banks for plant acquisitions?
 How are other Provincial Government loan programs structured?
 If stocks decline significantly after restructuring what security can be provided against
monies owing?
 Is making interest only payments feasible if stocks decline?
 If debt load is onerous how will that impact returns to harvesters?
 What supply threshold levels should be established to allow new entry (e.g. Vardy report
shrimp 10,000 MT)?
 Should other conditions of the time be incorporated into this consideration (e.g.
exchange, market prices)?
 Who benefits financially from the ASP model in the short and long term?

5.2

Status Quo

Restructuring within the processing sector has been underway since the cod moratorium in 1992.
Even in recent years (2004 to 2009) more than 1/3rd of the processing workforce has declined
(ASP submission, pg 29) due to restructuring and competition for workers from other sectors.
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This reduction in numbers of licenses and active plants indicates that plant closures continue to
occur even without a restructuring plan, though not at a pace to achieve sector viability.

Employment
Primary plants

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

10,705
101

11,377
115

12,080
113

12,550
112

14,000
113

Source: NLDFA – Year in review

There are pros and cons associated with this self-rationalizing option, as discussed:
Pros
Process

Funding

Other

Cons

Some plants are acquired from
receivers or distress sellers
making plants viable for a new
operator.

No public funds required, except
for worker adjustment programs,
which are applicable under any
model.
No long term liability exposure
for government.

No debt incurred by industry.
Supplies will be picked up by
remaining producers, thereby
increasing returns.

In most cases assets are abandoned
not providing any value to owner.

No planned process, so closures
have unexpected impacts on
communities and industry.
Harvesters and creditors are not
paid amounts owing when
bankruptcies occur.
Worker reduction strategy is
unplanned, likely increasing costs
to Government.
Banks become wary of making
loans to the processing sector,
increasing risk premiums as a
result.
Reduction of local buying capacity,
reduced competition for supply.

Some questions regarding continuing along with the status quo model for restructuring include:
 What closures occurred from 2008 to 2009?
 Were licenses from closed plants suspended?
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 Can changes to Provincial policy expedite closures without financial intervention?
 What may be the implications to such policy changes?
 Can benchmark costs for worker adjustment be gleaned from these closures and applied
to planned restructuring?
 Will self-restructuring increase or decrease given current conditions?
 Will self-restructuring ever achieve 1/3 capacity reduction?
 What may it achieve?
 How long may it take to occur?

5.3

Other Options

The working group members should give consideration to other models in order to put forward
the most viable report and recommendations to the Steering Committee and subsequently to
governments for funding consideration.
Government agencies reviewing the final report or proposal from the Steering Committee will
likely give consideration to a number of issues, some of which may include:
Whether the proposal meets the long-term objectives of the MOU.
Whether the proposal meets policy objectives of the Government.
Whether all feasible alternatives have been explored and assessed.
Whether the benefits from restructuring, direct and indirect, exceeding the public sector
cost.
 Whether the risk of proceeding is shared or borne primary by Government.





5.4 Sensitivities (This section is left blank intentionally due to
confidentiality of the data.)
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6.0

FINAL REPORT PREPARATION

The following steps are suggested as a guide for completion of the Processing Restructuring
Working Group final report for the MOU Steering Committee and the Governments of
Newfoundland and Labrador and of Canada. The suggested sequence of tasks is as follows:
1. In Working Group session, address the various questions that are posed throughout this
document.
2. Make the various decisions that these questions require.
3. Obtain the demographic data on the processing population in each economic region of the
province.
4. Undertake the comparison of the demographic profile to that of the provincial area
population trends. Document the findings in terms of the possible effects on processing
restructuring.
5. Assemble the short- and long-term resource outlooks for the main species, including crab,
shrimp, groundfish, capelin, herring and mackerel. Document the findings in terms of the
possible effects on processing restructuring plans.
6. Do likewise for the short- and long-term market outlooks for the same species. Document the
findings in terms of the possible effects on processing restructuring.
7. Complete an estimation of necessary plant reductions.
8. Calculate an acceptable value range for buying out species capacity. Subsequently, calculate
the range of estimated costs to meet restructuring targets.
9. Compare the relative costs of all restructuring options under consideration.
10. Decide on the major terms and conditions that would apply to each restructuring approach.
11. Present the Steering committee with a final report that documents the expected costs,
impacts, outcomes and major terms and conditions of recommended processing restructuring
models.
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7.0

SUMMARY OF QUESTIONS

MOU Objectives (pg 5):
 How are proposed restructuring plans complementary to harvester restructuring and
the marketing strategy?
 What is the most appropriate timing for processing restructuring given other
initiatives underway?
 How are the risks for any restructuring initiative to be mitigated or minimized?
MOU Considerations (pg 6):
 What is the age profile of plant workers, specifically how many may be eligible for
early retirement versus being displaced or transferred to other plants?
 What are the public sector costs for early retirement and displaced workers?
 What particular measures should be adopted to advance the entry of younger new
entrants to the processing sector (educational training, wage incentives, guaranteed
weeks, etc.)?
 In what way should identified area population trends be taken into account in
designing processing restructuring plans?
 Can processing restructuring play a role in changing an areas population trend?
 Does the demographic analysis suggest any considerations for regional balance in
the processing sector?
Resource Outlook (pg 7):
 What weighting should short-term versus long-term resource outlooks play in the design
of proposed restructuring plans?
 How should the level of resource projections be factored into assessment of the need for
processing plant reductions?
 How should any forecast resource declines be factored into processing restructuring
plans?
 How is financial risk exposure affected by short and long term resource outlooks?
Market Outlook (pg. 9):
 What weighting should short-term versus long-term market outlooks play in the
design of processing restructuring plans?
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 Should the varying market outlooks facing different species influence the level of
funding made available to rationalize them?
 What marketing measures can be taken to reduce the level of restructuring otherwise
needed?
Cost Sharing (pg 9):
 How should the involvement of the federal government be pursued at this time?
 What is an acceptable timeframe for determining whether the federal government will
participate?
 Can restructuring proceed without federal financial involvement?
 Is the Provincial government prepared to cost share with industry on their own?
 To what extent might each of the following measures ensure processing restructuring
programs do not unduly increase the price of plants?
 Reverse auction?
 Target multiplier rates based on average net margins from GT report?
 Ratio of principal and financing cost to net margins from GT report?
 Are there other measures?
 How can financial underwriting risk for government be minimized without burdening
remaining stakeholders?
 Should annual payment formulas be based on shares of historical supply
rather than quantities to reduce supply downside risk?
 Should revenues generated by sales of assets be held in reserve to secure
payments?
 What other means of reducing non-payment of loans exist?
 Will underwriting of the interest rate below commercial rates expose the industry to
countervail petitions?
Definition of Viability (pg 12):
 What level of wage compensation for corporate owners should be used in estimating
the rationalized processing sector?
 What level of return should be used as proxy for investment in processing plants?
 Should these returns vary by species?
Achieving Viability (pg 13)
 In which way(s) will fleet restructuring contribute to the viability of the processing
sector?
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 What duration should be used as a measure to determine short and long term
viability?
 What outside factors (supply, exchange, etc) may affect viability over the short
and long term?
 What is the likelihood that outside factors will affect short and long term
viability?
 What measures may be taken to mitigate these outside factors?
 How quickly can processing plant restructuring realistically occur?
 To what extent should restructuring be directed to processing segments (e.g. shrimp)
where greater improvements in viability can be achieved in the short term?
 Are there any real alternatives to restructuring in the short-term? In the long-term?
 Are there some segments where viable operations are not possible?
 What must be done, in addition to rationalizing, to make these segments
viable?
Degree of Restructuring (pg 14/15)
 Prepare a tabulation of average pro-forma operating and fixed costs based on the
data provided by Grant Thornton for each processing segment (Appendix I).
 Add in the premium for the “required return and owner salaries”, while backing out
actual returns and salaries paid.
 Divide that total into average sales for each processing segment. These averages will
smooth out some of the more severe year-over-year fluctuations.
 How much will fixed and variable costs reduce with an increase in supply?
 To what degree can seasons be lengthened given a reduced fleet size, and seasonal
factors related to quality and weather, etc.?
 What are the financial benefits (inventory holding, financing) of extending the
season?
 How should resource and market outlooks impact the degree of restructuring?
 If restructuring is achieved and supplies increase in the future, what threshold supply
limits should be established before new entrants are allowed?
 Should other determining factors be used in place of supply limits (e.g. ROE)?
 What other financial benefits will be realized by industry through restructuring?
 What measures must be put in place to determine the degree of success of
restructuring and whether target levels have been achieved?
 How much additional capital is required to achieve a more competitive (higher
yields, less labour, improved pack mix) segment within the processing sector?
 How would these capital improvements affect the degree of restructuring?
 Is there resource or port management changes that could contribute to more viable
segment results?
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 How would these affect the degree of restructuring?
 How acceptable are these measures to regulators and harvesters?
Option 1: ASP Proposal (pg 17)
 Can the reverse auction process be improved to ensure confidentiality of the entire
acquisition process?
 Should value ranges be established (e.g. asset value, supply value) and sent with a
description of reverse auction process to all plants?
 Should value ranges change depending upon whether or not the plant being offered is
part of a corporate consolidation versus a single plant company?
 What sureties could be offered to reduce government risk?
 Will restructuring indeed result in operating season extensions?
 Will industry respond to increased supply by increasing capacity at remaining
plants?
 Does increasing capacity as part of restructuring offer more synergies than
extending the season and keeping capacity static?
 Will increasing capacity increase problems attracting people to the industry (e.g.
same income profile).
 If interest rates cannot be subsidized by Government, how does this impact the gains
anticipated by industry?
 What are current rates being offered by banks for plant acquisitions?
 How are other Provincial Government loan programs structured?
 If stocks decline significantly after restructuring what security can be provided against
monies owing?
 Is making interest only payments feasible if stocks decline?
 If debt load is onerous how will that impact returns to harvesters?
 What supply threshold levels should be established to allow new entry (e.g. Vardy report
shrimp 10,000 MT)?
 Should other conditions of the time be incorporated into this consideration (e.g.
exchange, market prices)?
 Who benefits financially from the ASP model in the short and long term?
Option 2: Status Quo (pg 18)
 What closures occurred from 2008 to 2009?
 Were licenses from closed plants suspended?
 Can changes to Provincial policy expedite closures without financial intervention?
 What may be the implications to such policy changes?
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 Can benchmark costs for worker adjustment be gleaned from these closures and applied
to planned restructuring?
 Will self-restructuring increase or decrease given current conditions?
 Will self-restructuring ever achieve 1/3 capacity reduction?
 What may it achieve?
 How long may it take to occur?
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APPENDIX I

COST SUMMARY BY SPECIES

(This section is left blank intentionally due to confidentiality of the
data.)
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Annex 15

Executive Summary of Grant Thornton Report
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Annex 16

Seafood Processors of Newfoundland and Labrador Proposal
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Final Report to Steering Committee
(Harvesting and Processing Working Groups)
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Steering Committee
Presentation
October 19, 2010
Finalized

Options Analyzed
• FFAW Proposal (FFAW)
• NL Inshore Shrimp Fleets (Shrimp)
• Combining at Commercial Rates and Terms
(Commercial)
• Moderate Scenario for each option
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FFAW Proposal
•
•
•
•
•

30 to 40 Percent Rationalization
Government Buy‐out
Industry‐Government Funded
10 year Program Horizon
Separate lobster submission

Inshore Shrimp Fleet Proposal
•
•
•
•

Government subsidized loan at 3%.
90% loan, 10% down payment (maximum)
15 year loan term
5 year time horizon
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Model Assumptions
• FFAW Proposal – term 15 years, loan board
rates 6.42%
• Shrimp Proposal – Government subsidized
loan, term 15 years, loan at 3%
• Commercial – term 8 years, commercial rate
of 7%.
• Compare all outputs against current buddy‐up
and combining arrangements.

Model Variables
Crab
• Change in shrimp
Price - Gross $ Cdn
market prices. Market
Pessimistic
$ 3.27
$ 3.85
• Increased shore Moderate
Optimistic
$ 4.43
prices.
Shore Price - Harvesters
Pessimistic
$ 1.16
Moderate
$ 1.39
• Affected both
Optimistic
$ 1.64
harvester and
producer model
results.
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Shrimp

Gfish

Pelagics Lobster

$
$
$

3.38 $
3.69 $
3.99 $

1.83 $ 0.74
2.12 $ 0.83
2.41 $ 0.93

$
$
$

0.44 $
0.50 $
0.58 $

0.53 $ 0.09 $ 3.00
0.66 $ 0.13 $ 3.50
0.77 $ 0.17 $ 4.00

Inshore Results

2J Inshore
Rationalization Required
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4R North Inshore
Rationalization Required

3K Inshore
Rationalization Required
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4R3Pn Inshore – Rationalization
Required

% Rationalization

4R3Pn Inshore
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
FFAW Moderate
Financial Target

Owner Income Target

Shrimp Moderate
Total Income Target

Commercial Moderate
% Buddied Up (rationalized)

3Ps Placentia Inshore
Rationalization Required
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3L Inshore
Rationalization Required

3Ps Fortune Bay West Inshore
Rationalization Required
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Nearshore Results

3L Small Supplementary with Shrimp
Rationalization Required
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3L Large Supplementary
Rationalization Required

4R Shrimp
Rationalization Required
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2J3K Supplementary without Shrimp
Rationalization Required

2J3K Supplementary with Shrimp
Rationalization Required
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2J3K FT Crab
Rationalization Required

• Four 2J enterprises included. They have 25%
less crab available to them than 3K FT fleet.

3L Small Supplementary without Shrimp
Rationalization Required
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3L Fulltime Fleet
Rationalization Required

3Ps Supplementary
Rationalization Required
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Processing Sector:
Current Proposals
• ASP

– 30 Percent Restructuring (snow crab and shrimp)
– $80 million
– 30 year term
– Fixed 2.5% rate
– Reverse auction asset offers
– Independent review of offers
– Suggested value per supply pound

• SPONL – Self rationalization

Processing Sector:
Financing
• Financing options were evaluated to determine debt
service needs (interest and principal).
• The cost of servicing of debt is expressed as percent
of net margin increase versus 0% restructuring.
• The options evaluated include:
– 30 year term at 2.5%
– 15 year term at 2.5%
– 15 year term at 7%
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Other Rationalization Benefits
Below Gross Margin Line
• Overhead Cost Savings:
– SGA Expenses – 100%
– ITD Expenses – 100%

• Increase in production workers incomes for
these who remain.

Other Restructuring Costs
• Economic and Social Costs
– Debt servicing
• Interest
• Principal

– Interest Subsidization
– Spin off and indirect community impacts
– Displaced Harvesters
– Displaced Processing Workers
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Result of 30% Restructuring
Snow Crab Sector
30 Year 2.5%

• To achieve target margin of 20%, 64% restructuring would
be required under the optimistic scenario. Other scenarios
cannot achieve target.

Snow Crab 30% Restructuring
Debt Obligations
30 Year 2.5%

• Average purchase price of $1.50 per pound and maximum
price of $2.00 per pound
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Snow Crab 30% Restructuring
Debt Obligations
15 Year 2.5%

• Average price of $1.50 per pound and maximum price of
$2.00 per pound

Snow Crab 30% Restructuring
Debt Obligations at Commercial Terms
10 Year 7%

• Average price of $1.50 per pound and
maximum price of $2.00 per pound
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Snow Crab Plant Worker Income
Snow Crab Plants
Rationalization

Number

Total Hours

Plant Income
(Avg. Rate -$11.20)

Hours/Worker

Plant Income
($12)

Plant Income
($15)

0%

5,814

3,498,709

602

$

6,741

$

7,221

$

9,027

30%

4,070

3,498,709

860

$

9,630

$

10,316

$

12,895

66%
Income Target

1,960

3,498,709

1785

$

19,995

$

21,421

$

26,776

Policy Implication:
Current Resource Thresholds
Snow crab
– Currently 2,500 tonnes per plant
– Based on optimistic scenario support 21 plants
– To achieve target margin of 20%, 64%
restructuring would be required under the
optimistic scenario (would mean 13 snow crab
plants remaining).
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Result of 30% Restructuring
Shrimp Sector
30 Year 2.5%

• Shrimp cannot achieve 20% margin target
under any scenario.

Shrimp 30% Restructuring
Debt Obligations
30 Year 2.5%

• Average price of $0.75 per pound and maximum price of
$1.00 per pound
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Shrimp 30% Restructuring
Debt Obligations
15 Year 2.5%

• Average price of $0.75 per pound and maximum price of
$1.00 per pound

Shrimp 30% Restructuring
Debt Obligations at Commercial Terms
10 Year 7%

• Average price of $0.75 per pound and
maximum price of $1.00 per pound
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Shrimp
Shrimp Plants
Rationalization

Number

Total Hours

Hours/Worker

Plant Income (Avg.Rate
-$11.70)

Plant Income
($12)

Plant Income
($15)

0%

2,089

1,362,494

652

$

7,630

$

7,827

$

9,783

30%

1,462

1,362,494

932

$

10,901

$

11,181

$

13,976

797

1,362,494

1,710

$

20,000

$

20,513

$

25,641

62%
Income Target

Policy Implication:
Current Resource Thresholds
Shrimp
– 8,000 tonnes per plant
– No scenario supports financial target
– 62% restructuring required to meet worker
income target
• 5 plants remaining
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Workers Adjustment Sub‐Committee

• A sub‐committee of the Processing
Restructuring Working Group.
• To examine alternatives to address worker
impacts from rationalization.

Workforce Adjustment Framework
• Government’s framework of transitional supports is
designed to assist plant workers displaced through
the permanent closure of a fish processing plant.
• The Framework provides:
• Short‐term employment creation projects.
• Transitional employment counselling and other supports to help
workers move to alternate work.
• Economic diversification efforts, including a transitional wage
subsidy, to help displaced workers move to other employment
with better long‐term potential.
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Previous Programs:
Federal Financial Expenditures
•

In total, the Government of Canada has spent $3.9 billion for income support,
industry adjustment measures and economic development assistance programs
for the Atlantic fishing industry between 1992‐2001.

•

Previous Programs:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

NCARP 1992‐1994
AGAP 1993‐1994
TAGS 1994‐1998
CFAR 1998‐2001
Early Retirement for Plant Workers 1995‐1997
Fishplant Older Workers Adjustment Program (FOWAP)
The Atlantic Fishers Early Retirement Program (AFERP)

Outcomes
 The primary objective of the Worker Adjustment Sub‐Committee is to
examine alternatives to address the impacts of rationalization on
plant workers.
 Both ASP and FFAW noted that any rationalization in the processing
sector coming out of the MOU process would require additional
supports for plant workers than those currently available under the
province’s Workforce Adjustment Framework.
 There was a general discussion of the challenges that will arise in
making a transition from the existing older workforce
 It was generally agreed that it will be necessary to create new
opportunities for younger workers and that this will only be possible if
they can be offered higher wages, longer work periods, and more
sustainable employment.
 Completion of MOU process necessary prior to identifying specific
worker adjustment initiatives.
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Annex 18

Seafood Marketing Final Report
(includes Beothic Proposal on Marketing Structure)
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Final Report
Seafood Sales and Marketing

Submitted to:

MOU Steering Committee

Submitted by:

Seafood Marketing Working Group
Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture (DFA)
Association of Seafood Producers (ASP)
Fish, Food and Allied Workers Union (FFAW)

December 3, 2010
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1.0

Background

On July 14, 2009, the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, the Fish, Food and
Allied Workers Union (FFAW/CAW) and the Association of Seafood Producers (ASP)
signed a Memorandum of Understanding. The MOU represented the commitment of the
parties to consider and make proposals addressing structural problems in the fishery, and
built on the Fishing Industry Renewal Strategy (FIRS) announced by the Government of
Newfoundland and Labrador and the Government of Canada in 2007.
As part of the MOU, a Steering Committee (S/C) with an independent chairperson was
established, as well as a number of government and industry working groups to deal with
specific facets of the industry, including a Seafood Marketing Working Group (W/G). The
Marketing W/G was tasked with identifying and assessing options for a more collective and
collaborative approach to the sales and marketing of NL fish and seafood products. The
W/G was chaired by DFA and included representatives from the processing and harvesting
sectors, as well as the provincial and federal governments, and the MOU Steering
Committee Chairperson. This report deals with the work of that W/G.
The W/G was tasked, as referenced in the Terms of Reference, to make recommendations
on ways and means to improve seafood marketing, and more specifically, to make
recommendations on an improved seafood marketing structure aimed at achieving a
more coordinated and coherent Newfoundland and Labrador strategy in the marketplace
to optimize returns from world markets. Any proposal developed by the W/G had to
take into consideration the timing of other measures developed under the MOU and be
complementary in nature. DFA, FFAW and ASP agreed that fundamental structural change
to the sales and marketing of NL seafood products is essential to meet the objective of
achieving optimal value for our industry. Fundamentally, it was acknowledged that any
change in marketing is required as part of overall structural change within the industry. It
was also agreed that any delay or failure by the harvesting or processing working groups
in developing proposals would not automatically or necessarily prevent the marketing
proposal from proceeding.
The W/G was also tasked to revisit the seafood marketing council concept as a potential
initiative to better coordinate the industry’s marketing efforts, and to consider the reasons
why the council might have been rejected in a vote by the province’s producers in 2008.
While the W/G did not consider it in detail, one notable concern on the part of producers
was the prerequisite that issues in the industry be addressed holistically, and that industry/
government not simply look at marketing alone for a fix while leaving structural issues
unaddressed.1

1

The Marketing W/G was preceded in 2007 by the work of a Seafood Marketing Review Panel, chaired by
Mr. Alexander (Sandy) Roche. Roche carried out a comprehensive analysis of the options to establish a Seafood
Marketing Council in the province (see Seafood Marketing Review Panel, Report of the Chairperson, Alexander (Sandy)
Roche, 2008, Appendix D). This analysis included identifying key marketing challenges facing the seafood industry
and recommending approaches to address these challenges, as well as determining the options for the mandate and
administrative operation of the Council. Government ultimately accepted the Chair’s recommendations to establish a
Marketing Council on a three-year pilot basis, provided that the processing sector was supportive (the latter forming part
of the recommendations of the Chair’s report). Subsequently, a vote by processing companies resulted in the rejection,
by a narrow margin, of the formation of a Council.
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2.0

Objective

In support of the objectives of the MOU, the objective of the W/G on Seafood Marketing
was to carry out a comprehensive analysis of the options to more effectively and efficiently
market Newfoundland and Labrador (NL) seafood; and to use this analysis to make
recommendations to the province’s fishing industry and government on ways and means to
improve seafood sales and marketing.
3.0

Scope of Work

The W/G prepared a Terms of Reference which outlined the W/G’s objectives, scope of
work and deliverables (see Appendix A). As work progressed, the scope of work was
slightly modified from the original Terms of Reference and the following more accurately
reflects the work carried out by the W/G:
•
•
•
•
•

4.0

Carry out a comprehensive review of seafood sales and marketing by NL companies
and industry competitors;
Propose a budget and implementation plan for the proposed new sales and
marketing structure(s);
Review the availability of federal programs which might be relevant to funding these
new structure(s);
Critique industry proposals for new marketing entities; and
Seek the views of processing companies not represented by ASP. [ASP agreed to
undertake this task.]
Work Completed

The W/G’s first meeting was held on August 17, 2009, at which time the members
discussed their mandate, expectations and deliverables. The W/G Terms of Reference
was subsequently prepared and used as a guideline in identifying the W/G’s work plan.
The initial scope of work focused on sales entities and how their implementation in the NL
industry could improve the sales and marketing of NL seafood products.
The MOU S/C thought that this mandate was too focused and would limit the analysis of
the underlying sales and marketing issues, challenges and opportunities. It was felt that a
broader approach was required, so it was decided to employ a consultant(s) to carry out a
comprehensive review and analysis of sales and marketing and make recommendations to
the W/G on how best to improve these functions within the NL fishing industry.
Between October and November 2009, a Terms of Reference for a comprehensive sales
and marketing review and analysis was developed and a Request for Proposals (RFP) was
issued. Based on an evaluation of the proposals received, the W/G was unsuccessful in
identifying a consultant proposal that would meet the scope and depth of work required. As
a result, it was considered necessary to explore alternative approaches.
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In the midst of outlining and implementing an alternate approach, ASP submitted a proposal
for a single sales entity with mandatory industry participation (referred to as Newco). While
supported by the majority of ASP’s members, a number of processing companies felt
that a single/mandatory sales entity would be too restrictive. In response, Beothic Fish
Processors developed an alternative concept paper for consideration. It proposed multiple
and voluntary sales entities.
The W/G decided that an independent review and analysis of these (and potentially other
structures) would be helpful in determining the best approach to take in moving forward
with recommendations on collaborative sales entities. Seafood marketing and fishing
industry consultants Alexander (Sandy) Roche and Brian Burke were contracted to analyze
the ASP and Beothic proposals, and to consult further with industry on the concepts of
collaborative sales and marketing entities.
In the process of this analysis, ASP submitted a revised proposal to government in
mid-January 2010 in response to a direct request from DFA. The proposal focused on
processing sector rationalization and included more detail on the Newco concept, with a
significant change: a voluntary rather than mandatory approach (but still a single entity). A
draft version of this proposal was reviewed by the consultants in late-January 2010.
In early February 2010, Roche and Burke submitted their report which primarily focused on
an analysis and comparison of the ASP and Beothic proposals and made conclusions and
recommendations on how the W/G should proceed.
The following summary is provided for each of the proposals as well as an overview of the
key conclusions and recommendations in the Roche/Burke report:
ASP (Newco) proposal (Appendix B)
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sales and marketing cannot be addressed in isolation of structural issues and
challenges;
Achieving higher returns requires a fishery timed for maximum quality, collaborative/
disciplined selling and financial/logistical ability to hold inventory (i.e. prevent distress
selling);
Rationalization is a prerequisite to Newco;
Participation to be voluntary;
No harvester involvement;
Newco services would include sales, working capital, storage/transportation,
inspection/quality control;
Year 1 – “clearinghouse” for producers, expand function in subsequent years;
Provincial government funding will be required for set up and inventory financing;
and
Newco is broadly supported by the majority of ASP members, but a limited number
of ASP members and non-members would not participate (i.e. not able or willing to
change current sales arrangements)

Beothic proposal (Appendix C)
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•
•
•
•

Multiple sales entities – companies gravitate to one that best suits their needs;
Need to increase trust, ensure quality, provide financial stability and increase
transparency (harvester involvement);
Harvesters, processors and government need to develop a long-term strategy for
sales and marketing (could be facilitated through Seafood Marketing Council); and
Inventory financing terms could be better negotiated (may not require government
guarantees).

Roche/Burke Analysis
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agreed that there are too many sellers going to market and that sales consortia
could alleviate this problem;
Distress selling acknowledged, but magnitude and foregone sales revenue
unquantifiable;
Newco’s “clearinghouse” function deemed not feasible;
Questioned practicality of all NL companies becoming one sales entity and
concluded that multiple sales entities were more practical;
Provincial government inventory financing should only be available to sales
consortia;
Industry/government committee should be set up to develop criteria for sales
consortia;
Seafood Marketing Council (SMC) should be prerequisite to provincial government
financing (set-up and inventory) for sales consortia; and
SMC should handle broader marketing issues, strategic planning and generic
promotion.

After reviewing the Roche/Burke report, the W/G felt it needed additional information on
sales and marketing consortia that existed in other jurisdictions in order to determine what
might best work within the context of the NL fishing industry. A number of outside resource
people were identified for consultation. The W/G met with Fridrik Pálsson, an individual
with extensive experience in the Icelandic fishing industry. Several members also held a
conference call with representatives from the Alaska Longline Cod Commission (ALCC) Lance Magnuson, President of the Commission, and Kenny Down, Executive Director of
the Freezer Longline Coalition (parent organization of the ALCC). The additional resource
people identified were unable to arrange meetings or conference calls within the timelines
identified by the W/G (and in line with the deadline for submitting its final report to the MOU
Steering Committee).
Mr. Pálsson met with the Marketing Working Group to give a presentation on his experience
in/with sales and marketing collaboration (past and present) in Iceland. W/G members
were also able to ask questions in the context of how the NL fishery could implement
similar measures to improve its sales and marketing efforts.
Mr. Magnuson and Mr. Down spoke about the ALCC which was formed as a collaborative
effort to market frozen-at-sea longline Alaska cod following a catastrophic market decline in
2008. They presented information on the structure, function, challenges and success of the
Commission.
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Next, the W/G held a facilitated workshop in September to discuss issues/challenges,
industry perspectives on seafood marketing, and complete a SWOT analysis (strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats) for the marketing of NL seafood. More importantly,
the workshop was also used to discuss and identify consensus on key conclusions and
recommendations for the W/G’s final report. In addition to the above work, the Department
of Fisheries and Oceans prepared a summary of federal programs and services to support
seafood marketing for presentation at the workshop. The main programs and services
identified were:
-

Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency (ACOA): Business Development
Program
Business Development Bank of Canada (BDC): Market Expansion Loan
Export Development Canada: Export Guarantee Program; Accounts
Receivable Insurance
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada (AAFC): Canada Brand initiative; Agri/
Marketing Program; Agricultural Flexibility Fund; and Seafood Value Chain
Roundtable
Foreign Affairs and International Trade Canada (DFAIT): Canadian Trade
Commissioner Service.

Information on each of these federal programs and services is included in Appendix E.
5.0

Analysis, Conclusions and Recommendations

Varying views still exist within the W/G on the extent and degree to which sales and
marketing - in and of themselves - can optimize returns to the industry in absence of any
other structural changes. The W/G hopes that the conclusions and recommendations that
follow will help the MOU Steering Committee develop a comprehensive plan that will result
in a more viable and globally competitive fishing industry for the province.
It is generally recognized that there are shortcomings in both the selling and marketing of
NL’s seafood products. These shortcomings restrict the ability of the industry to maximize
returns from the marketplace on a consistent basis. Differences of opinion nonetheless
exist within the industry as to the degree to which changes in sales and marketing can be
achieved without addressing structural challenges within the industry.
The consistent feedback from the processing sector is that selling and marketing are
hindered by structural issues in the NL fishing industry, including over-capacity in harvesting
and processing, financially limited companies, lack of consolidation or coordination between
the harvesting and processing sectors, seasonality, instability caused by disruptions and
delays in prosecution of fisheries, and so forth. Newfoundland and Labrador does not have
a vertically integrated industry, unlike competitors such as Iceland and in Alaska.2

2

Alaska includes substantial industry consolidation and plant production quotas. Iceland is vertically integrated
since before WW II.
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Those within the harvesting sector are of the view that substantial improvements can be
made in the sales and marketing of NL seafood products, even in the absence of major
rationalization and structural changes in the industry.
W/G members recognize that the current industry structure prevents the industry from
optimizing value. This structure includes seasonality, volatility of quality, price and supply,
lack of ‘vertical cooperation,’ etc, as well as uncoordinated sales and marketing. Changes
could help the industry extract more value from our fish resources and provide benefits to
all stakeholders, and to the province in general.
The conclusions and recommendations have been linked together in an issue/challenge
and solution format in order to better understand the reasoning behind the W/G’s
recommendations. Selling and marketing functions are also separated to avoid confusion
between the two terms (while frequently used interchangeably, the terms are distinct and
require different solutions to address their shortcomings, as covered in the Roche Report
2008).
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5.1

Selling Function

Issue/Challenge
Many discussions on sales and marketing challenges dealt with the issues of destructive or
predatory pricing and distress selling. These terms were used interchangeably throughout
the MOU process and the causes for this behaviour are explained below. While the extent
to which these selling practices result in lower unit prices for our products is difficult if not
impossible to quantify, the consensus of opinion is that the lost revenue can be significant.
Our inability to maximize and stabilize pricing in the marketplace is a recurrent and “heated”
issue within the industry and must be dealt with if the industry is to move forward.
Cause
All industry stakeholders felt that predatory pricing practices in the market were inherent
in the industry because there are too many sellers going to market. Also, because
processors compete with each other for raw material supply, this inhibits cooperation in
the marketplace. W/G members acknowledged the need to eliminate or, at the very least,
minimize these practices so industry could maximize its market returns. For example, in
the snow crab sector, there are some 36 plants owned by approximately 27 arms length
processing companies who, in any given year, bring their product to market through 15 to
20 sales companies. Many vary their sales agents (brokers) from year to year and some
use multiple sales agents. This is further exacerbated due to factors such as inadequate
working capital resources to enable disciplined release of product into the market;
insufficiently capitalized companies; companies adverse to the market risk inherent in
holding product; and with the exception of a few companies, a lack of in-house sales and
marketing expertise (hence the use of brokers).
Furthermore, all processors have to operate in a compressed production season which
increases working capital requirements and necessitates disproportionate management
and entrepreneurial focus on raw material retention. There is also the issue of overcapacity
in the processing sector which is consistently identified in numerous studies and raised by
the processing sector (as well as all signatories to the MOU) as an impediment to stability
in the marketplace. Ultimately, there are too many processing companies going to the
market, few of which have significant critical mass and coordination to maximise the sales
and marketing value.
Restructuring/rationalization in the harvesting and processing sectors is intended to result
in a more efficient and effective industry with strengthened financial and management
capabilities. In turn, this would likely result in a more consistent and strengthened ability for
industry to extract the maximum attainable returns from the marketplace.
Solution
The proposed rationalization alone will not achieve the desired level of sales consolidation.
In the context of the NL seafood industry, the establishment of sales consortia should help
to:
-

minimize destructive selling practices;
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-

enhance and stabilize prices for NL seafood products;
lead to more consistent quality product;
avoid potential or perceived violations of anti-competitive legislation;
build a stronger degree of trust and professionalism among consortium participants;
and.
achieve mutual and equitable benefits for all stakeholders, notably processing and
harvesting sectors.

The W/G acknowledges that the best approach to implementing sales consortia would
be through a voluntary collaborative process involving “like-minded” companies. It is of
upmost importance that companies feel compatibility with each other, especially in the NL
fishing industry where overcapacity, competition for raw material and other factors have
caused much distrust and discord within the industry. 3
The right number of such consortia is open to debate but consensus is that three to five
would be practical to achieve critical mass and put in place the level of sales and marketing
expertise required to extract maximum value from the marketplace. This target offers
a greater possibility of individual processors finding a group within which they can feel
compatible, while still maintaining healthy competition within the industry.
The processing sector supports a voluntary approach to the establishment of sales
and marketing consortia. Government incentives and/or regulations may assist in the
establishment of such sales consortia. However, there was a strong consensus within
the W/G that the provincial government should focus on an “incentive” approach rather
than a “regulatory” approach. FFAW feels that the provincial government should explore
regulatory measures if an incentive approach does not achieve desired results.
Processors feel strongly that coordination in sales and marketing would be positive for the
NL industry but concur with an industry analyst who said a sales and marketing prescription
cannot fix everything. They also feel that structural change needs to occur in both the
harvesting and processing sectors in order for sales and marketing to be truly effective.
The instability of the industry (whether real or perceived) prevents the industry from making
any meaningful and sustainable gains in the market.
The FFAW feels that a more coordinated approach to sales and marketing would
help achieve better returns from the market, though agrees it would probably be more
substantial with industry restructuring.
Recommendation
The W/G’s main recommendation is that the NL seafood industry should establish sales
consortia, either entirely new or from existing marketing entities. The initial focus should
be on crab and shrimp sales with expansion to other species (e.g. capelin, lobster and
groundfish species) as opportunities arise.
3

The W/G acknowledged the difficulty in building collaborative sales and marketing relationships when
processors are competing with each other for raw material. As a result, companies also end up competing with each
other in the marketplace, to the detriment of the processing and harvesting sectors. All agreed that the effort and
resources used for such practices would be better invested in collaborative sales and marketing work.
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To encourage the formation of sales consortia, it is recommended that the provincial
government work on developing two forms of financial incentives, namely, (1) offsetting
incremental start-up costs to participants interested in establishing sales consortia; and
(2) enhancing, for at least an initial period of time, the working capital capability of the
consortia. It is felt that collaborative efforts by the provincial government, federal agencies
(e.g., Export Development Canada), commercial banks and companies comprising sales
consortia could result in inventory financing arrangements that would exceed that which is
currently available to any individual company, but at the same time, would not constitute
direct subsidization from government.4
Further details on industry assistance should be decided through discussions with industry
participants. However, it is felt that financial assistance for a minimum period of three-years
is required to establish and operate the sales entities, and it should be incremental to the
costs associated with current sales and marketing efforts. It should include assistance for
legal requirements to establish the entities, as well as for marketing strategy development
and implementation.
In an effort to more clearly define what the sales consortia would or should look like, the
W/G focused its attention on the criteria sales consortia would have to meet in order
to qualify for the funding support outlined above. It would be extremely difficult, and
perhaps meaningless, for the W/G to define the actual structure of sales consortia as they
would likely have their own unique characteristics depending on objectives, company
membership, product mix and other variables. The W/G also felt that flexibility was needed
in the criteria so as not make it difficult and onerous for companies to come together. The
ultimate goal is to consolidate the number of sellers going to market.
While criteria as to what constitutes acceptable consortia will have to be developed more
definitively, such criteria would address such questions as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Does it significantly reduce the number of companies selling into the market?
Does it represent at least 15% of the production of that specie?
Does it have dedicated in-house sales/marketing expertise?
Does it have a well-defined Quality Assurance regime?
Is it a well-defined, legally structured entity with formal governance and operating
procedures and requiring a multi-year commitment by its participants?
Does it provide for expanded membership in future?

As an incentive to establish and maintain collaborative sales entities, government should
also consider offering access to enhanced funding programs and services for sales
consortia in the future (e.g. higher levels of funding in existing funding programs, and
higher priority in accessing new processing licenses). Finding creative ways to nourish and
support these entities will help make them viable and sustainable.

4

It is crucial that any forms of financial assistance from government be provided in compliance with domestic and
international trade agreements.
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While the W/G members strongly agree that the best and preferred approach to achieving
the MOU sales and marketing objectives is through an incentives approach, if sales
consortia are not formed within a reasonable period of time, the provincial government
should consider, in consultation with industry, regulatory options within its jurisdictional
powers to reduce the number of sellers going to market,.
We must recognize that a planned approach to bring processing companies together to
collaboratively sell and market their products is a radical departure from the status quo. In
the past, industry collaboration was generally when industry worked together out of need
or in times of crisis. W/G members felt that there was a failure to sustain this collaboration
because of the high level of competitiveness and inherent lack of trust within the industry.
Funding incentives and possible regulatory measures alone will not guarantee the
implementation of sales consortia. Failure to deal with the industry structure may be a
major hindrance to the development of collaborative sales and marketing entities, and the
processors reiterated that the W/G TOR stated a change in marketing “is required as part of
overall structural change.”
The W/G also felt that greater transparency within sales and marketing efforts would be
essential in building greater collaboration within the industry. To achieve this, leadership
from all facets of the industry and the provincial and federal governments will be required to
break down barriers from the past and build renewed trust within the industry.
5.2

Marketing Function

Issue/Challenge
The seafood industry, not unlike any other industry, is driven by consumers. The basis of
successful marketing is having a consumer-focused marketing orientation – determining
what consumers want and marketing products that meet those wants (e.g., quality, taste,
convenience, nutrition, health, and value). Current sales and marketing efforts must be
improved and consolidated. Failure to do this limits the ability to differentiate NL products
from those of our competitors, to project the important attributes of our products to
consumers, and to fully achieve the benefits that normally accrue to a dominant supplier
in the marketplace (e.g., crab and shrimp). Increasingly, competitors in other jurisdictions
(e.g., Iceland, Alaska and Norway) have the benefit of industry-wide branding and other
marketing support initiatives.
Cause
In the processing sector, few companies retain any significant level of marketing expertise
or fund marketing activities. As well, resource management regimes are not always aligned
with marketplace realities (e.g., length of season, time of catch, and quality retention).
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Solution
As an outcome of the MOU process, the fishing industry needs to commit itself to a
collaborative seafood marketing effort. In addition, insofar as nature permits, restructuring
and rationalization in the harvesting/processing sectors must include market-oriented
measures to extend operating seasons and maximize fleet/plant capability to produce
the highest quality products and to extend the periods these products are available to the
market.
The W/G feels the Seafood Marketing Council proposed in the 2008 Report of the Seafood
Marketing Review Panel (the Roche Report) should be revisited. This organization would
allow the industry to work together to conduct market intelligence, develop and execute a
marketing strategy, actively promote NL product in the marketplace, and share the mutual
costs and benefits of improved and enhanced marketing of our products over the entire
industry.
The council could help improve transparency and in doing so help build stronger
relationships and collaboration, thereby reducing mistrust within the industry. W/G
members understand the need for confidentiality requirements for proprietary corporate
information. It is generally felt that active participation by harvesters on the council, as
recommended in the Roche Report, would help accomplish greater transparency and trust
in the industry. Industry stakeholders, particularly processors and harvesters, need to feel
a sense of ownership in such an organization, so it is crucial to get buy-in from industry and
active participation from key industry stakeholders.
Recommendation
A Newfoundland and Labrador Seafood Marketing Council, as recommended in the Roche
Report, should be established in consultation with industry.5 The W/G feels that the
conclusions and recommendations identified in that report remain relevant today as they
did in 2008.
The key activities of the Council as outlined in the report would be:
• Market Intelligence/Industry Collaboration - to collect and disseminate market

intelligence and information to better enable processors to “go to market” each
season in a more coordinated manner and to better sustain that coordination
throughout the production/selling season;

• Image Development & Product Promotion - to develop and promote the image of

the province’s industry as a supplier of quality seafood and to augment company
marketing efforts with product promotion campaigns in selected markets;

• Long Range Market Planning - to facilitate and encourage industry focus on

proactive longer range market planning; and

5

ASP has noted that it would not recommend the creation of a marketing council if it is to be the only or most
significant outcome of the MOU process.
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• Public Relations - to be the industry vehicle for dealing with market relevant public

relations issues and opportunities.

The W/G feels that the staffing, budget, funding, structure and governance of the Council,
including the composition of its Board of Directors, should be as outlined in the Roche
Report. However, it is felt that a vote to proceed with the Council is no longer necessary
and that industry, through an appropriate consultation process, should proceed to establish
the Council as one of a number of outcomes of the MOU process.
The NL fishing industry, as represented by the Association of Seafood Producers and the
Fish, Food and Allied Workers, in partnership with the Government of Newfoundland and
Labrador will request financial support from the Government of Canada to establish and
operate the NL Seafood Marketing Council. The W/G felt strongly that the establishment of
sales consortia was an important step in enhancing the sales and marketing of our seafood
products. Sequentially, it would be preferable, but not mandatory, to establish the Council
after seafood sales consortia have been formed.
5.3

Summary of Recommendations

Sales Consortia
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1.

Seafood sales consortia should be established within the NL fishing industry.

2.

The provincial government should work on developing two forms of financial
incentives: (1) offsetting incremental start-up costs to establish sales consortia;
and (2) enhancing for at least an initial period of time the working capital
capability of the consortia.

3.

The provincial government, federal agencies (e.g., Export Development Canada),
commercial banks and sales consortia should collaborate to assist in the
provision of inventory financing arrangements.

4.

Further details on industry assistance should be decided through discussions
with industry participants. Financial assistance should be provided for at least
a three-year period to establish and operate the sales consortia. It should also
be incremental to the costs associated with current sales and marketing efforts.
Assistance should be considered for activities such as legal requirements
to establish the entities, as well as marketing strategy development and
implementation.

5.

It is crucial that any forms of financial assistance from government should
continue to be provided in compliance with domestic and international trade
agreements.

6.

There should be flexibility in the criteria to establish the consortia, so as not to
make it unreasonably difficult and onerous for companies to collaborate. The
criteria as to what constitutes acceptable consortia will have to be developed
more definitively but should address such questions as:
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•
•
•
•
•

•

Does it significantly reduce the number of companies selling into the market?
Does it represent at least 15% of the production of that specie?
Does it have dedicated in-house sales/marketing expertise?
Does it have a well defined Quality Assurance regime?
Is it a well defined, legally structured entity with formal governance
and
operating procedures and requiring a multi-year commitment by its
participants?
Does it provide for expanded membership in future?

7.

Government should also consider offering enhanced access to funding programs
and services for sales consortia (e.g. higher levels of funding in existing funding
programs).

8.

If sales entities are not formed within a reasonable period of time, the provincial
government in consultation with industry should explore regulatory options within
its jurisdictional powers to reduce the number of sellers going to market. Such
measures must be determined following a thorough analysis to ensure that
the industry continues to comply with trade agreements and that the provincial
government acts within its jurisdictional responsibilities.

9.

All fishing industry organizations as well as the provincial and federal
governments should collaborate to promote the merits of sales consortia within
the industry.

Seafood Marketing Council
10.

The NL Seafood Marketing Council as recommended in the 2008 Roche Report
should be established in consultation with industry.

11.

The key activities of the Council as outlined in the report should be: market
intelligence/industry collaboration; image development & product promotion; long
range market planning; and public relations.

12.

The NL fishing industry, as represented by ASP and FFAW, in partnership with
the Government of NL should request financial support from the Government of
Canada to establish and operate the Council.

Other Recommendations
13.

The priority with respect to the establishing sales consortia and the marketing
council should be on crab and shrimp products. However, efforts should be
made as opportunities permit to include other species such as capelin, lobster
and groundfish species.
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5.4

Additional Comments and Caveats

These recommendations should be implemented in line with recommendations from other
Working Groups, particularly regarding harvesting and processing sector rationalization.
The successful implementation of sales consortia and the Seafood Marketing Council as
envisaged in the Roche Report will require change in industry structure and substantial
horizontal and vertical collaboration within the industry.
FFAW feels that transparency is essential, particularly in the context of any processing
sector rationalization, which has the potential to increase consolidation and thereby
diminish competition for raw material. FFAW is therefore opposed to any plant
rationalization program that is not implemented in conjunction with full transparency as to
actual market prices paid for NL seafood products.
The processing sector disagrees with the FFAW position as stated above. They do not
feel that plant rationalization will be so extensive as to result in only a handful of buyers.
Furthermore, the consolidation of sellers into consortia will not change the number of
processors competing for raw material.
All agree that a win-win situation must exist for harvesters and processors, which in turn will
benefit the entire province.
6.0

Implementation Costs

The implementation costs for the W/G’s recommendations including rationale and
assumptions are outlined in Appendix F.
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Appendix B
Association of Seafood Producers Inc. (ASP)
Newco Proposal

Information excluded at the request of ASP.
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Appendix C
Beothic Fish Processors Limited
Sales Consortia Concept Proposal
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PROPOSED MARKETING STRUCTURE

Submitted to:

Marketing Working Group

Submitted by: Beothic Fish Processors Limited
November 23, 2009
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2

General Overview

As part of the recent Memorandum of Understanding between the Association of Seafood
Producers (ASP) and the Fish, Food and Allied Workers Union (FFAW, and the Department of
Fisheries and Aquaculture (DFA), the marketing Working Group has been tasked with
developing various structural options for the marketing of Newfoundland and Labrador’s
seafood. ASP has proposed a model based on a single marketer. However, a significant
number of ASP members do not agree that a single marketer is practical or feasible, particularly
if the proposal requires mandatory participation by all processors. Beothic understands fully
the value of consolidated selling and indeed has participated in such activity for several
decades. Most of the processing sector and the FFAW seem to be unanimous in their belief
that less marketers is the best option. However, Beothic does not believe that making it
mandatory to market our products through a single marketer is the best option for the
industry. Beothic is one of the companies that strongly believe that many of the objectives of
consolidated selling can be achieved by selling through a limited selection of multiple marketers
with closer collaboration among marketers via a coordinating vehicle. This option provides a
more palatable solution to those who absolutely disagree with the mandatory, single marketer
option and is a more viable solution for a variety of reasons. These reasons include
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
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Legal obligations with existing marketing organizations – Beothic owns part of a
marketing company Atlantic Queen Seafoods Limited (AQS) that has been around for
more than 40 years. It has recently signed a long-term agreement with Whitecap
International Seafood Exporters Limited to have Whitecap manage AQS on behalf of its
shareholders. Prior to Whitecap’s incorporation Fishery Products International was the
exclusive marketer/manager of AQS;
AQS markets significant quantity of product from outside Newfoundland;
Our partner in AQS is from New Brunswick and is not a party to the discussions taking
place in Newfoundland nor are they particularly interested;
The competitive nature of our industry does not provide reason for optimism that
processors can co-exist within a single marketing company;
A single seller of crab and shrimp from Newfoundland does not provide sufficient choice
to larger customers who, as a matter of policy, will not purchase their needs through a
single supplier;
A limited multiple marketing environment will encourage and stimulate product
improvement and market development moreso than a single selling environment;
The timeframe for such a drastic rationalization of the number of marketers and the
establishment of a new marketing company is simply not feasible; and
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•

The link between marketing restructuring and processing rationalization has not been
clearly defined.

Seafood Market Council

The SMC could be used as an overview body which provides a forum for managing and
communicating the marketing and sales strategy for all crab and shrimp products. This forum
would be the coordinating vehicle in a multiple marketer environment. The SMC would have
representatives from ASP, FFAW, DFA and SPNL. The SMC function would be divided into three
(3) distinct areas – Marketing, Sales and Financing. All marketing areas would report back to
the central oversight board (SMC). Information would be reported on the key commodities,
and would include lbs produced and revenue generated by market. Proprietary information on
any specific company would remain confidential. The SMC could also get involved in issues
related to tariffs, FDA regulations or any other issue of general importance to the industry.

Marketing: Marketing would deal specifically with tasks, issues and initiatives that are general
in nature and for the benefit of all producers. The outcomes or specific benefits can often be
difficult to quantify. Activities undertaken would include market and product development,
generic promotion of NL seafood, and especially, gathering of market intelligence.

Sales: This area would involve the actual sales of product and the coordination between
marketers to ensure that the maximum value is attained. All sellers/marketers must be
evaluated from a sales force and financial capability perspective. The concept is built around
consolidating the production of a number of processors, preferably under common brands, and
selling the combined production through up to three (3) approved sales arms. The objective is
to eliminate or mitigate predatory sales practices. Processors would have to voluntarily
choose one of the approved marketers. It is recognized that the fewer the number of brands
being used the better. This would provide the needed consolidation while still providing
sufficient choice to customers (and processors also). All packers would be subject to strict
quality control guidelines and must agree to abide by the specifications outlined for all
processors. This would be monitored by the marketer’s QC department and/or DFA’s monitors.
All results of sales would be reported to each processor in aggregate and individual format in a
transparent manner.
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4

Financing: As often our production season is compressed in comparison to our selling season,
it is imperative that the marketers be capable of holding inventory for long periods and that
processors be shielded somewhat from distress selling through the provision of a financial
safety net. Processors falling below an arbitrary production threshold would be permitted to
receive a partial payment up to 70% for their season’s production with the remainder coming
no later than 30 days after the product is sold. Larger processors who hold a greater % of
provincial production would pool their product and receive a portion of each months sales
equal to their percent of the pooled product. It is acknowledged that a system of financial
advances upon production and settlements upon selling would have to be offered to the larger
processors as well to encourage their participation in the consolidated selling approach.

Conclusion: It is Beothic’s belief that the marketing objectives of consolidated selling can be
achieved by going to market via a limited number of marketers while at the same time
providing an appropriate mechanism such as the SMC to coordinate industry strategy and that
this alternative provides a more palatable and attractive option to the greater majority of
industry than a mandatory single selling approach.
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Appendix D
Seafood Marketing Review Panel
Report of the Chairperson, Alexander (Sandy) Roche, 2008
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Appendix E
Overview of Federal Government
Programs and Services for Seafood Marketing Initiatives
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Overview of Federal Programs and Services
for Seafood Marketing Initiatives
This document provides brief summaries of Federal programs and services which have some relevance
to the international marketing of Canadian seafood. It is based largely on an internet search, as well as
additional information provided directly by some of the respective departments and agencies delivering
these programs and services.
Although every effort was made to identify all relevant initiatives, this may not be an exhaustive list.
Links to the corresponding websites are provided. Further information on any of these initiatives should
be sought through direct contact with personnel from the departments and agencies in question.

Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency (ACOA)
Business Development Program (BDP)
The BDP is designed to help set up, expand or modernize business enterprises. Focusing on small and
medium‐sized enterprises (SMEs), the BDP provides access to capital in the form of interest‐free,
unsecured, repayable contributions up to $500,000. Not‐for‐profit organizations that provide support to
the business community may also qualify for non‐repayable assistance.
Eligible activities include business studies, capital investment, training, marketing, quality assurance, and
not‐for‐profit activities that support business in the region.
Marketing initiatives include:
•
•
•

Development of a marketing plan
Hiring of marketing expertise to implement the plan
Related marketing activities such as labelling, packaging, promotional materials, advertising,
product demonstrations and participation at trade shows.

http://www.acoa‐apeca.gc.ca/English/ImLookingFor/ProgramInformation/Pages/Program
Details.aspx?ProgramID=2
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Business Development Bank of Canada (BDC)
BDC Market Xpansion Loan
Provides up to $100,000 to expand domestic markets or explore foreign markets. The program offers
longer term and flexible repayment schedules.
Eligible activities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implement marketing strategies, develop new products and markets, or boost inventory to
support increased sales
Participate in prospecting initiatives like trade shows overseas
Develop export and/or e‐commerce plans
Advance SR&ED (Scientific Research & Experimental Development) refunds to replenish working
capital, or cover SR&ED consulting costs
Conduct product development and R&D
Purchase additional inventory for export

http://www.canadabusiness.ca/eng/summary/1052/

Export Development Canada (EDC)
Export Guarantee Program
The Export Guarantee Program, by providing a guarantee to the company’s financial institution, can help
access additional financing to support export‐related activities and/or foreign investments.
EDC does not provide working capital financing, but guarantee coverage can be provided for up to 75%
for guaranteed amounts greater than $500,000 and up to $10 million.
Any Canadian company with export‐related activities or foreign investments may inquire about this
program. To qualify, the company’s financial institution must be willing to establish a credit
arrangement with the company and participate in the financing.

http://www.edc.ca/english/financing_export_guarantee.htm
Accounts Receivable Insurance
Accounts Receivable Insurance (ARI) covers the exporting company for up to 90 per cent of losses
against such commercial risks as customer non‐payment. Coverage can be flexible to accommodate the
company’s unique needs, including ARI for foreign affiliates.

Other risks covered may include:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Refusal to accept the goods;
Bankruptcy or insolvency;
Cancellation of import or export permits;
Currency transfer;
War, revolution, or insurrection; and
Contract cancellation.

Any Canadian business that exports goods or services can apply.
http://www.edc.ca/english/exportfinanceguide/efg_sub6_12114.htm
http://www.edc.ca/english/docs/12e_final_ari_e.pdf

Agriculture and Agri‐Food Canada (AAFC)
Canada Brand
If you produce, promote or support Canadian food and agriculture products, you can enhance
your marketing program by adding the Canada Brand logo to your product line and promotional
material.
As a Canadian organization, you can be approved to use the branding graphics and photos for
products that were originally grown or harvested in Canada, or products produced elsewhere
using Canadian inputs.
http://www.canadabusiness.ca/eng/summary/1592/

AgriMarketing Program
AAFC’s Market and Industry Services Branch provides services and expertise to the agriculture and agri‐
food industries, including the fish and seafood industry. The AgriMarketing Program offers 50% funding,
cost‐shared with industry, in the form of contributions to assist national industry associations in
identifying market priorities and equipping themselves for success in global markets. Applications are
accepted from the agriculture, agri‐food, fish and seafood sectors. The Program enables industry to
develop and implement Long Term International Strategies (LTIS). Starting in 2010‐2011, associations
are required to have a multi‐year LTIS in place and must integrate the Canada Brand.
http://www4.agr.gc.ca/AAFC‐AAC/display‐afficher.do?id=1239048540113&lang=eng
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In addition, individual companies (with less than 250 employees) can apply for up to $50,000 per year,
cost‐shared at 50%, under the SME element of AgriMarketing. This funding supports market
development activities specific to the company, to be undertaken in geographic areas other than the
United States.
http://www4.agr.gc.ca/AAFC‐AAC/display‐afficher.do?id=1281731001985&lang=eng

Agricultural Flexibility Fund
The Agricultural Flexibility Fund (AgriFlexibility) is a five‐year (2009‐14) $500 million fund. Its objective is
to facilitate the implementation of new initiatives, both federally and in partnership with provinces /
territories and industry. These initiatives should be designed to improve sector competitiveness and
help the sector adapt to pressures through non‐business risk‐management measures that will reduce
costs of production, improve environmental sustainability, promote innovation and respond to market
challenges.
In meeting this objective, there are three main elements to AgriFlexibility:
 Help reduce the cost of production or improve environmental

sustainability for the sector
 Support value‐chain innovation or sectoral adaptation
 Address emerging market opportunities and challenges for the sector

The fish and seafood sector is eligible under this program only for the purpose of undertaking activities
related to international marketing.
Funding provided to for‐profit organizations will normally be in the form of repayable contributions.
Funding provided to not‐for‐profit organizations will be non‐repayable. AAFC reserves the right to
assess proposals against the need to respect regional balance with regard to overall spending of
AgriFlexibility funds.
http://www4.agr.gc.ca/AAFC‐AAC/display‐afficher.do?id=1247082294164&lang=eng

Seafood Value Chain Roundtable

The Seafood Value Chain Roundtable (SVCRT) was launched in June 2003 and brings together key
leaders from across the seafood industry ‐ retail, food service, processing, harvesting and trade
associations. AAFC facilitates and funds SVCRT, and plays a role in secretarial operation of the SVCRT
through meeting organization, content, and communication with industry.
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The SVCRT has conducted several studies and served as a vehicle for engagement on Brand Canada, as
well as a vital feedback mechanism for industry to government.
This group focuses on three key priorities:
•
•
•

Improving the image of Canada's seafood
Enhancing the industry's ability to compete
Encouraging an integrated government response to issues facing the industry.

http://www.ats‐sea.agr.gc.ca/rt‐tr/sea‐mer‐eng.htm

Foreign Affairs and International Trade Canada (DFAIT)
The Canadian Trade Commissioner Service can help a company succeed globally and lower
costs of doing business. International business professionals, market intelligence and expert
advice are available to support export, investment abroad, or technology and R&D
partnerships.
Trade Commissioners are located in more than 150 cities worldwide and in Regional Offices
across Canada. As well, a Virtual Trade Commissioner tool is available.
A Trade Commissioner will work to assess potential in a target market by providing:
Market intelligence ‐
•
•
•
•

Up‐to‐date market information
Information about barriers and regulations associated with entering a specific region
Knowledge sharing about upcoming opportunities
An inside look at what's going on in your area of business

Advice on improving your market strategy ‐
•
•

Whether you’re looking to export, invest abroad or seek technology and R&D partnerships
Reference to qualified local firms for additional market research

http://www.tradecommissioner.gc.ca/eng/services.jsp
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Appendix F
Implementation Costs
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Implementation Costs
The implementation costs for the W/G’s recommendations on the Seafood Marketing
Council, sales consortia and inventory financing (deficiency guarantees) are outlined
below.
Seafood Marketing Council

1

FY 2011/12

FY 2012/13

FY 2013/14

Total for 3-Year
Trial Period

Government

$ 2,000,000

$ 2,250,000

$ 3,000,000

$

7,250,000

Industry

$

$

750,000

$ 1,000,000

$

1,750,000

$ 2,000,000

$ 3,000,000

$ 4,000,000

$

9,000,000

FY 2011/12

FY 2012/13

FY 2013/14

Government

$ 1,500,000

$ 1,200,000

$ 1,200,000

$

3,900,000

Industry

$

$

$

800,000

$

2,100,000

$ 2,000,000

$

6,000,000

-

Sales Consortia 2

500,000

$ 2,000,000

800,000

$ 2,000,000

TOTAL

1

The 2008 Roche report recommended an annual budget of approximately $4 million to operate SMC. It
is anticipated that this full budget would not be required in the first year of operation as time will be
required for strategy development/implementation to get the organization fully operational. Provincial
government funding is recommended at 100% in Year 1 and 75% in Year 2 and 3. Industry, with support
from provincial government, will try to leverage federal government funding as well. It is anticipated that
an industry levy program will be required to ensure that industry's funding contribution is collected on a
fair and equitable basis to fund the SMC on a short and long term basis.

2

This cost is based on estimated funding for a maximum of five sales consortia. The eligible funding for
Year 1 would primarily include activities to get the consortia set up and operational (i.e. organizational,
administrative, legal, etc.). These activities would be funded at 75%. There would also be funding
available for incremental activities to assist coordination of various functions within the sales consortia
(e.g. hiring of a Quality Control Manager to coordinate and ensure products from various operations meet
required product specifications). These activities would be funded at 75% in Year 1 and 60% in Years 2
and 3. Sales consortia may also be eligible for other federal and provincial government programs for
sales/marketing activities (i.e. product development, promotion, market development, etc.).
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Inventory Financing (Deficiency Guarantees)
The purpose of making available to Sales Consortia working capital financing greater
than that which would otherwise be available from commercial banks is twofold:
• To enable the Consortia to have a greater ability to hold product in inventory for
more orderly release into the marketplace than is currently the practice in the
industry.
• To enable the Consortia to attract into its membership processor companies that
have been selling through brokers by providing to these companies inventory
financing comparable to that provided by the broker. (It is commonly thought that the
main reason many processor companies use brokers is because the broker provides
financing not available from commercial banks.)
Commercial banks provide working capital financing on the basis of a percentage of the
value of a company’s inventory and accounts receivable at points in time. The amount
advanced once product is produced but not yet sold is normally about half the actual
cost of producing the product. The amount advanced once the product is sold and its
market value converted to an account receivable is significantly more. Hence, there is
always the incentive for companies to convert product in inventory to sales as soon as
possible. The working capital line of credit available to a company is also subject to
maximums which banks set based on each bank’s subjective consideration of such
factors as the company’s track record with the bank, its balance sheet and the financial
ratios derived there from, the bank’s overall exposure in a particular industry, etc.
Invariably, many seafood processors, especially in the crab sector, hit their maximum
well before the season’s production is finished. This is because their working capital
requirements peak so high and so fast due to the compressed timeframe during which
crab production occurs. Hence these companies have an even greater need to convert
inventory into sales.
Given the current industry structure, the only way to have commercial banks relax their
guidelines and provide additional working capital resources to the industry would seem
to be through Government providing deficiency guarantees to the banks. Such
guarantees would constitute a contingent liability of the Government and would only
involve an actual cash outlay should there be a default. The deficiency guarantee would
be made available only to sales consortia.
The amount of the deficiency guarantee(s) that may ultimately be required is difficult to
quantify and would depend, of course, on the number and size of sales consortia
actually formed. The crab sector would require the highest amount of working capital
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financing. The maximum amount of deficiency guarantee(s) outstanding at any one time
can be estimated using certain assumptions as follows:
1. The entire industry comes together into the desired number of consortia.
2. The amount of working capital financing needed to enable processors to be able
to hold product in inventory and still be able to carry on production is 100% of the
processor’s direct cost of producing each pound of product. (In accounting
terms, 100% of cost of goods sold, i.e. COGS).
3. The commercial banks will provide financing of 50% of the direct cost of
production and the Government deficiency guarantee will be required to enable
the banks to extend the remaining 50%.
4. No product is sold until after the full season’s production is completed (i.e. the
worst case scenario).
5. The estimated average unit direct cost of production for crab is $3.00/lb. and for
shrimp $2.70/lb.
6. Inventory financing is not required for crab production going into the Japanese
market because of the conventional terms of payment provided by Japanese
buyers.
7. Using five year averages, the total annual crab production is about 76 million lbs
of which about 65% or say 50 million lbs is for the United States market.
8. Average shrimp production has been about 57 million lbs. over past few years
but given the expected reductions in shrimp quotas a more realistic production
volume is likely to be about 35 million lbs.
Based on the above assumptions we can estimate the maximum amount of the
Government Deficiency Guarantee outstanding at any one time to be $ 75 million for
Crab (50 million lbs @$3.00 lb X 50%) and $ 47 million for Shrimp (35 million lbs @
$2.70 lb X 50%) for a total of $122 million.
This, as stated, is a worst case scenario since it is unrealistic (and undesirable) to
assume there would be no sales of crab or shrimp during the production seasons. Once
a sale of product is made, an account receivable is created and this enables the bank to
extend financing of 70% of the value of the receivable (and up to 90% if it is EDC
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insured) which thereby reduces the amount of Government deficiency Guarantee
required.
A more likely scenario is that the peak amount of the deficiency guarantee will be in the
range of $45 to $50 million for crab and $25 to $30 million for shrimp for a total in
the range of $70 to $80 million as depicted in the table below. 3
Estimated Inventory Financing (Deficiency Guarantees)

Government

FY 2011/12

FY 2012/13

FY 2013/14

$ 80,000,000

$ 80,000,000

$ 80,000,000

Assuming appropriate terms can be negotiated with commercial banks there should not
be a significant risk of default on the Government deficiency guarantee. The spread
between the cost of producing a pound of product and its final market value is normally
enough to cover market price exposure as well as other more normal risks such as
nonpayment, quality claims etc. Additionally, the provision of the Deficiency Guarantee
is in itself designed to increase overall returns from the marketplace and reduce
volatility. Nevertheless, prudence would dictate that some provision for default be
recognized.

3

A more statistically based estimate could be obtained using a conventional cash flow model incorporating historic
(or anticipated) production volumes, historic actual sales by month data and the actual average unit cost of goods
sold as per the financial analysis of the processing sector carried out by the MOU Working Group for that sector. It
must be reiterated that this $80 million represents a deficiency guarantee - not an outlay.
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Annex 19

Glossary of Terms
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Anticipated (moderate) scenario: the most likely scenario assumed when forecasting the financial
models, by using the most appropriate forecast for variables such as fish quota, shore price,
labour cost, fuel cost, exchange rate, etc.
Assets: items of ownership convertible into cash; total resources of a person or business, as cash,
notes and accounts receivable, securities, inventories, goodwill, fixtures, machinery, or real
estate ( opposed to liabilities).
Buddy-up: the “buddy-up” arrangement allows two fish license holders to form a temporary partner
ship and to fish two quotas from a single vessel.
Capital: the factor of production, used to create goods or services, that is not itself significantly consumed (though it may depreciate) in the production process.
Combining: the combining arrangement allows individual independent core enterprise holders to buy
another core enterprise for the purpose of combining licenses and quotas on a permanent
basis.
Direct labour: a variable estimated in the income analysis for the processing sector. It is comprised of
the labour and benefits to those workers directly involved in the processing of fish.
EBT (Earnings before taxes): an indicator of a company’s financial performance calculated as revenue
minus expenses (excluding tax). EBT provides a level measure to compare companies in different tax jurisdictions.
EBITDA (Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization): EBITDA measures cash earnings without accrual accounting, canceling tax-jurisdiction effects, and canceling the effects
of different capital structures.
Enterprise: a fishing enterprise is the fishing unit comprised of all licenses, vessels, gear and facilities
held by the license holder.
Equity: the monetary value of a property or business beyond any amounts owed on it in mortgages,
claims, liens, etc.
Fleet sector: analysis of the harvesting sector in this report covers the inshore sector (< 40’ fleets), and
the near shore sector (>40’ fleets).
Gross margin: the excess of sales over cost of sales, which represents the direct costs of producing the
fish products sold. It is expressed as a percentage of sales.
Highliner: a fishing enterprise that is regarded as a high-revenue enterprise as compared to other fishing enterprises in the sector and/or fishing area.
Independent Core Enterprise: Core Enterprise is a fishing unit composed of a fish harvester (head of
enterprise), registered vessel(s) and the licenses he or she holds, and which has been designated as such in 1996 under the approved criteria. Head of a Core Enterprise is the person
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who is named on the license and is in charge of a core enterprise. Independent Core (IC)
is the category assigned to the head of a Core enterprise who is not party to a Controlling
Agreement with respect to the licenses issued in his or her name. (Controlling Agreement
means an agreement between a license holder and a person, corporation or other entity
that permits a person, other than the license holder, to control or influence the license
holder’s decision to submit a request to DFO for issuance of a “replacement” license to
another fish harvester (commonly referred to as a “license transfer”). Agreements between
the license holder and a Recognized Financial Institution (RFI) are not Controlling Agreements if (1) there is no third party involved in the Agreement or (2) any co-signor, guarantor
or other surety involved in an agreement does not control or influence the license holder’s
decision to submit a request to DFO for the issuance of a “replacement” license to another
fish harvester.)
Inshore: refers to the fishing sector where fishing activities are carried out close to shore. Fish harvesters in the inshore sector are restricted to using vessels less than 40 feet in length.
Interest & Principal: periodic loan payment, usually paid monthly, that includes the interest charges
for the period plus an amount applied to amortization of the principal balance.
Nearshore: refers to the fishing sector where fishing activities are carried out between inshore and
offshore zones. Fish harvesters in the nearshore sector are restricted to using vessels of 40
feet to 64 feet in length.
Net Benefit to Cost Ratio: Net Benefit is equal to the value of benefit minus the value of cost. Net
Benefit to Cost Ratio = Net Benefit / Cost.
Net margin gain (or net income): the money left over after paying all the expenses of an endeavor.
Net sales: total sales revenue less any selling expenses. Selling expenses include freight out for finished products, Export Development Canada (EDC) insurance, customer expenses, outside
storage for finished products, brokerage and inspections and commissions on sales.
Optimistic scenario: the best scenario assumed when forecasting the financial models, by using the
most favorable estimations for variables such as fish quota, shore price, labour cost, fuel
cost, exchange rate, etc.
Other variable costs: this category represents the grouping for all the other remaining direct production
costs. Some of the more significant accounts include bait and change in inventory.
Owner compensation: reasonable compensation for the owner’s work effort as an employee/manager/skipper.
Pessimistic scenario: the worst scenario assumed when forecasting the financial models, by using the
most unfavorable estimations for variables such as fish quota, shore price, labour cost, fuel
cost, exchange rate, etc.
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Plant overhead: this category includes costs incurred for fuel, electricity, repairs and maintenance,
municipal taxes, rentals, indirect plant labour and factory supplies. After various discussions with plant management these costs were allocated as a percentage of species revenue. This was completed on a plant by plant basis.
Production capacity: volume of products that can be generated by a production plant or enterprise
in a given period by using current resources.
Raw Material: this cost category includes the purchases of raw materials (fish) for processing, dockside grading, discharging and wharfage, freight in of raw materials, ice, fisherman’s payroll
and benefits, and finished goods purchased for resell, however finished goods is not consistently incurred in all species processed and represents an extremely small portion of the
actual costs incurred in this cost category.
Return on Capital Employed: this ratio measures profitability and how well management has used
the assets, by calculating the percentage return on total capital provided by the owners (ie.
equity) and lenders (ie. debt).
Return on Equity: measures the rate of return on the ownership interest (shareholders’ equity) of the
common stock owners. It measures a firm’s efficiency at generating profits from every unit
of shareholders’ equity (also known as net assets or assets minus liabilities).
Return on investment: is the ratio of money gained or lost on an investment relative to the amount
of money invested.
Return on Net Operating Assets: it is defined as income (loss) for the period plus interest and income
taxes divided by net operating assets (or a company’s assets used to generate sales). Net
operating assets are defined as capital assets (including intangible assets such as licenses)
plus net working capital.
Selling, General & Administrative: this cost category includes administrative salaries, office expense,
licenses and fees, consulting, legal and accounting fees, insurance and bad debts. Various
sources of other income including local sales, raw material sales, discharge / wharfage
revenue, ice sales, interest income, unrealized and realized foreign exchange profit and
loss and miscellaneous income were deducted from the selling, general and administrative
expenses. These costs were allocated as a percentage of species revenue. This was completed
on a plant by plant basis.
Tail costs: is most often referred to by processors as the additional cost incurred to purchase and
transport the raw material back to the plant for processing. These costs include freight costs
to the plant, dockside grading of the raw material purchased, discharging and wharfage
fees, ice and fishermen’s payroll and benefits.
Viability: in general terms, viability is defined as “being financially sustainable”. This report described four alternative approaches to assessing the viability of the fish harvesting sector.
(See Table 4.2)
Working capital: is a financial metric which represents operating liquidity available to a business,
organization, or other entity.
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